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Haunted Articulations:

Reading Celan-Heidegger after the Ghost

Isabelle A. Moore

Es spiikf} one is always already haunted. I begin here, among
the etymological haunts of words and works past. As Derrida asks in Of
Spirit: Heidegger and the Question, "etymology and ghosts — ... is it

not the same question?" (99). Haunt: Middle English, from Old French

hanter, probably from Old Norse heimta, to lead home or pull, to demand
or claim, to regain, from heimr, home; to persist or linger, to intrude upon,

to recur or appear habitually, as a ghost.- Haunting contains at once a

lingering familiarity, the homely present of a favorite haunt, and

simultaneously an eerie recurrence, the uncanny demand of an "other"

that ruptures time and space to insist on spectral and textual presence: das

Un-Heimliche. Haunting is a nearness that disturbs and lays claim, a

temporal rupture that allows disasters to re-emerge in the form of ghosts,

to overtake the present and take it over. Haunting happens, at once

belatedly and already after ghosts, and yet always here and now.

According to Derrida. haunting is what "happens between two, and

between all the 'two's' one likes, such as between life and death," or

present and past, each of which "can only maintain itself with some
ghost" (Specters xviii ).

I am haunted by a happening—perhaps a missed happening

—

between two who maintained an eerie and articulated nearness: Paul Celan

and Martin Heidegger. In the un-heimlich proximity of these two
biographies and their writings lie the remains ofmultiple layers ofhaunting.

Yet ghosts are only the first layer in this etymological—and ontological

—

articulation, an articulation that "makes us pass, in spirit, from the hostage

to the host/guest and from the host/guest to the ghost" (Demda, Aporias

60). What emerges from these articulated layers is more than the ghost

itself; it is equally the question of our relation with that ghost and its

haunting, with what comes after the ghost who comes again to disarticulate

present time, thought, even (and especially) language. The first and



constant ghost to which the present articulation and its subject(s) must

be both hostage and host is "that which happened," Celan's words for

what happened between 1933 and 1945: the Shoah and its memory,

Auschwitz and its recurrence, disaster and its ghosts (Poems and Prose

395). The ghost of Auschwitz

—

das Unheil—becomes modernity's un-

heimlich: unthinkable, though not an aberration but the catastrophic

conclusion to the familiar trajectory ofmodem thinking and (bio)politics.

Auschwitz, in "happening" to and haunting both politics and thought,

becomes something which thought cannot think, and thus "can only

happen to it again, return to it again" (Lyotard 56). But in this recurrent

haunting, and at "the moment that no ethics, no politics," indeed, for

some, neither language nor poetry seem possible, "it is necessary to speak

qt the ghost, indeed to the ghost and with if (Derrida, Specters xix). Any
articulation of haunting must remain both hostage to, and potentially host

of, its ghosts. How then to be hospitable to these ghosts returned as

guests (and not only the ghosts faced by Celan and Heidegger, but their

own ghosts returned now, to the reader)? What are the articulations that

emerge from their haunted bibliographies and biographies, and how does

the ghost articulate that language and hold it hostage? Ultimately, how to

read these ghostly articulations of a time, a bio- or bibliography, even a

syntax that is forever out ofjoint afterV

Reading con-texts

As with etymology and ghosts, these haunted questions in fact

become the same question: that of reading the ghosts that haunt

biographies and bibliographies alongside and between their various texts

and contexts.^ Just as they are already haunted by and come after the

ghost of Auschwitz, the lives (and deaths) of Celan and Heidegger are

always there to haunt their writings: the Jewish poet-survivor who digs a

"grave in the air"- and the politics of the master thinker from Germany.

The questions of Heidegger's political silence and of Celan's suicide will

be considered here alongside the language (of Heidegger's thinking and

of Celan's poetry) that must come after such haunted biographies and

political ghosts.

Of course, there are dangers on both sides of reading lives and

texts through and after spectral politics. I do not wish to chain writings to

lives, nor to fix or reduce text to its circumstances. Rather, what Derrida

calls the "chains of differential marks" in writing in fact cut text off from

both its origin and its (authorial) production, breaking it out ofcontext and

away from any singular meaning. For Derrida, the marks of writing (and

rereading) permit a continuous iterability (and alterity) in the absence

—



indeed in the inevitable death—of both writer and addressee ("Signature"

318). But just as Derrida writes of the ghost, this death and the text it

renders "iterable" can nevertheless only maintain themselves with a

haunted "two": with the present life ofthe reader and with the context that

remains to rattle the differential chains of writing. Indeed, the mark itself

permits the possibility and maintenance of these "two's" in its very

iterability. in the continued return ofthe dead to haunt the present reading.

In reading Heidegger. Lyotard has insisted (perhaps too strongly)

on de-linking the "two" of text and context. Where he admits historical

haunting, he excludes biographical ghosts by commanding that thoughts

and politics not be confounded:

Do not mix Heidegger's thought with his 'politics' and

the sociohistorical context in which it is played out.

Thought exceeds context... Heidegger's thought is

remarkable, as we know, for the rereading of its context. .

.

a persistent, insistent rereading (59).

Yet does not the very persistence of Heidegger's own rereading demand

that his readers not be allowed to omit it themselves, that they must rather

mark the haunted presence of politics in his masterful thought? Lyotard

himself sees the Rector in 1 933-34 undertaking a "Heideggerian rereading"

ofSein undZeit thai enabled the equally "persistent" political commitments

of those years (68).^ No doubt Heidegger's political actions and silences

continue to haunt the text of philosophy and all those who read it (Celan

included); Gerald Bruns in fact warns against the danger of reading in

itself, of being caught up in thought by the thinker and so tempted into

admission (permission, reconciliation) by "apologetics" ( 12). In the face

of such dangers, reading through Heidegger's ghost becomes an urgent

task, yet such a reading is neither a "mixing" ofthought with socio-historical

context, nor an apology for action, nor a chain that binds or reduces his

writing to his life. To adopt John Sallis' apt phrase, when "turning to

Heidegger's text"—and his life
—

"one must be attentive to the phantoms

that haunt it. . . these spirits need to be exposed. . . to let its echoes resound,

now, after Heidegger" (11).

The ghost of Celan must also be read through and after his life

and the echoes of his writings. Though Heidegger would dismiss the

author's importance to a "great" poem, which greatness consists in its

ability to omit or "deny the poet's person and name,"^ Celan tells us both

that "the poem is lonely" and that "its author stays with it" (Collected

Prose 49).** Given the haunted "two" of this paradoxical phrase, such

poetic marks can be read neither solely through, nor wholly without, the

context of their author's life and death. As John Felstiner writes, "because



Paul Celan lived—or rather, survived—through the poetry he wrote...

either a biographical or a textual study alone would miss Celan's reason for

being. Every day he felt his era's and his own history pressing on the

poems he wrote.'"* Moreover, any reading of his work that omits Celan's

life (his "reason for being" or his survival) is equally in danger ofmissing

Celan's final admission of /jo/ being: his suicide and its haunting of those

readers who come after.'" As with Heidegger's thought, ifCelan's poems

succeed in exceeding their contexts, they can never escape being haunted

by them.

The question then is not one ofthe "extent to which contexts can

be read and still remain contexts," as Aris Fioretos has it, or to what extent

contexts omit or forget the singularity or "greatness" of the text (or the

life) itself (Preface x). The question, not simple, is one that returns us to

ghosts that haunt the authors' biographical and political contexts as much
as their texts themselves. Thus even the radical break that Derrida reads in

and of writing "does not suppose that the mark is valid outside its context,"

but rather that "there are only contexts without any center of absolute

anchoring" (320): so the mark of writing remains haunted by its context,

just as this context must itself remain uncannily un-centered and always

exceeded in some way. Text and context simultaneously hold each other

hostage, holding the reader hostage as well to a doubly haunted reading

after. Such a reading does not privilege context—indeed may well exceed

it—but equally cannot quite forget the context so necessary to maintaining

(even sustaining) itself.

To return from contexts to the language of texts: in any reading,

the mark of this doubly hostaged articulation is already present in the

disjuncture ofthe hyphen and in the homonymic or synonymic echoing of

the pun. Both Celan and Heidegger use the hyphen frequently in their

poetic or thinking language, and both rely equally on the pun (though in

very different contexts and to disparate textual ends). Indeed, haunting

itself happens as a hyphenated articulation in and of language, a disjointed

grammatical and phonic relation between Derrida's "two's" that echoes

and returns, visible even in its own articulated expression: un-heimlich.

As Agamben suggests, the hyphen "unites only to the degree that it

distinguishes and distinguishes only to the degree it unites" {Potentialities

222). The hyphen articulates the word on the page and in speech, inserting

a break in breath that is not the smooth functional harmony ofthe comma's
pause but a staccato irruption, a disruptive turn that recalls the ghost's

potential exclusion and its insistent intrusion. Through this ambivalence,

the mark of the hyphen captures both the temporal interruption of haunting

and the difficult question of remaining at once host of and hostage to that

haunting; like the iterability of the mark, the mark of the hyphen gestures
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toward the return or repetition of a non-presence (a non-present other).

No mere coincidence, then, that Derrida describes the very possibility of

hospitality to the other who returns as a simultaneous "inclusion and

exclusion... both more and less hospitable, hospitable and inhospitable,

hospitable inasmuch as inhospitable" (Hospitality 81 ). To be the host is

not to stop being hostage, but rather to accept the nature of present

hosting as a hyphenated remaining hostage to the past. Thus all of our

haunted and hyphenated "two's" are at once excluded from and included

in one another visually and grammatically: Celan-Heidegger, poetry-

thinking, text-context, in-hospitable.

Yet these "two's" are not only hyphenated—they also contain

and echo each other through the pun, a technique that itself relies on

ghostly etymologies and affinities by echoing its linguistic double,

rendering language at once uncanny and familiar. Fittingly, Derrida's

concern with hyphenated in-hospitality contains as well a layered pun on

''hote"": "the one who invites, the inviting host... becomes the hostage,"

while the ghost as "the guest, the invited hostage, becomes the one who
invites the one who invites... The guest <hdte> becomes the host <h6te>

of the host <h6te>''' (Hospitality 125). The haunted and haunting pun

always comes after and against its target (its host word), and yet is already

hostage, despite or because of its very re-articulation. As Bruns accurately

observes of Heidegger's penchant for this particular figure of speech, to

pun is to reveal the un-heimlich in the word itself, to expose "some echoing

otherness" (143). Always coming after this ghost-become-guest, already

joined and disjointed by the hyphen and echoing through the pun, here

our hostaged "two's" are consigned first to be read together and through

their various articulations in and of language. After this reading of texts

and contexts, the question of hosting ghosts and their articulations will be

considered through Celan's poetic language and his poetological thought

(here Heidegger and his thought will become somewhat parenthetical,

haunting more than inhabiting this articulation in order to better listen to

Celan).

Articulation, after

To turn first then to the question of language, that is, of the

German language after the disaster of Auschwitz: if Celan was highly

conscious of its articulated use to speak to and after ghosts, Heidegger (if

conscious) was unable or unwilling to admit the ghosts that haunted his

language and thought. The thinker therefore rightly stands confounded,

held hostage after these ghosts, between two modes of "Saying"

language—one of poetry, the other of thinking (Heidegger, On the Way
89)—even as he follows the tradition ofSchelling and Hegel in pronouncing

11



the "natural fitness" of the German language for thought." Lacoue-

Labarthe laments that the one thinker who might have been able to articulate

the ghost of Auschwitz in its (Holderlinian) caesura, the lapse or rift of

which Heidegger "enables us to understand," "obstinately refused" to do

so (46). If Heidegger's aim in his later thinking on the neighbourhood of

"poetry and thought" is "to call forth the nature of language," {On the

Way 161 ) the poetic language which Heidegger thinks—and the (poetic)

German language in which he thinks—are already haunted, their nature

after always altered and articulated (poetry-thinking).

Against Hannah Arendt
—

"It is not really the German language,

after all, that has gone mad"'-—Derrida, Celan, and George Steiner analyze

and articulate the madness of its palimpsests and terminal puns after such

violence: "How should the word spritzen recover a sane meaning after

having signified to millions the 'spurting' of Jewish blood from knife

points?" (Steiner, Language 1 22). Language for Steiner becomes a complex

"living organism" that can itself die or be put to death (as well as put

beings to death); stripped of vitality, it drowns in jargon and the horror of

Nazi definitions and euphemisms incommensurable with the language of

poets and thinkers (ibid. 122). As Klaus Mann asks, "'Can it be that Hitler

has polluted the language... of Holderlin?,'" and Poggeler cautions

regarding Heidegger that "one must always ask oneselfwhether Heidegger

doesn't speak a language that has become impossible" after the ghost

(qtd. in Steiner, Language 124).

Just as this question of impossibility remains to haunt readers

(and becomes impossible to answer in its constant iterability), so too does

the language of the sentence in the thinker's 1935 lectures, which began

the "Heidegger controversy" decades after. Given its haunted parentheses

and palimpsests, its continuous re-contextualization and re-reading, it is

no accident that Lyotard describes the subsequent knowledge of

Heidegger's "affair" and his thought as belonging to the "very economy

of the Unheimliche" (56). In 1935, as lectured, the sentence reads: "the

works that are being peddled about nowadays as the philosophy ofNational

Socialism have nothing whatever to do with the inner strength and

greatness of this movement." The parenthetical phrase "(namely the

encounter between global technology and modem man)" was added in

later proofs and so its potentially critical amendment to the chosen adjective

of"greatness" was never read, though Heidegger claimed it was included

in 1935. He then re-admitted the parenthetical phrase at the request of a

publisher in 1953, and the term "National Socialism" was replaced with

"the movement," though he refused to strike the lines entirely.''

Hung up on reading Heidegger through these parenthetical

inclusions and exclusions, the thinker's readers are caught in a hyphenated

12



movement between Bruns' "apologetics" and Lyotard's strict demarcation

of the "greatness" of a thought that exceeds unacceptable politics and

social contexts. Despite its greatness, however, Lyotard marks an omission

in Heidegger's thought that allowed a political commitment "difficult to

tolerate," one that was neither mitigated by later admission or

acknowledgement, nor ever remitted after the war (68). Indeed, this silence

after, in the face of disaster, haunts later readers more than the thinker's

sometime political affiliations or his (un)parenthetical admiration of "the

movement." Thus a young Habermas was shocked to discover the 1953

republication of the lectures, in which the question of Being was

"ineluctably" connected with the success of National Socialism, without

any admission oftheir original date or context: "Then I saw that Heidegger,

in whose philosophy I had been living, had given this lecture in 1935 and

published it without a word of explanation—that's what really disturbed

me"(Wolinl86).

Heidegger's silence may itselfhave been due to his Holderlinian

reading tradition and his (beloved) poetic thought in the pure language of

Being, which equally kept him from recognizing Celan and his tortured

language as the hyphenated Romanian-Jewish heir (or better, orphan) of

that German tradition. Celan's own response to Heidegger's omission, in

his 1954 copy of the Introduction to Metaphysics, is hauntingly cr\'ptic

and sharply alarmed: "! !". '^ If in Bruns' description the thinker himself is

"the spook of metaphysics," (5) Heidegger ultimately buried the spooks

of his thought or politics in silence until his own burial; he gave his 1966

interview in Der Spiegel only on the condition that it would be published

posthumously (ten years later). Heidegger thereby omits the ghosts of

Auschwitz in what Lyotard has called his "leaden silence," one that does

not admit ghosts or confess omissions. Bruns in fact frames the thinker's

omission in terms of a silent and intentional (non)action: "He looked at the

[Shoah] and shrugged his shoulders."'^ This is the omission that must

haunt Heidegger's bio- and bibliography, his thoughts concerning "that

which happened," his actions in a context that permitted its happening,

and his silence that comes after its ghosts. If any final knowledge of

context remains unlikely and any call forjudgment unanswerable, let such

past and silent omissions at least be present to haunt this reading and its

texts.

Here then it is not the dead themselves that haunt, but their

unheimlich "affairs" and their silence in and on language after. This is the

very omission that Celan so painstakingly exposes in his work: the

fundamental ambivalence of a language that maintained the "greatness"

of its philosophical and poetic tradition, that articulated a nation's heritage

and a people's belonging, and yet could turn on a hyphen, a pun, (a

13



palimpsest, a parenthesis) into disastrous exclusion and death. '^ "That

which happened" happened as well in and to language and its community;

if it has not gone completely mad or been irrevocably destroyed, the

German language nevertheless remains forever haunted and has to be

articulated as such ever after. Thus the word that was Heidegger's

Holderlinian flower ofthe mouth, indeed the very language "that you take

in your mouth" can "turn out to be lethal" (Bruns 15). The promise of

language that for Heidegger makes us mortal and draws us into mutual

belonging has been profoundly betrayed, become deadly and traumatically

inarticulate. Where Heidegger hears in language "the peal of stillness"

that allows a community ofbeings to speak and belong, Celan struggles to

turn over and beyond both this thinking and the German language itself,

whose only peal is "a silence. . ./ stilled with poison" (Poems 121).

After the war, the German language that had been Celan's mother

tongue was "poisoned" as the tongue by which both his parents had

been put to death in labour camps. Exiled from language and from his

Romanian homeland (to which he never returned), Celan cannot even find

the foreign traveler's "home that never leaves us" in his native language;

instead, following Derrida. his "mother" tongue is always already "the

other's language," a deadly tongue that must remain unhomely (Hospitality

89). Against Heidegger's "<://<? Sprache spricht" Levinas too reads in

Celan "an elementary communication without revelation, stammering

infancy of discourse, a most clumsy intrusion in the famous 'language

that speaks': entrance of the beggar into 'the house of being'" (40). The

poet is both more and less than beggar: he is rather stranger, the native

exile become foreigner who cannot even take "his" language with him and

who faces the literal impossibility ofspeaking because he does not belong.

Yet he returns to the German language, making it stutter and revealing its

fatal puns and its haunts, just as it returns to haunt him. Celan strips the

layers away from Heidegger's hidden thought and exposes language's

hostaged articulations after.

To turn again from context to text, Celan's "Largo" offers such a

response to and a step beyond Heidegger's un-thought. The poem
articulates precisely the haunted nearness of their personal and

philosophical "two's" in and after a language that has been so damaged

and damaging:

You of the same mind,



together,

the timeless, teems

under our breathing eyelids,

the pair of blackbirds hangs

beside us, under

our whitely drifting

companions up there, our

meta-

stases.

wir beieinander, die Zeit-

lose wimmelt

dir unter den atmenden I.idern,

das Amselpaar hiingt

neben uns, unter

unsern gemeinsam droben mit-

ziehenden weiBen

Meta-

stasen'^

In his essay "On Difficulty," Steiner locates in this hyphenated

and disjointed poem a play on Heidegger's name and his concept of the

feldweg that both imitates and intimates Celan's relation to the thinker and

his language: heidegdngehsch Nahe, moor-wandering near one. On one

level, the phrase implies both the poet's and the thinker's fondness for

nature and walking, and indirectly marks Heidegger's penchant for plays

on the word "path" ("Difficulty" 275). On another, it articulates exactly the

haunted nearness of this "two" in their parallels and missed intersections

on the uncanny pathways of language after the ghost (and always, for

Celan, this is a wandering far from home). The poem's ambiguous opening

apostrophe works on at least two levels as well, "You of the same mind"

[like-minded you] indicating first the eerie affinity of their thinking, while

perhaps also punning on the political omissions of Heidegger as a clever

thinker of "the same."''^ The entire poem is full of such layered puns and

hyphenated etymological ghosts, as in Amselpaar (blackbird-pair), where

Steiner hears the poet's original name hovering near ("Difficulty" 275).-"

Similarly, the hyphenated articulation of iiber-sterbens-grofi (\avgQr-than-

death) inverts the German ilberlebensgrofi, the larger-than-life lying side-

by-side of dead lovers (in static effigy); thus the pun recalls to Germany's

"master thinker" the politics of death as a "Master from Germany," and

perhaps even the after of sur\ ival (or its death; iiberleben become a

hyphenated uber-sterben). Finally comes the dense disjuncture and pun

of Zeit-/lose, which is beyond translation in Steiner's opinion (and indeed

the word is not hyphenated or separated by a line break in Hamburger's

EngHsh version. ) Steiner terms the density ofCelan's poetry an "ontological

difficulty," which for him Heidegger's thought clearly, indeed

unambiguously, expresses; but here he purposely omits philosophical

spooks and biographical ghosts in a smooth conflation of Celan and

Heidegger ("Difficulty" 275). If Celan-Heidegger (poetry-thinking) are

held forever parallel, perhaps instead of intersection, they face "meta-/

stases": a disjointed inability to move either nearer or away into total

separation, in a hyphenated relation constantly hostage to language and

15



to each other after.

Given this stasis rather than intersection, and aUhough both turn

toward the pun and the hyphen as a means of disjointing language, poet

and thinker articulate those words in and about language from different

sides of the ghostly hyphen (or the pathway/pun). Heidegger himself

puns constantly on such words as "way" in German, and further welds

"words into uncouth chains of hyphenation" in Steiner's phrase

{Heidegger 1 5 ), while Celan forges what Felstiner has called hyphenated

and "compulsive word-compoundings" {Celan 233). Celan's work is "shot

through with Heideggerian neologisms and word-welding," and yet, in

Veronique Foti's observation, Celan "does not offer the thinker points of

engagement on his own terms" even when echoing in those very terms

(97). Thus Heidegger's lichtung (clearing, lightening, disclosure) is

haunted by Celan's harsh and glaring lichtzwang (light-compulsion), the

title of one of his poetry collections. Where Heidegger reads a leitwort, a

warning or guiding word from Holderlin that marks the path of thought,

Celan finds a "countcrword" that is a poetic word after and against: "against

the grain," against art (perhaps against thinking) in its very articulation.-''

Similarly, Celan's sometime play on the fiigue—as in "'Todesfuge'"—recalls

and calls into question Heidegger's "ring-around dance of being," the

lively lightness of being and its song becoming a forced and frenzied

death-fugue in and after the camp. Thus Celan's punning rearticulates the

Heideggerian belonging-together of beings in their (nestling, compliant,

easy, nimble) fourfold "presencing"'' (of earth and sky, mortals and

divinity), exposing instead a hostaged and bare relation to both community

and language after disaster.

Heidegger's puns attempt to return to the pure (Greek) origins of

words," to rethink or rearticulate words to which we have become falsely

attuned, and to loosen them in order to reach the "unsaid or unthoughf

(Bruns 142). Nevertheless, such words are incapable of articulating the

echoes of the linguistic and political ghosts that render such "authentic"

language impossible. From Heidegger's thinking puns, which reveal "the

hidden riches that language holds in store for us" {On the Way 9 1 ), Celan's

poems pun desperately to reveal what he saw as the terminal "enrichment"

of post-disaster German: "language... passed through and gave back no

words for that which happened; yet it passed through. . . and could come
to light again, 'enriched' by all this" (Bremen Prize Speech, Poems and

Prose 395). Even in this apparent hope for language after, Celan reveals

that an ambivalence lies buried within "enriched" {angereichert), already

marked by his quotations, in which the deadly ghost of the Reich returns

and echoes. So he refers quite literally to the "thousand darknesses of
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death-bringing [murderous] speech," itself a haunting echo of the

"Thousand year Reich" and its terminal articulations (ibid. 395).

As Foti notes, the Heideggerian "care-taking of Being" is

thereafter radically altered to the survivor's "shame of Being" in the face

of losing community and language (84). In his Meridian speech, Celan

finds himself going "with his very being to language, stricken by and

seeking reality [wirklichkeitswiind itnd Wirklichkeit suchend, reality-

wounded and reality-seeking]" (Felstiner. Celan 1 1 7). Here Felstiner reads

a "powerful" thinker and his silence "implicated" by the poet's articulation,

as Celan goes with his very Dasein toward a language that "passed through

something which Heidegger never brought himselfto mention" (and which

echoes in Celan's every haunting pun and returns in each hyphen; Celan

1 16). Celan's poems, from which "the word issues out of mourning" and

into what Foti terms "a fissioning disarticulation of language" itself, must

remain opaque to any poetic Heideggerian language or dichtendes Denken

(90). The poet's re- or even disarticulation of the thoughts and words of

his haunted "two" is powerfiilly expressed by Christopher Fynsk, who
reads in Celan ''what must be said about poetry after Heidegger' (159),

indeed, after disaster.

Hospitality

If Celan's poetry says what has been omitted by Heidegger's

thinking after disaster, the poet's work was equally a conversation, one

that bears witness by listening to (and after) ghosts as much as by speaking

of them. To turn again to Derrida here (and to bracket Heidegger

henceforth), Celan's conversation is hospitable to past ghosts and their

haunting of both language and the present. His work turns from the ghost

as revenant (the one who returns) to welcome it as an unexpected guest:

the arrivant. Yet here hospitality too becomes a hyphenated and haunted

"two" generous and difficult in its listening to the arrivant of the ghost.

"Pa5 d'hospitalite": at once a punning no-hospitality and the step or

threshold of hospitality itself, an in-hospitable hospitality that turns both

toward and away from the ghost as guest (Derrida, Hospitalit}' 75). Such

punning, such punctuation might be the literal hinge between the in-

hospitable, at the threshold of hospitality itself. As Derrida observes of

Celan's words, they address or confide themselves "to a door, hinge on a

door opened to the other" ("Shibboleth" 3 ). A door (and a book) opened

to the other, Celan is nevertheless as much hostage to the ghost as he is

host; he remains obliged to the hinged necessity of im-possible witnessing,

held to hearing the ghost before speaking. This absolute hospitality is

both a response before questioning and equally a holding-back ofquestions
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that allows the ghost time and breath {Hospitality 131, 135). If the ghost

is no longer corporeal, what remains to us is precisely its breath (and ifwe

are fortunate, its iterable text), which can perhaps be heard or listened

q/Zerjust as its return in the present must be granted time (however out of

joint).

Thus any dialogue with the ghost becomes, in Celan's words, "a

frightful falling silent" that "takes away. . . our. . . breath and word" in order

to attend to the breath of the other (Meridian Speech, Poems and Prose

407)."^ In Lacoue-Labarthe's description, such poetry happens "when a

word occurs in the pure suspension of speech" (49).-^ The very breath of

the poet is taken away by the breath of the ghost. In Celan's Meridian

speech, poetry itselfbecomes a "breath-turn" or Atemwende, a breath that

calls for speech and at the same time listens for the voice of the other by

withholding itself. As KrysztofZiarek writes, this "turning ofbreath leaves

the I, thought, poetry, and language—breathless" ( 1 23). Lacoue-Labarthe

too reads Celan's poetry as occurring "at inspiration's failing— . . .or even

more precisely, at retained expiration, the holding ofbreath" (49). In Celan's

description, he who "hears and listens and looks. . . who hears the speaker,

'sees him speak,'" who "perceives language and form" at the same time

"perceives Breath as well" (Meridian Speech. Poems and Prose 402). This

breath becomes, in Schmidt's phrase, "the advance of the unspeakable"

and simultaneously "the slight extension of the body" toward the remains

of the ghost (1 15).

Faced with these remains, with the haunting of the ghost's breath

and its text, ever\' poem faces what Celan calls an "unavoidable question,

[an] unheard-of demand": perhaps the nearly un-heard demand of the

other for absolute hospitality, even if the "absolute" poem is always im-

possible (Meridian Speech, Poems and Prose 408, 410). In his own

articulation, Celan's

hope ofthe poem has always been to speak in just this way in the

cause of the strange—no, I can't use this word anymore— in just

this way to speak in the cause ofan Other—who knows, perhaps

in the cause of a wholly Other.... di 'wholly other"... and a quite

near 'other'

whose meeting, through breath, becomes "thinkable—thinkable again and

again" (ibid. 408).-^ This speaking to an "other" (a "quite near other"

—

a moor-wandering near one? Art? Reader?) becomes equally a listening to

an altogether Other
—"who knows," perhaps the ghost. As the host, the

poem (and the poet) "devote attentiveness" to this Other, to its '"quiverings'

and 'intimations.'" its speech and its breath (ibid. 409). Does Celan turn

from the word "strange" here because his articulated speaking and
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listening, his hyphens and puns, have allowed the ghost to become an

absolute arrivant—singular, unexpected, yet also a guest?

Not only does Celan grant this ghost-become-guest an aural

hospitality in the form of breath; through the same hyphenation, he also

grants hospitality to the time of the wholly (and ghostly) Other. Just as

haunting can only happen in the present, and although the poem can

speak and listen only with what he terms "the acute accent ofthe present,"

both poem and poet nevertheless remain hostage to and "mindful of their

"dates," and thus ofthe time and the return of the Other ( Meridian Speech,

Poems and Prose 403). "Even in a poem's here and now. . . even in this

immediacy and nearness," the poem listens for and lets the "Other" speak

"its time" (ibid. 410); even in the eternal present of hospitality, the poet

and the poem already permit the time of the other, admitting its haunting

and its return. In this temporal hospitality, the poem remains as tenuous

and fragile as its breath-turn and pause; as Celan writes, "no one can say

how long the breath-turn [breath-pause]—the longing and the thought

—

will last" (ibid. 408). Though "a poem knows this," (knows its own
hyphenated im-possibility and the impossibility of hospitality) it continues

to listen and to speak, thus granting an absolute hospitality that "makes

straight for that 'Other'" (ibid. 408-09).

"'Engfuhrung^' ( The Straitening or Stretto), the most absolute of

Celan's haunted articulations, in fact turns beyond the hyphen to the

asterisk's absolute unconditionality in order to "make straight for that

'Other.'" Here the poet seeks out not only the breath but the very voice of

the ghostly other, inscribing what Aris Fioretos identifies as the "always-

other in its mute, nine-times-repeated punctuation" ("Nothing" 333). In

writing '"Engftihning" Celan describes "these words, these voices 1 have

really led narrowly [enggejiihrt]—have let myselfbe led narrowly by them

—

into the inexorableness of the last poem" (Felstiner, Celan 125).''' In

recordings ofthe poem, his own intonation changes following each asterisk

as though his breath has been withheld, his voice given over into another

voice that speaks the first repeated phrase of each stanza, set apart on the

far right side of the page (Felstiner, Celan 124). Here both spaces and

stars become not only a "material inscription of ...unspeakability," but

Celan's dictation of an other, a ghostly "voice no longer presenf that is

repeated so that the poem's end returns again to its initial phrasing

(Fioretos, "Nothing" 329).

Yet as we read Celan—and however we read him—we are also

reading an inscription of his own voice no longer present, one to which

(as a text) we might return again and again, and to which we must extend a

parallel hospitality. To return again to the context of Celan's life (or rather
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his death) in relation to his texts, Felstiner rightly observes that the poet's

"ardent punning" indicates something beyond simple wordplay or mere

delight in language. As writer E. M. Cioran commented immediately after

his countryman's suicide,

Celan has reached the end. He exhausted his possibilities for

resisting destruction. In a certain sense, his existence has nothing

fragmentary or wasted: it has been fully realized. As a poet, he

could not go fiirther; he was close to Wortspielerei [punning,

word-play] in his last poems (Grusinska n. 1 6).

A pun, "as a takeoffon literal sense, also takes off from the intractable fact

of things" (the inarticulable fact of "that which happened" Celan 45).

Through such a dark taking-off, every word is held hostage to its haunting

terminality in both language and life, and each of Celan's poems is at once

a punning and hyphenated "hundred-Ztongued pseudo-Zpoem, the noem

[gedicht, das Genicht],'' and "your irreversibleZ witness" (Poems 215).

That the end of life and poetry should be so connected with language's

terminality in the pun marks the hostaged articulation ofthose who survive

to witness the ghost: markedly different from Heidegger's thinking use of

the pun as a means to the end of ringing wor{l)d-play, Celan's becomes a

horrifyingly literal end}^

Though Primo Levi can only read in this dis-articulated language

"a pre-suicide, a not-wanting-to-be, a flight from the world for which a

willed death appears as completion," there is undeniably more to Celan's

poetry and his life than his own death (Agamben, Remnants 37). Celan's

readers must always be hospitable to the haunting "something more" of

his texts (in his articulation of the ghost) as much as to his death. Yet like

the ghosts of those who came before him and came again, his ghost too

returns to haunt his last act and any reading of his life's work after, so that

even a poem written eight years before his death contains haunted traces

that throw present time and reading out ofjoint. In 1 962, before his suicide

from the same bridge in 1 970, Celan wrote the following fragment in allusion

to Apollonaire's poem (Felstiner, Celan 286):

From the bridge-

stone, from which

he bounded over in

—

to life, fledged

by wounds,—from the

Pont Mirabeau.

The articulations and fractures between these lines are telling, the images

recurrent in all of Celan's poems. The bridge-stone at once
joins and is disjointed by the hyphen, the stone itselfan articulation ofthe
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weight of mourning under which Celan survived and wrote. Bounding

from the bridge, bound to this stone, he is fledged by his wounds

—

permitted flight from, admitted entry "in-to/ life"—but yet moves beyond

it. past (passed) life.-** Celan's textual silence on death in this eerily prescient

stanza becomes a silence that admits, one that maintains the hyphenated

relation between bounding over "in-to life" and giving oneself (to) death.

By its very absence, death haunts every word and is revealed in every

articulated preposition. Celan gave up his last breath to admit death, all of

which breath in turn went into and articulated his poetry. Where Heidegger

turns short in turning away from and burying the ghost as revenant, Celan

admits and turns toward it (too far?) as arrivant. The poet remained

constantly hostage to this ghostly breath as he struggled to articulate an

ever-more tortured and hyphenated wordplay, one that moves through

"'Todesfuge" and into the bare desperation of '"Engfiihrung." Celan's

final turn of breath—from the reason for being to the reason for not-being,

from life into death—leaves a remainder in the last wandering breath of a

wounded body, its final articulations traced onto paper to be read always

after.

From these traces and voices, we are left (as always) with the

question and the hospitality of reading both through and after haunted

biographies and bibliographies, after the articulation ofwords and hostaged

"two's," after the ghost. Perhaps rather than tracing the haunted path of

poetry-thinking or text-context any further, the only other way to approach

what comes after is along no path at all. The poet's own imperative must

be followed with a hospitality that listens both for the ghost and for the

remains of its author. ''^Engfilhrung'':

Driven into the

terrain

with the unmistakable track:

grass, written asunder.

The stones, white,

with the shadows of grassblades:

Do not read any more - look!

Do not look any more - go!

{Poeim 1 14-5)

Verbracht ins

Geliinde

mit der untriiglichen Spur:

Gras. auseinandergeschrieben.

Die Steine, weiB.

mit den Schatten der Halme:

Lies nicht mehr - schau!

Schau nicht mehr- geh!
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Endnotes

' Freud's "Es spukt" is "not simply it spooks' . . . but 'it returns,' 'it ghosts,'

'it specters.'" Derrida: "Ego=Ghost. Therefore 'I am' would mean 'I am
haunted'" Specters ofMarx 133.

- Etymology and definitions from www.merriam-webster.com and

www.dictionary.com.

^ "After" will be used somewhat a-syntactically and recurrently in this

paper as an indication of the temporal and linguistic disruptions of

haunting; "out of joint" echoes through Derrida's Spectres in a similar

way, ofcourse from Shakespeare's Hamlet.

^ The present reading is of course equally haunted by - and indebted to -

the many commentators and conversations on the Celan-Heidegger

encounter, the most recent of which is James K. Lyon's valuably detailed

Paul Celan and Martin Heidegger: An Unresolved Conversation. 1951-

1970.

^ "Todesfuge," Poems ofPaul Celan, 32-33.

^ Indeed, as he says elsewhere, "for thought this great, circumstances are

never extenuating" (63) - nor, I would add, is there any circumstance that

would permit the omission of such (contextual) ghosts.

^ WQxdQ^gQx, Poetiy, Language, Thought, 195. Here Heidegger is reading

Trakl. Tellingly, he allows only one "destinal" poet to keep his name; that

poet, of course, is Holderlin. See Marc Froment-Meurice, Hmt is to Say:

Heidegger s Poetics, trans. Jan Plug, (Stanford: Stanford UP, 1998), 80-83.

** The lonely poem: lone, alone, singular but longing?

'^ Felstiner, Paul Celan: Poet. Sunivor Jew, (London: Yale UP, 1 995), xv.

'° Dennis Schmidt, however, goes too far in reading Celan's comment on

another's death into its author's own, to insist that "[w]e can only

understand him through his death." Schmidt, "Black Milk and Blue: Celan

and Heidegger on Pain and Language," Word Traces: Readings ofPaul

Ce'/a/7,ed.ArisFioretos, (London: Johns Hopkins UP, 1994), 110-129, 115.

Italics added.
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" This fitness, for Heidegger, is tied to the etymological and spiritual

"relation" of German "with the language of the Greeks and with their

thought." Indeed, Being itself might speak German: ''die Sprache spricht

(Deutsch)r (Caputo, Against Ethics 161) and the French must speak

German ifthey are to begin to think, not being able to articulate thought in

their own language. See Wolin, The Heidegger Controversy 113.

'^ See Derrida, Monolinguism of the Other, trans. Patrick Mensah, Stanford:

Stanford UP, 1998. 84ff.-93.

'^ Significantly, Heidegger's argument for the inclusion of such sensitive

phrases in 1953 comes in the name of context, though he insists on a

particular reading of it: "the sentence belongs historically to the lecture; I

am convinced that the lecture itself can clarify it to a reader who has

learned the craft of thinking" (Wolin 1 88). For an account of the various

parenthesis in the sentence, see Wolin.

'^ In some sense Celan's reaction is in-articulable, or articulable only in the

non-words of punctuation (very significant in his poetry). Celan and

Heidegger began to read each other from the early 1950s. See Felstiner,

Paul Celan 14.

^~ "I mean that the worst thing about Heidegger is the way he sealed

himself off from the other in an act ofknowing and inexcusable disregard"

(Bruns Heidegger s Estrangments 20).

'^ Veronique Foti offers an elegant reading of several of Celan's poems

through the poet's own figure of the shadow, suggesting not simply a

double haunting between Celan and Heidegger, but a triangulation that

calls for the layered reading of Derrida's thought on Heidegger through

Derrida's own conversations with Celan (recently collected in

Sovereignties in Question. The Poetics of Paul Celan. Ed. Thomas
Dutoit and Outi Pasanen. New York: Fordham University Press, 2005).

See "'Speak, you also': On Derrida's Readings of Paul Celan," Veronique

M Foti. Mosaic: a Journal for the Interdisciplinarv Studv ofLiterature.

39.3 (2006): 77-91.

" Celan, Poems of Paul Celan, 314-15. This poem appeared in the

posthumous collection Schneepart, published one year after the 1970

Lichtzxvang, which contained "Todtnauberg."
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'^ Thinker of "the same": of the Greco-German tradition, who, having

thought Being, would not articulate the rupture of language after

disaster.

'^ Celan's original name, from which his anagrammatic pseudonym was

taken, was Ancel ( Antschel); certainly animals and birds appear rarely

enough in his poetry to make this pair of blackbirds an explicit gesture

following his play on the thinker's name. Edi Amsel was also the name

of Grass's "half-Jew" in his 1963 Hiindejahr, who was brutally beaten

by the German boys in his neighbourhood, now members of the S.A.

Grass in fact articulates his own haunted pair in Amsel-Matem, Jew-

Nazi. Further, in Steiner's phrase, Hundejahr is written in a post-war

German language "full of rubble and acrid shards," containing also "a

deadly pastiche of the metaphysical jargon of Heidegger. Grass knows

how much damage the arrogant obscurities of German philosophical

speech have done to the Gennan mind, to its ability to think or speak

clearly." After the ghost, the German language has lost any fitness it

once had for thought (and perhaps for Celan in "Largo"). See Steiner,

Language, 133-139.

-° On Heidegger's leadword, see Marc Froment-Maurice, That is to Say

13; and Way to Language 93-94 on the leadword leading into the

neighbourhood of poetry and thinking. On Celan's counterword, Paul

Celan, Collected Prose 40.

-' The glosses are Hofstadter's. See Poetry, Language, Thought xxii.

^^ Steiner notes that in Heidegger's chains of hyphens, the thinker

"claims that he is, in fact, returning to the well-springs of language,

that he is realizing the authentic intentions of human discourse,"

Heidegger 15. Heidegger indicates that Roman "thought," by taking

over and translating from the Greek, has in some way polluted Western

thought and contributed to its "inauthentic" experience of being.

Heidegger, fOf //-j', Language. Thought 23.

-^ Celan elaborated on this listening silence in one of his few prose

pieces, "Conversation in the Mountains": "...and the silence is no

silence, no word's going mute and no phrase, it's merely a pause, it's a

word-gap, it's a vacant space, you can see the syllables all standing

around" {Poems and Prose 398).
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'^ Not only do Celan's poems "try to speak for the dead," which

Fioretos stresses cannot be emphasized enough; it must also be

emphasized that they are also obliged to listen to the dead in order to

speak them ("Nothing" 320).

'' Perhaps this poetic possibility of thinking "again and again" can be

set against the inability of modern thought to "think" the disaster of

the Shoah, to which it must itself return again and again.

^^ The musical allusion of the title also indicates both listening and

multiple speaking voices, as the stretfo's, "subject and answer" are

"bound closer together... by being made to overlap." Szondi, Celan

Studies 34.

^^ Felstiner's citation of Keats, who summoned "more puns, in a sort of

desperation" in the last week of his life than in any other year, indicates

the literal terminality of language in its relation to death, particularly for

Cdan {Celan 45).

'^ In an uncanny echo from Lyotard, just as Celan throws himself

beyond life, Heidegger "throws himself, furiously, much further than

Nazism, well beyond and outside it" (65): perhaps texts and contexts

always overtake each other in this way?
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'We^re not hiding anything:"

Representations of the Female Body and Self

in Dea Trier Morch s Winter's Child

Alina A. Romo

"What a remarkable world of women, with one woman putting

her hand up another woman's vagina" (Morch 1 1 7). This moment between

midwife and patient, stamped on the page in black and white, is startling:

familiar and uncomfortable, inclusive and private. The first half of the

sentence attracts, while the second quickly repels. Who are these women?
What world is this? This is the world depicted within the stark, white

hospital walls ofDea Trier Morch's 1 976 novel Vinterborn ( Winter s Child);

a world filled with pregnancy, abortion, still-birth, fetuses, babies, vaginas,

fluids and women. It is a remarkable world that knows no class-divide,

that whittles a distinct community ofwomen out of individual experiences,

and that scores an image of the female body onto the page with both

gentle nicks and painful gouges. It is, in short, an examination ofan often

overlooked, and perhaps an even more often unutterable, natural

process—birth.

As the opening quotation suggests. Winters Child is not

particularly concerned with perpetuating romanticized notions ofthe female

body. Morch's narrative aims to create an accurate depiction ofpregnancy,

birth, and subsequently, the female body. The matter-of-fact, third-person

omniscient narrator spares little in terms of graphic detail, and the case-

study like voice approaches the female body with a disinterestedness that

borders on the medical. To reinforce this "normalizing" of the often

mythicized female form, Morch illustrates her narrative with wood block

prints of a similarly graphic and forthright nature. Her novel is concerned

with representations of the "authentic" female form: the body stripped of

taboo, the ideal cut away from reality, the woman un-coupled from sexual

objectification. In a process much like the carving of a wood block print,

Morch's Winter 's Child carves away at stereotypical depictions of the

female body. It is only once the wood has been cut away that the image

appears: bare, exposed and created by negative space.

The beginning of Dea Trier Morch's life serves as an appropriate

backdrop for her novel: she was bom the child of an un-wed woman, in
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1941 at Denmark's Rigshospitalet, the very hospital where she sets her

story thirty-five years later. Morch's mother was an architecture student

at Denmark's arts academy. Morch began her own formal training as an

artist at sixteen years old, but her leftist leanings soon proved incompatible

with the abstract style of art that dominated the Danish academy. She

preferred the more politically charged art scenes of Poland and

Czechoslovakia, where she found ample support for her distinctively

proletarian artistic expression. Subsequently, besides penning and

illustrating her own novels, Morch illustrated an edition ofthe Communist

Manifesto. She was a founding member of the collective Rode mor (Red

Mother) and from 1972 to 1982 was a member of the Danish Communist

Party. Winter's Child's preoccupation with class inequality and single

motherhood in relation to the novel's primary subject—pregnancy, remains

similarly fluid with Morch's own biography: she too gave birth to her

children in Denmark's National Hospital, she too was a single mother.'

The novel opens on Monday, the sixteenth of December,

chronicles the incoming and outgoing patients of the Rigshospitalet

prenatal "Ward 0," and closes at the end of one calendar month. Morch's

application of a case-study narrative form not only reinforces her

microscopic gaze, but also lends authority to her depiction of the shared

experiences within the hospital world. None of the women stand out, yet

each adds an interesting facet to the collective narrative. Gertrude is

conservative and reads the Berlingske Tidene; her baby will be bom
without complication into a home with ample money and well-dressed

parents. Linda has had an abortion the year before and hopes that this

pregnancy will help resuscitate her failing relationship; she reads romance

novels and sighs in excess. Marie is single, suffers from too much amniotic

fluid, and worries that her absence from the kindergarten where she works

will slow down the development of the school's "collective management

structure"; she pours over The ABC's ofPolitical Economy and Neruda's

memoirs. For much ofthe novel, individual people appear and disappear;

what remains after the women have gone is the building sense ofa collective

female experience.^

This collectivity is expressly depicted through the women's similar

physical experiences within the hospital. The hospital has a leveling

effect and thus, regardless of marital or socioeconomic status, each woman
experiences pregnancy as a series of ritualized blood tests, urine samples

and ultrasounds:

This is one of the most difficult things for new
patients to get used to, this eternal business of urine.

The color, smell, quantity. . .not a single drop may be

wasted. The women go out into the low-ceilinged
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store where all the clean linen is kept. . .shirts, pants,

towels, sheets, drawsheets, and quilt-covers. They all

weigh themselves and write the results down on a

sheet of paper lying on the edge of the bathtub. [...]

Then the patients can go back to bed and sleep until

eight o'clock, or they can stay up and have a shower. (3^)

As the passage depicts, each woman is stripped of her everyday clothes

and is required to wear the same anonymous hospital garments. In this

common garb, where no single woman stands out, patients are confronted

with bodies and biology. Urine becomes the center ofconversation, bowel

movements momentous occasions, and otherwise unmentionable topics

such as vaginal secretions and hemorrhoids emerge in everyday dialogue,

no longer embarrassing or taboo. It is here in Ward 0, where "all the

women in the ward—even those mainly interested in men before—sense

this new solidarity and interest in being women. Together they talk ofthe

pressures of biology's inconsiderate clock upon the planning of their

lives; they consider how little is known of childbearing" (Moberg 261).

Solidarity and dialogue are key elements throughout the novel. However,

Morch does not invalidate the personal but rather co-ops the individual

for the whole through the collective narrative form.

The dialogical narrative method is common within feminist art

and literature, and as one feminist scholar points out: "the dialogical voice

provides alternative and multiple points of view, aligning itself with the

open and fluid systems of exchange and circulation rather than with the

singular, closed and static forms of the classical mode" (Tucker 31). In

this dialogical mode of exchange, the women, many confronted with

complicated pregnancies, look to one another for reassurance, and become

dependent on the other individuals who share in their common experience

in the ward. As Morch writes, "The very act of relating your experiences

serves several purposes. The words give shape to the shapeless.

Impressions become more defined and lucid, and therefore easier to deal

with in the future. Talking about it gives identity and self-confidence [...]"

(236). Each patient becomes intricately connected to the other women in

Pre-natal primarily in terms of being able to talk to one another about all

aspects of their pregnancies, both physical and psychological.

A striking example emerges when Signe and Marie discuss their

mutual fear of giving birth to a handicap child. Divulging a thought that

others might not dare, Marie asks "Do you think one would have the

slightest chance of doing away with one's baby, if one wanted to?" (101).

Signe's internal monologue reveals that she too has pondered these

questions but instead ofanswering honestly, replies, "Don't forget Marie,

that for every hour that passes, you become more tied to your baby, even
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if the baby is in poor shape" (101). Signe's inability to speak the

unspeakable, that a mother might want to kill her own child, is shown

through the juxtaposed internal and external monologues. Although

Marie's vocalization of such a shocking question might stun the reader,

Signe can only be viewed as a well-meaning hypocrite.

Furthermore, within the last pages of the novel, Morch reasserts

the importance of establishing a discourse between the individual

experience and the collective understanding of pregnancy. She writes:

It is in every way important for a woman to talk about

her confinement. It is the experience of her life.

Should she then keep it all to herself? For centuries,

this collective experience has been stowed away,

confined to closed female circles as childbirth

superstition, filled with confused notions, taboos, and

old wives' tales. Now, when women are beginning to

be more aware of their own situation, the whole

picture is starting to change. (235)

In an attempt to scrape away "confused notions, taboos, and old wives'

tales," Morch shows us numerous facets of pregnancy within the pages

of her novel, depicted through both the written word and the visual image.

For Morch, this changing picture of pregnancy must include aspects not

often addressed; even Marie's assertion that she would refuse

responsibility for a handicap child. In essence, just as each cycle of

women coming into and out of Ward builds a collective knowledge of

pregnancy, the women's fragmented stories from the beginning of the

narrative compound in order to construct the novel as a whole.^

This becomes stylistically evident towards the middle ofthe novel,

when Marie emerges as the prevalent "voice" of the narrative. Marie's

voice is an unmistakably socialistic one and her goal is to make a pregnancy

manual for Habiba, the Turkish guest worker's wife. Since Habiba speaks

little Danish, Marie's manual is based primarily on illustrations. Morch in

contrast, supplements her extensive narrative with wood block prints.

However, both books attempt visually to address vital aspects of the

birthing process. For example, "[Marie] is making a little book for the

Turkish woman. She is trying to portray in pencil the most important

concepts: contractions—fetal fluid—stitches—breast-feeding—milk. It

is not all that easy. But she's going to do if (86). What becomes evident

is that the manual Marie makes for Habiba greatly resembles Winters

Child itself What Morch aims to portray follows Marie's ambitious design:

to depict birth with clarity and accuracy.

Ifthe collective narrative serves to unify the individual experiences

of the women in the pre-natal unit, then the wood block prints serve to
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unify the written depiction of pregnancy and birth through explicit

representation of the female body. Morch reveals the naked pregnant

form, the birth process and the vagina in the stark contrasts of black and

white prints. Through the juxtaposition of white and black images, the

connection between wood block print and narrative aim becomes evident.

The white images placed against the black backdrop of the singularly

female experience give the reader a more comprehensive and authentic

representation of body. In each illustration, the forthright depiction of

the female genitals is created out of positive space. In some cases, the

dark lines of the pictures outline the vulva, in others they form the vagina

itself from the remaining wood; everything else has been carved away.

From the novel's opening moments, the unity between words
and images is established: "Everything that was white in the daytime is

now black, and everything that was black is now white. The hospital at

night is a negative that refuses to leave the eyes of the patients" (3). This

contrast between white and black, light and dark recurs incessantly

throughout the novel. There are an infinite number of white items in the

hospital, perhaps simply connoting a sterile, cold environment. In many
cases, the repetitive and unnecessary use of the word white—white

dressing gowns (42), plates (43), midwives (67), children ( 1 80), legs (43),

stretchers (70), walls (72)—is set up against the black ofthe female universe

(121). This contrast reinforces the notion that a woman is as much what
she isn 't as she is a sum of her parts. For example, it is when Marie is

"silhouetted against the white morning sky" that she is able to ask Signe

the troublesome question—does a mother have the right to "do away with

one's child" (100-101 ). Marie is what remains in this picture; her dark

silhouette, she is the positive space, the female form, the honest

representation. The wood block print is an interesting media choice, since

it is negative space, which creates and exposes the image. The picture is

created by the removal, or by cutting away the material. In the same way,

a more accurate depiction of the female fonn and experience requires the

removal or the cutting away of inaccuracies and romanticisms concerning

both female sexuality and fonn.''

Perhaps most importantly, Morch's graphic depiction ofthe female

form serves as a counterpart to historical representations of the female

body within medical texts. Ward is distinctly communal, and thus, the

private body becomes exposed to both the public eye of the maternity

ward and the medical gaze of the hospital. The relationship between the

personal space of the physical body and the public space of medical
discourse is not without complication, since the medical field both creates

and sustains notions of the body due in part to the fact that medical
practitioners often have access to our most private spaces—our bodies.
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Medicine is after all, imbued with both the integrity to prescribe an image

of gender and the concurrent social legitimacy to sustain it. In Public

Bodies - Private States,^ a work similar to Winter 's Child in that it pertains

to the intersections between representation and gender, the relationships

between the body and the public/private spheres are expressly associated

with medicine. The example used in Public Bodies - Private States is

usefiil, since it also pertains to visual representation within the medical

field. Medicine, as Jordanova states in the introduction, "has long been a

site of feminist struggle. It took on photographic techniques with

enthusiasm for the supposedly unmediated vision they gave us access to.

It has generated metaphors of unusual potency" (ix). According to this

account, medicine has been granted an unmediated authorial gaze and

consequently creates at least one series of metaphors to which the body

is subjected.

If Winter s Child can be seen as a meta-handbook for the pregnant

Habiba, then placing the novel within the context of medical text or textbook

isn't without merit. Lynda Birke's compelling Feminism and the Biological

Body examines both former and contemporary portrayals of the female

body within medical texts and argues that it is in part due to a "process of

abstraction" within the medical field that women become "divorced from

[their] bodies" (71 ). For Birke, the process of abstraction is particularly

reinforced by the visual renderings of the physical body within the pages

of anatomy books that either ignore parts of the woman's body, (usually

the dreaded nether regions) or disengage the external, visual body from

the biological. In order to show how Morch's novel serves as a foil for

typical medical depiction, a brief survey of what Birke deems typical will

be useful.

To begin with, in many historical cases, entire parts of the female

body are erased.^ The following description of how to treat a prolapsed

uterus from a nineteenth-century medical guide is an example:

[The] doctor is drawn in suitably professional attire

as he attends to the woman lying down. She is

shown fully clothed, in dress of the period -at least

from the waist up. This much is all detailed with

shading. But below her waist is simply a line drawing

of her uterus - and nothing else - apparently floating

in space a few inches above the bed and a few inches

from the doctor's hands. (Birke 64) [See illustration

numbers 9 and 10]^

Birke draws our attention to the way in which the female form has been

literally dismembered. Not only docs this type of visual representation

separate the woman from an important part of her body (that which makes
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her biologically female), but it also implies that the female reproductive

organs are not fit to be seen. The images represent a prevalent trend in

medical discourse and serve to reinforce the stereotypical concept of

woman as abstraction and her reproductive organs as taboo.

In more modem cases, outer bodies become shells and internal

parts of the body become suspended in vacuums of space. This becomes

specifically apparent in terms of women's bodies since, as Birke points

out, "human anatomy is conveyed in elementary books and models as

universal 'man'; woman is the add-on extra, the one with the removable

uterus. It is precisely that role as the anatomical extra that reinforces the

formlessness - or space—ofthe inside ofwomen [...]" (160). This disjoint

between the female body as a functioning whole, and the way in which

that body is visually represented on the page serves to reinforce

counterproductive notions of womanhood; that woman is somehow a

"lack or absence" ( 1 60).

In "Body Image and the innocent eye," an article outlining the

parameters of a course offered at the University of Missouri-Kansas City

(UMKC), Morch's novel is literally transported into the medical realm.

The purpose of the course, as described by professor M. Sirridge, is to

"allow medical students a forum for talking more personally and

metaphorically about the body as a cultural concept" (35). Winter s Child

is used during the section of the course dedicated to cultural perceptions

ofpregnancy and the pregnant female form. In this case, the novel is used

within the classroom as a contrast to the historic representation of

pregnancy. The professors use a slide show to illustrate that the pregnant

body "has been kept purposefully obscure" in religious painting and

sculpture (37). The religious art, focusing specifically in this case on the

Madonna, is used to depict how "earlier [cultural] views ofpregnancy and

motherhood seem to keep the [Madonna] from public view or in a place for

veneration" (37). As the outline of the course points out, Morch's novel

is introduced as a way to counter this; it is a more modem view ofpregnant

women, one that is decidedly in-view, due specifically to the '"visual and

textual experience of pregnancy and childbirth" brought to the reader

through "excellent black and white illustrations of the pregnant body"

(37).^ As the professors designing the course at the University of Missouri-

Kansas City understand, Morch's wood block prints present the reader

with images of women that are not separated from their bodies or their

bodily functions.

In contrast to the historical medical illustrations described earlier,

images ofthe female body are rendered explicit by the novel's illustrations.

In fact, one criticism of Winter 's Child might be that all of the woman are

too connected to body, that perhaps the emphasis is too overstated, the
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portrayal too far-fetched. Then again, since the body, and c\en more

specifically, medical representation of the female body, "has long been a

site for feminist struggle." Morch's specific, unfaltering re-negotiation of

the female form, exaggerated or otherwise, has merit (Jordanova ix). The

solidness of her critical feminist gaze aims for an exacting, if not exact,

portrayal like the firm and steady hand needed to car\'e wood.

Even within the constraints of her chosen medium. Morch

conveys solidity, unification, and detail. Refer for a moment to the images

in the index. Notice that however rough and imprecise the images made by

the woodcuttings are. they nonetheless exude an accuracy of experience.

a wholeness of woman. Even when the images depict fragments of a

woman's body, the fragments are actively participating in the action of the

illustration. Pictures 2 and 3 are examples of how the focus is on the

birthing canal and the child, not the woman as a whole. However, even in

this case, the concentration of the image places the focus on an often-

overlooked section of the woman's body rather than simply fragmenting

the woman's body into abstracfion. Furthermore, the lines of the dilating

vagina and the constricting anus refer back to the woman as a whole,

actively participating in the moment depicted in the woodcutting. In

essence, by zooming in on the birthing canal, Morch not only makes the

abstract idea of birth visually concrete, but she also re-marries the woman's

experience to the female body.

This unification of experience and body is achieved not just

through visual representation but also through narrati\e style. In order to

show how Morch's narrati\ e acti\ ely sub\ erts traditional medical language

and illustration, a close look at the following passage, will serve as an

interesting comparison point. Notice that the passage depicts a routine

gynecological check-up and places the physician in a very similar position

as the one in the nineteenth-century account.

She is lying on her back with her legs raised in straps, her feet

in hospital white socks. There is a rubbery sound from the

gynecologist's gloves and the nurse puts her light, cold hand on

her stomach. The doctor looks up info the air and inserts his

gloved forefinger and middle finger into the patient's vagina.

He feels her womb and the opening of it. with his other hand

noting anything external on her stomach. Carefully he presses

downward and inward, feeling for her child. [. . .] She turns her

eyes upward and tries to slacken her limbs, breathing quite calmly,

noticing his hand inside her [. ..] (36-38) [Italics are mine]

The distinction between Morch's description and that of the nineteenth-

century prolapsed uterus is that in Morch's narrative, the physician isn't

handling an otherwise vacant space; rather, the woman's presence is
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distinctly noted. Karen-Margrethe's uterus has substance and her belly

has form. She is not merely an abstraction or an empty space, but rather a

solid, whole entity, who feels the physician's hand inside of her, just as the

physician feels her inside.

Another parallel interesting to note is that Karen-Margrethe and

the physician mirror each other's responses to the situation, as each adverts

his or her eyes skyward. In this case, the distance between male physician

and female patient is bridged through their respective awareness of the

undeniably awkward physical situation. The erasure and abstraction of

the female body in medical illustrations is yet another, granted, less

proactive, way ofdealing with the awkwardness. Morch however, unlike

her counterparts in the medical world, connects the physician to the patient

physically, rather than separate them by reducing the woman's body to

nothing more than an abstraction to be worked upon."*

Morch's visual depiction of the female body not only addresses

the erasure ofthe female form that the medical profession has historically

propagated, but it also serves as a contrast to the romanticized

representation of female sexuality found among the pages ofthe magazines

that circuit the pre-natal ward. The romance magazines are exceedingly

popular with many ofthe patients and out of curiosity, Marie reads through

the following:

. . .forcing on her his weight, his desire and movements. A sudden

cramp made him rigid, motionless. When she half-opened her

eyes, she saw Pierrre sface crumple into an expression ofecstatic

pain. Waves ofdesire continued inside ofher thenfaded away,

transformed into a needfor tenderness and protection... Mane
felt a kick inside her... he crushed her mouth with a demanding

kiss...?—now the child was offswimming again. (96)

This passage raises questions about the magazine's popularity: whose

version of sex is this? Why are so many of the women committed to

reading this type of material? Linda is the primary reader and, as Morch is

careful to point out, is involved in a relationship that is based solely on a

disjoint between reality and fiction. This disjoint is exemplified by the

father of her child who purchases a new stereo system instead of paying

rent and allows the electricity to be turned off, because paying the bill

takes too much effort. Similarly, Linda spends more time questioning the

physician about w hether or not she and Allan can have sex, than she does

about the fetus' condition.

In contrast, Marie instantly questions the image of sexuality

depicted within the magazine's pages. She is not taken in, as Morch's use

of a question mark following the passage suggests. In addition, Marie's

response to the excerpt is further emphasized by the interruption caused
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by the moving fetus. On a literal level, the "kick" Marie feels is the fetus

moving within her womb; however a more metaphoric reading would

suggest that the "kick" represents the way in which the depiction of

aggressive male and passive female sexuality doesn't sit well with her. The

fetus' movements are a literal jab in the ribs like a twinge of conscious.

The fantasy world of the romance magazine is disrupted by the reality of

Marie's experience when Morch undercuts the bmtally romanticized image

of sexuality with that ofthe mother and child, a paring that exists separate

and removed from stereotypical representations of sexuality.

Morch addresses the problem of stereotypical representations

of sexuality through both text and illustration. She aims to un-couple the

female body, and self, from sexual objectification. Our established

community ofwomen addresses the issue ofre-negotiating female sexuality

from two distinct perspectives: the male and the female. From the male

point of view, pregnancy may cause the myth of the vagina to shatter.

Morch writes: "The vagina is revealed and demystified, and if either

partner's sexual life has been exclusively based in this mystification, it is

bound to fall to pieces, naturally" (97). With this basic premise in mind,

Tenna discloses an unsettling anecdote to the other women in the ward:

"You know, lots of Anders's workmates who have been present at their

children's births don't want to sleep with their wives anymore" (95). Tenna's

story gives credence to Morch's diagnosis and becomes vocalized by

Marie, by this time the prominent voice in the novel, when she replies

"that means they regard their wives as. . . well, as a kind of sex object" (95).

Morch doesn't extend this criticism to all men. There are a few wonderful

examples of supportive men throughout the text. Then again, the view of

the female body changes after childbirth even in these positive cases,

which suggests that even at best, the male perspective of the female body
is still nonetheless slightly, predicated on sexual idealisms.

The second perspective forces a woman to re-evaluate her own
sexuality after the birth ofa child. Still unable to vocalize her experiences.

Signe remembers how she felt after her first child was bom: "She found

herself shaven, maltreated, torn, flayed and sewn up! She had felt slayed.

She had not thought reality would have been as harsh as that. For weeks
she had been frightened to even bend down and look at her swollen and

patched sexual parts" (96). Signe's musings are a far cry from the idealized

notion of birth and reveal that her concept of selfwas decidedly rooted in

her sex. Her body becomes "flayed," and thus, her notion of self is slain.

Having her vulva and vagina mangled in such a manner caused Signe to

experience a crisis of self-consciousness. Now in her third pregnancy,

Signe not only understands the reality behind the ideal, but has also

managed to separate her identity from her idealized body. Essentially, she
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has confronted her ravaged genitalia and has been capable of separating

her sense of selffrom her body as sex object. Ifanything, Signe's experience

serves to reinforce Winter s Child's intent. Signe has experienced birth in

all of its explicit and intricate details, and thus, the idealizations of the

female body have been stripped away.

In both cases, the images of the vagina and birth-process that

accompany the text serve to further separate the idealized from the actual.

Ifyou look at figures 1-5 in the illustration index, you will notice that the

proclamation "we're not hiding anything," becomes visually manifest on

the page. The first print gives us a picture of a pregnant form, not thin, but

rotund, breasts and vulva exposed. The second two series of birth images

present dilating vaginas, cut during episiotomy procedures, stretching to

mind-boggling sizes, and birthing canals filled with infant passengers.

Illustrations 6-8 are more understated and typically more approachable

depictions of pregnancy and birth: images of the breast-feeding mother,

the newly bom child, and the resting woman. If Winter 's Child had merely

included these more approachable images within the text, much of the

narrative's power would have remained un-channeled. What truly sets

Morch's novel apart is the insistence on speaking the unspeakable not

only within the narrative, but also through images. Each print not only

reinforces the collective, instructional narrative, (recall Habiba's "little

book"), but also endeavors to eliminate, or at least supplement, the sterile

trappings commonly used in the depiction of pregnancy and birth.

While Merch cuts away at the stereotypical representations of

the female body and self, she simultaneously replaces the newly created

void with concrete alternatives. Women become something greater than

just bodies; they become composers, or conductors of the body, creating

meanings and relationships upon their own flesh. For example, Marie reads

Habiba's contracting stomach when she goes into labor:

Marie puts her hand flat on Habiba's large firm

stomach. She notices how the contraction comes

from above, just below her breasts, continues down

over her stomach, then pushes down toward the

loins. It is a faint ripple, a trembling, a light electric

tension; as if Habiba had a vision... as if she were in

communication with something supernatural. A
message goes from the heavy Turkish body to Marie,

who is her medium. (106)

In a sense, the connection between Habiba and Marie is an altemafive

way ofknowing both the body and the self Marie gains a literal knowledge

of pregnancy and birth through interacting with Habiba's contracting

form. Habiba divulges her experience through her body because she is
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unable literally to speak with Marie,.

It is within this "remarkable world ofwomen," where "the belly is

the universe, with nebulae and moons and planets far inside" that Morch

re-negotiates stereotypical representations of the female body and identity

(9). Let's return momentarily to Birke's analysis of representations of

women within the medical field and, more specifically, to her conclusions

about the conventional metaphors of the body used within medicine.

Birke notes that most metaphors used to describe the "physiological body

are often mechanistic or militaristic" and that these two metaphors are

intrinsically linked to "control and mechanism" (85). By equating the

body with a mechanism, the body is expected to fiinction in an orderly,

predictive manner. Ifthe body functions in a manner different from what is

expected, it is "broken," or "out of control," and labeled deviant (85-86).

This propensity towards representations ofthe "non-standard," as deviant

becomes problematic, especially if one recalls the aforementioned

"detachable uterus" model so common in medical representations of the

female body. Based on this metaphor of the body, the female form

consequently becomes abnormal.

In a move that seems to parallel previous historical shifts in body

metaphor and, at the same time, takes the female body out of the

constituency of control normally dictated by these conventional symbols,

Morch embeds her body metaphor within the infinite, and seemingly

unbound, realm of outer space. As Birke outlines, changes in body

metaphor parallel changes in technology. For example, the body was

equated with the nineteenth-century steam engine of the Industrial

Revolution, followed by twentieth-century circuitry board, and the twenty-

first century computer (80-85). Morch's 1976 equation ofthe female body

with outer space, and the fetus with an astronaut rests comfortably in this

progressive tradition. [See illustration 11-12]

It is not to say that Birke and Morch wouldn't disagree over the

application ofthe outer space metaphor. For Birke, the astronaut image

becomes linked to that ofthe "detached spectator" while the body and

even more specifically the uterus, described in terms of outer space,

becomes just another way to separate the biological internal from the

whole woman. "The foetus becomes separated from its context, the uterus

on which it relies and in which it is embedded. Through that portrayal, the

focus shifts from the pregnancy ofthe mother to the foetus as a separate

entity" (163). Birke continues this condemnafion ofthe outer space

metaphor by linking it to the move to assert "foetal independence," and

support "campaigns to illegalize abortion" (163). However, I think that

perhaps Morch's inclusion ofthe woman's body as intrinsically part of

the space metaphor might help to assuage the schism between the two.
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The woman's body as "ship," and "universe" simultaneously presents

the woman's body as both the vessel for the astronaut fetus, and the

space the vessel floats within. Somehow the continuity between the two

metaphors dispels any notion of preferring the fetus to the woman.

In spite of Morch's apparent adherence to body-metaphor

tradition, the space metaphor nonetheless subverts the mechanics of

control. Although scientists know astonishingly large amounts about

space, what they do not know is still greater. Unlike the steam locomotive,

the universe doesn't always function in a logical, orderly, mechanical

fashion. In fact, much of outer space seems to contradict the very

foundations of logic and order take for example. Dark Matter.'" Outer

space, in many regards, is simply outside civilization's realm of control.

The best humanity can do is send out puny spacecrafts into her dark,

unknown recesses. By aligning the female body with such an unknowable,

and expansive realm, Merch separates the body from the medical metaphor

ofmechanical control.

Within the cosmos metaphor, each individual woman is able to

project her own image of the body and thus subvert the mechanism of

control through subjectivity. For some, the body will become the cosmos

themselves; while for others, the body is a spacecraft negotiating the

expanse of female experience. Throughout the novel, both the womb and

the vagina are equated with space, and the universe. "Neither men nor

women really know anything about a woman's vagina. A dark, and

mysterious place, as puzzling as the starry sky" (96). As the pictures in

the illustration index show, the labia and vaginal opening are always black,

reflecting Morch's equation ofthe female body with the dark, unknowable,

space of the universe.

In another example, rather than equate her body with the universe,

Veronica instead equates the process of labor with the cosmos: "She sees

a black universe in front of her, the stars twinkling, a comet rushing through

the cold room" (Morch 121). Veronica's vision of the universe is physical,

with the rushing heat of a comet as metaphor for her labor pains. In this

case, Veronica doesn't see her body as the all-encompassing universe.

Instead she is a physical presence within a distinctive occurrence.

Moreover, outer space as a metaphor for female creation is a powerful one

and Morch taps into this potential power when Marie reads the following

from a magazine: ''Radio telescopes have registered the sound of an

explosion resulting in the creation ofthe world. [...] From this arose the

Milky Way and the galaxies [...]"(! 26). This passage details the moment
when the totality of the universe, packed tightly within a single star,

exploded and, in essence, gave birth to the universe. Thus, by likening

both the female body and the birthing process with outer space, Morch in
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effect, re-connects the woman to her body, and female body with universal

totality."

Re-connecting the woman with her body is made stylistically

evident through the juxtaposition of the written word and the visual

representation. Accordingly, the distinctly female experience (pregnancy)

is reinforced and complimented by each ofthe artistic modes (writing and

drawing) in order to create a totality of depiction that attempts to present

an honest representation of the female experience; specifically that the

woodblock prints are both illustrations of the narrative and part of the

narrative structure itself There are two approaches to the way the

woodblock prints intricately parallel the action of the narrative. In some
instances, the pictures depict what is left un-told. For example, Marie is at

hand for a good deal of Habiba's labor, and the experience is described in

detail up to a point. The reader is also present along side Marie's narrative

until Ibrahim, Habiba's husband, arrives in the delivery room. Then Marie

exits and takes the narrative voice with her. What is interesting is that

once the narrative moves on from the delivery room, the illustrations

continue depicting Habiba's labor. Habiba's labor and her son's birth are

depicted by a series of five images, rapidly appearing one page after the

other (105, 107, 109, 111, 113). Although the images appear in quick

succession, they actually slow down the birthing process. The five images

portray what would probably take only a few seconds in real-time. Due to

this slow-motion approach, the reader is faced with graphic moments
portrayed in a graphic manner. By depicting visually what would have

otherwise remained concealed, Morch fuses her visual and linguistic

approaches to depicting the female body.

In other cases, each picture acts as a complimentary rendition of

the novel's action. Veronica's labor exemplifies a virtual play-by-play of

all the moments leading up to, and after birth. The reader follows her labor

through both narrative and visual illustration. We not only hear her intemal

monologue during the labor process, but we also have visual

representafions of the process. In a manner opposite to that used in the

depiction of Habiba's labor, the images are not in slow motion, but rather

compliment the text's in-depth evaluation of the birth. They are main
moments in the process: the first peak of the head, the child hanging

upside down after it is bom. and the new family unified and smiling. It is

telling that the only instances when the illustrations exactly parallel the

narrative are when the story moves into the delivery room. This moment
is both specifically female and, for the most part, usually neglected within

both literature and art. This method segues into the overall function ofthe

visual/linguistic juxtaposition within the text. In an approach similar to the

feminist artists previously mentioned, Morch searches out more complete
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renditions of, or at least, alternative approaches to, the female experience

by linking the visual image with the action of the plot.

In this manner, Morch adheres to Helene Cixous' celebrated

statement that "Women must write herself: must write about women

violently as from their bodies [...]" (225). This stance also aligns the novel

with the feininist art that emerged alongside the publication ofher Winter s

Child in the 1970's. Her no-holds barred approach to juxtaposing the

written word with visual representations of the female body in her novel

parallels the "process of 'finding a voice' extending beyond the woman-

to-woman domestic sphere [that] has manifested itself in influential work

by artists like Nancy Spero, Faith Ringgold, Mary Kelly, Adrian Piper,

Jenny Holzer, and Barbara Kruger" (Tucker 18). Both Morch and the

previously mentioned artists "use the written text in their works to talk

about such subjects as aging, racism, reproductive rights, motherhood,

physical and sexual abuse, standards or beauty, and the control oflanguage

itself ( 1 8). Interestingly enough, in the catalogue that accompanied the

1994 bi-coastal, feminist art exhibit entitled Bad Girls, 1970's feminist

Utopian novels, a genre that undoubtedly includes Winter's Child, are

cited as specifically influential (18-19).

If, as Lucy Lippard declares, "the goal of feminism is to change

the face of art," then Morch's Winter s Child is an essential contribution

to feminism (Tanner 52). The inclusion of both text and visual

representation radicalized the art of feminist artists, by not only jarring

viewers out of complacency, but also by actively drawing the viewer into

the work. Rhetorical questions posed in poster art—Barbara Kruger's for

example—serve as good complimentary pieces to Morch's work. In both

cases, while the words actively probe the viewer's mindset, the visual

image compliments and infonns the associations brought on by the use of

language. While by today's standards, Morch's novel might appear

outdated—the fusion of words and visual art has become mainstream

—

Winter s Child's basic premise still holds true: "To be a woman is a privilege,

and to have a child is a political statement. But it is not a statement that

can be analyzed in isolation. It can only be analyzed together with other

people" (156).

Endnotes

' Information concerning Morch's biography was taken from Verne

Moberg's afterword to the 1986 translation of Vinterhorn. While

biographical accounts of Morch's life exist, and while she has secured a
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spot for herself in anthologies of Danish literature, there has not been a

significant amount of critical scholarship done on her body ofwork. This

egregious oversight seems almost unbelievable seeing that, as Moberg

tells us, Morch's novel IVinter's Child was translated into sixteen

languages, and made into a film by Astrid Henning-Jensen in 1979.

However, this oversight does seem to be the rather unfortunate case. To

put it into perspective, as I was looking for secondary material on Morch,

I came acreoss numerous accounts of her li\ e. all of which still listed the

author as living; even the University of Pennsylvania's online database

"A Celebration of Women Writers" hasn't managed to note that she died

of cancer in 2001 . It seems strange that a women who has played such an

integral role in Scandinavia's women's movement, and a woman that most

Scandinavians have heard of has been for the most part ignored by the

academy, both at home and abroad.

' For an interesting reading of the no\cl in terms of its Socialist/Marxist

implications, see Verne Moberg's afterward. Moberg places the novel in

the distinct context of both Denmark's social system in particular and

class and labor analysis in general.

^ The use of the circle, or 0. in Morch's Ward 0. recalls the symbol of the

female "Utopia" depicted in Monique Wittig's 1969, Les Guerilleres. In

both cases, the circle is a symbol directly linked to the physical female

body, the vulva, and the all-encompassing, cyclical nature of the female

reproductive cycle.

' Moberg analyses both the explicit textual and illustrative portrayal of

childbirth by focusing specifically on how many feminists "have stressed

[childbearing's] hazards and alienations" and thus aligns Morch's

illustrations and text with this interpretation (263). Moberg also goes onto

explore the distinct physicalit\' depicted in the novel. I agree wholeheartedly

that this is the case, however, rather than only point out the ways in which

the illustrations work to depict the "degradation" and "grim reality" of

pregnancy, perhaps she could have nuanced her critique in order to note

that the graphic approach to both illustration and text—by expanding

what is included in the depiction of the experience of pregnancy—is

working to remove stigma, or at least "normalize," some of the very

sentiments expressed, or body parts exposed.

^ Public Bodies - Private States is also interesting in terms of form. It, like

Winter s Child and in a vein similar to the Bad Girls exhibit mentioned later

in the essay, is a fusion of both the written word and the visual image.
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""Public Bodies - Private States does something more unusual in placing

the work offeminist artists alongside that of feminist scholars" (Jordanova
vii). The tendency for pastiche, or collage, sampling if you will, seems to

be yet another interesting aspect of feminist attempts towards defining, or

perhaps at best, attempting to define, a distinct female self, art, novel,

aesthetic.

^ That is not to say that in modem science women are left intact. See
Birke's chapter "Spaces and Solitudes" for a thorough catalogue of
dismembered women (both literally and pictorially). The most striking

case would be either the "Stanford Woman," a corpse, turned "specimen"
that is described in a passive, medical voice, or else "Juno the Translucent

Woman" a see-through plastic model used for instructional purposes. On
the one hand, both ofthese examples serve the "greater good" of scientific

learning and research; yet on the other hand, what implications does the

language employed in each case have in terms of a progressive feminism?

The illustrations Birke cites were originally published in the following:

Dickenson. "Diseases of the uterus," in H.A. Hare (ed.), A System of
Practical Therapeutics, Vol. Ill, Young J. Pentland, Edinburgh and London
1892.

^ The italics are mine.

''Another aspect of Birke's argument that I found compelling was the link

between abstraction and objectification. She writes, "Fragmenting bodies
discursively goes hand in hand with their literal dismemberment, whether
well-intentioned (as in transplant surgery) or otherwise" (171). In a manner
similar to that employed in war, ifwe make the body an abstract idea, ifwe
make it object rather than subject, we can do to the abstraction what we
will. If we separate the body from the person, or the body part from the

biological whole, we can easily slip into a mode of thinking that renders
the object or abstraction as less than human, and thus, easily dispensable.
I am thinking specifically in tenns of torture, but also, in regards to sexual
objectification.

'" To elaborate: take for example, the illogical, yet scientifically sound
observation that although the Big Bang set the universe in motion
expanding outwards, and that following all basic premises of velocity the
universe's expansion should be slowing down, it is nevertheless, thanks
to some unknown quality of something astronomers have tenned "Dark
Matter," speeding up...

" There is one instance that could arguably un-do my positive reading of
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Morch's space metaphor. It is as follows: "She kisses one of the long

purplish feet and notices the slightly acid smell of the alien country the

child has come from" (124 italics are mine). What concerns me in this

instance is the equation ofthe womb with the alien and the foreign. Rather

than focus on the negative connotations of the word, 1 suggest that Morch

is merely pointing out the unfamiliar and unknown quality ofan unexplored

part of the body. The womb becomes a veritable terra incognita in terms

of visual and literary representation.
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The Impossibility of Reading the

Criminal Body:

The Issue ofIndividual Agency in

Thomas Mann s

Bekentnisse des Hochstaplers

Felix Krull: DerMemoirenersterTeil

Thosaeng Chaochuti

The practice of reading someone's body in order to determine his or her

character has a long tradition in the West and can be traced to the teachings

of Aristotle. It was not, however, until the nineteenth century that some
scholars began to focus on the figure of the criminal. The Italian

criminologist Cesare Lombroso introduced, the concept ofthe bom criminal

who was destined to a life ofcrime by his atavistic constitution. This type

could be identified by the characteristics of primitive people and inferior

animals that were reproduced in the criminal's body. Lombroso's theories

came, however, under heavy attack by German criminologists working in

the late nineteenth and early twentieth century. Some criticized his

biological determinism and argued instead that crime was caused by social

circumstances, while others defended the biological understanding of
criminality but redefined it in their own way. Both groups agreed that the

physical sign of criminality as Lombroso imagined did not exist. Thomas
Mann may not have been familiar with the works of these criminologists.

His novel Bekentnisse des Hochstaplers Felix Krull: Der Memoiren erster

Teil does echo their rejection of Lombroso, while highlighting the issue of
human will and agency, something that both groups ofcriminologist seem
to have ignored.

Lombroso claimed that the founding idea of his criminological

theories came to him in an epiphany as he performed an autopsy on the

famous criminal named Vilella. As he laid open the skull ofthe Italian Jack
the Ripper, Lombroso discovered a condition that was rare in humans but
common among animals, namely an indentation at the base of the skull

where the spine should have been. This discovery led Lombroso to proclaim
that criminals were atavistic beings who within which not only psychical
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but also physical characteristics of ancient peoples and ferocious animals

were reproduced. He subsequently attempted to prove this hypothesis by

examining convicted criminals in Italian prisons. His findings were

published in L 'iiomo Delinquente. The first edition appeared in 1 876 and

was then revised over the period of several years until the fifth and last

edition appeared in 1896-97.

In this groundbreaking work on criminology, Lombroso argued

that bom criminals, or individuals who were condemned to a life ofcrime

by their atavistic constitution, did indeed possess physical anomalies

that distinguish them from other people and that potentially allowed others

to identify them simply by reading their bodies (Lombroso 350). He then

compiled a list of these characteristics which covered everything from the

hair, the head, the facial features, to the limbs, and the feet. Lombroso

wrote, for example, that jug ears were found in 28 percent and receding

foreheads in 25 percent of criminals (Lombroso 310, 49). He even claimed

that certain anomalies were specific to certain types ofcriminals. According

to him, "the nose... is frequently twisted, up-turned or of a flattened, negroid

character in thieves; in murders, on the contrary, it is often aquiline like the

beak of a bird ofprey" (Ferrero 15).

Despite the influence that Lombroso's theory of the bom criminal

initially exercised on the field ofcriminology, it became an object ofcriticism

from criminologists both at home and abroad towards the end of the

nineteenth and the beginning of the twentieth century. In Germany
Lombroso's main work L 'uomo Delinquente was translated by Hans Kurella

in 1887-90. Kurella was one ofLombroso's most loyal follower and was, in

fact, the only German criminologist who defended Lombroso's work in its

entirety. Others were more critical ofthe Italian criminologist and his ideas

(Wetzell 69). As Richard Wetzell argues in Inventing the Criminal (2000),

these criminologists can be divided into two groups based on their

responses. The first included Abraham Baer, Paul Nacke, and Gustav

Aschaffenburg, all of whom not only dismissed the concept of the bom
criminal but also refuted the idea that there were physical characteristics

that one could rely upon to distinguish criminals from non-criminals.

The three criminologists' rejection ofthe bom criminal was based

on their belief in the social rather than the biological causes of crime,

which precluded the possibility of individuals who were bom with a

predisposition toward criminal behavior (Wetzell 56). Baer wrote in his

1893 work Der Verbrecher in anthropologischer Beziehung: "Fiir uns ist

das Verbrechen ... kein individuelles Phanomen, sondem ein soziales"

(410). He then quoted Adolphe Prins who argued in "Criminalite et

Repression" that there were social environments that would promote moral

health just as there were social milieus that would breed criminality. Whether
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a person turned to a life of crime depended on this social factor rather than

on any biological determinant. Baer concluded, therefore, that the only

effective way to prevent crime is to eliminate "die sozialen Schaden. in

denen das Verbrechen vvurzelt und wuchert" (411).

Given his conviction in the social causes of crime, it is not

surprising that Baer rejected the idea of physical signs of criminality. He

attempted to disprove this Lombrosian concept by scrutinizing the Italian's

data on the bom criminal and tested it against the data that he himselfand

other criminologists had collected. The results showed. Baer argued, that

the physical characteristics that Lombroso had attributed to the bom
criminals were not particular to them. He wrote "Wir konnen eine Spezifizitat

in der Physiognomic der Verbrecher nicht anerkennen" (Baer 211). The

physical traits that were often found in criminals were, Baer continued to

argue, also present among non-criminals especially among the lower classes

from which most criminals had come. He concluded, therefore, that they

were signs of degeneration that was prevalent among the lower classes

rather than marks ofcriminality as Lombroso had claimed (Baer 41 1 ).

Nacke and Aschaffenburg both agreed with these conclusions.

Aschaffenburg published in 1903 his influential work Das Verbrechen

und seine Bekampfimg. In it he cited Baer's finding that the characteristics

typically associated with criminals such as "\ erbildete Ohren, iiberzahlige

Finger und Zehen. abnorme Stellungund BildungderZahne ... u. s. w. alle

diese Stigama finden sich auch beim Gesunden" (Aschaffenburg, Das

Verbrechen und seine Bekiimpfung 200). Aschaffenburg admitted that

these anomalies were found somewhat more frequently among criminals

but argued that they had nothing to do with their criminality. He agreed

instead with Baer. Aschaffenburg concluded, therefore, that "die Haufigkeit

der Entartungszeichen [verliert] das Auffallige. nimmt ihnen allerdings

auch den spezifischen Charakter einer dem Verbrecher als solchen

eigentiimlichen Erscheinung" (Das Verbrechen und seine Bekdmpfung

201).

The second group ofGerman criminologists disagreed, however,

with Baer, Nacke and AschaflTenburg and argued that social milieu could

not possibly explain every instance of crime (Wetzell 56). Julius Koch
pointed to cases where "children [who were] from the best families [and

who grew] up. ..in the most favorable milieu ... were nevertheless

instinctively oriented toward the bad" (Wetzell 55). In such cases, Koch

argued, the inclination toward crime must have biological rather than social

causes. Eugen Bleuler agreed with Koch and defined the biological cause

ofcrime as a congenital moral defect. Some people, Bleuler argued, were

bom with a "congenitally defective ... brain, which does not allow for the

development of ethical sentiments" (Wetzell 58). Without a sense ofethics
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to deter them from committing crime, these people were highly likely to

become criminals regardless of the kind of environment in which they

found themselves.

The biological explanation of crime allowed this group of

criminologists to defend the concept of the bom criminal even though

their definition was quite different from that of Lombroso's. As we have

seen, Lombroso imagined the bom criminal as a throwback to primitive

people and ferocious animals. As Wetzell points out this anthropological

type was transformed into a psychiatric category by Koch, Bleuler, and

Robert Sommer who defined the bom criminal as someone with a congenital

moral defect (Fererro xiv-xv). This difference in definition also led to a

difference in opinion on the issue of physical signs of criminality. By
imagining the criminal as an atavistic figure, Lombroso concluded that he

reproduced not only the psychological but also the physical characteristics

ofprimitive people and animals. By defining him, by contrast, in psychiatric

terms, the German criminologists did not have any reason to believe that

the bom criminal was physically different from anyone else. They were

consequently able to accept Baer's well-supported refutation of

Lombroso's claim that criminals bore signs of criminality on their bodies.

Although Thomas Mann was most likely not familiar with the

works of these German criminologists, his 1954 novel Bekenntnisse des

Hochstaplers Felix Knill. Der Memoiren erster Teil echoes their rejection

of the idea that criminals were recognizable by the anomalies that they

bore on their bodies. The novel, which recounts the early life of Felix Krull,

a middle-class boy who later switches identifies with a nobleman and

travels the world in his place, was loosely based on the life and the

adventurous career as a Hochstapler of a man named Georges Manolescu.

A Hochstapler is someone who pretends to be more than he actually is.

He may, for instance, pretend to be a professional of a high position or

lead others to believe that he is in possession ofa large fortune. Manolescu,

who was arguably one of the most well-known Hochstapler in European

history, was bom in 1871 in Romania. He later went to Paris as a teenager

and started working as a hotel thief, stealing mostly valuable jewelry. He
subsequently traveled the world in the guise of a nobleman and continued

to steal until he was finally arrested. Manolescu later recounted his

sensational adventures in his two-volume memoirs. They were both

published in Germany in 1905 under the titles Ein Fiirst der Diebe.

Memoiren and Gescheitert. A us dem Seelenleben eines Verbrechers.

Despite being one of the greatest thieves of his time, Manolescu

did not bear any anomalies on his body that would allow others to identify

him as a criminal. The district attorney and criminologist Erich Wulffen

examined the case ofthis Hochstapler in his 1 907 work Georges Manolescu
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und seine Memoiren. In it Wulffen described Manolescu as having "ein

mannlich schones Gesicht mit blitzenden, dunkelbraunen Augen,

tiefschwarzes, etvvas lockiges Haar, eine feingeschvviingene Nase und feine,

weiBe, schmale Hande, dieja in der Freiheit niemals gearbeitet haben" (25).

These features together with the elegant clothes in which he was always

seen made Manolescu appear, according to Wulffen. more like a worldly

gentleman than a common thief

Herold Herzog argues in his 2001 dissertation Criminalistic

Fantasy that, despite Manolescu's overall appearance, Wulffen still

believed that it was possible to identify him as a criminal. This argument

hinges on Wulflfen's claim that Manolescu's photograph "[verrat] lediglich

dem Kenner die ... angewachsenen Ohriappchen" (26). Since this type of

earlobe was supposedly common among criminals, Wulffen seems to

believe that its presence would betray Manolescu's criminal nature to

experienced criminologists such as himself One should note, however,

that while he may have been one ofthe few criminologists who still clung

to the Lombrosian notion ofphysical signs ofcriminality, Wulffen still had

to admit that these earlobes were the only anomaly on Manolescu's body.

The lack ofany other incriminating marks not only contradicted Lombroso's

argument that criminals normally displayed several signs of criminality,

but it also forced Wulffen himself to admit that it was virtually impossible

for anyone else to read Manolescu's criminal nature from his body. He
wrote: "Die Natur schufdieses schone und milde Gesicht zu Zwecken der

Tauschung" (Wulffen 26).

It is this same discrepancy between a beautiful visage and a

criminal nature, between appearance and reality, that Felix Krull encounters

early on in life and later exploits during his career as a Hochstapler. As a

young boy, Krull notes how his father's wine company "auf das AuBere

ihrer Flaschen...ein ungemeines Gewicht legte" (Mann 267-8). The same

kind of attention was unfortunately not given to the wine itself thus

resulting in its poor quality. When Schimmelpreester, a close family friend,

brings this discrepancy to the attention of Krull's father, the latter argues

that he cannot afford to improve the quality of his wine and that he is

focusing on what matters most to the public' Krull's father does, however,

grossly misjudge his customers who may indeed have a penchant for

beautiful packaging but who also demand that it be matched by the quality

ofthe wine itself It is not surprising, therefore, that the Krull family business

gradually declines and ultimately collapses, leaving the family in complete

ruin.

The young Krull encounters once again the disparity between

reality and appearance, between Schein und Sein during his first visit the

theater when he has the opportunity to see Miiller-Rose perform on stage.
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The boy is at first enchanted by the actor's person. He calls him a "h6here[s]

Wesen" (Mann 288) and describes him as having "ein Gesicht, das wie

aus dem feinsten Wachs gebildet erschien" (Mann 288). His facial features

are, according to Krull, equally noble. He admires, for example, the actor's

"mandelfomiige, schwarz umrissene Augen, ein kurzes, gerades Naschen

sowie einen iiberaus klar gezeichneten und korallenroten Mund." (Mann
288). Miiller-Rose's talent is no less impressive than his person. Krull is

thoroughly enthralled by the actor's performance, and, as his gaze around

the theater confirms, he is not the only one to be so affected by it.

Krull's high opinion of Miiller-Rose changes dramatically,

however, when he has the opportunity to see him backstage. Krull's father

is acquainted with the actor and takes his son to see him after the

performance. As they step into the actor's dressing room, Krull describes

what he sees as "ein Anblick von unvergeBlicher Widerlichkeit" (Mann
292). Half of Miiller-Rose's face, says Krull, is still covered in paint and

contrasts sharply with the natural sallowness of his complexion. One of

his eyes is similarly still covered with makeup whereas the other one is

naked, inflamed and watery. His chestnut brown wig has also been removed,

and in its place is Muller-Rose's natural red hair. What disgusts Krull the

most, however, are the pimples that cover the actor's back, chest, shoulders,

and upper arms. Krull says "noch heute kann ich mich bei dem Gedanken
daran eines Schauders nicht erwehren" (Mann 292).

His encounter with Miiller-Rose backstage leads Krull to

contemplate the discrepancy between appearance and reality. He says to

himself:

Dies also ... dies verschmierte und aussatzige Individuum ist der

Herzendieb, zu dem soeben die graue Menge sehnsiichtig

emportriiumte! Dieser unappetitliche Erdenwurm ist die wahre
Gestalt des seligen Falters, in welchem eben noch tausend

betrogene Augen die Verwirklichung ihres heimlichen Traumes
von Schonheit, Leichtigkeit und Vollkommenheit zu erblicken

glaubten! (Mann 293-94).

Krull goes on to provide another analogy for the discrepancy that Muller-

Rose embodies. The real Muller-Rose is, according to Krull, nothing but a

lowly worm. Similar to the way the firefly worm is able to glow at night,

however, the actor is, with the help of artifice such as makeup and clothes,

also able to transform himself into the elegant being that one sees on
stage.

Krull realizes that he cannot be the only one who recognizes this

discrepancy between appearance and reality. Most of the people in the

audience are, after all, "erwachsenen und im ublichen MaBe lebenskundigen

Leute" (Mann 294). Krull asks himselfhow these people can possibly be
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unaware that what they are witnessing on the stage is merely a deception.

He then concludes that they must "in stillschweigendem Einverstandnis

den Betrug nicht fiir Betrug [achteten]" (Mann 294). We have seen how
the public refuses to tolerate the discrepancy between the appearance

and the reality or the quality ofthe wine that Krull's father produces. Yet it

is willing and even eager to accept the same kind ofdiscrepancy or deception

that Miiller-Rose embodies. What then is the difference between the two

cases?

Krull seems to hint at the answer to this question in his firefly

analogy. After comparing Miiller-Rose to the insect that has the ability to

glow at night, he asks:

wann zeigt der Gliihwurm sich in seiner wahren Gestalt, - wenn er

als poetischer Funke durch die Sommemacht schwcbt. oder wenn

er als niedriges, unansehnliches Lebewesen sich auf unserem

Handteller kriimmt? (Mann 294).

Krull seems to be implying here that the poetic spark of the firefly is, in a

sense, just as real as the lowly worm. One should note, however, that Krull

does not simply refer to the spark of the insect but to the "poetic" spark.

He is referring, in other words, to something that has been elevated by

poetry, by art. Since art requires its consumers to suspend their disbelief,

to accept a certain degree of illusion, it is arguably this poeticization ofthe

spark that makes it equally real to its beholder as the lowly insect itself.

Krull continues to contemplate this transcendental quality of art

after his theater visit. He says:

Nach meiner Theorie wird jede Tauschung, der keinerlei hohere

Wahrheit zugrunde liegt und die nichts ist als bare Liige, plump,

unvollkommen und fiir den erstbesten durchschaubar sein

(Mann, GW 298).

This "higher truth" without which a deception is nothing but a plain lie

arguably refers to artistic fantasy or imagination. It follows then that only

an illusion that is a realization of this artistic vision "hat Aussicht auf

Erfolg und lebensvolle Wirkung unter den Menschen" and does not

deserve "den Namen des Betrugs" (Mann 298).

This principle oftranscendence naturally applies to Miiller-Rose

and his performance. The audience sees him as an artist and considers his

performance as art. ft is consequently willing to suspend its knowledge of

his real person and accept the illusion that he creates on the stage. This

willingness is, according to Krull, "ein allgemeines, von Gott selbst der

Menschennatur eingepflanztes Bediirfnis" (Mann 294). ft is a need for

beauty and for art, a need which Miiller-Rose is able to fulfill. By contrast,

the wine that Krull 's father produces does not belong to the realm of art.

fts beautiful bottle is not a realization of an artistic imagination but is
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simply a business ploy to increase sales. The consumers consequently

refuse to accept the discrepancy between the wine's quality and its

appearance and consider it a form of deception.

Although Krull is, unlike Miiller-Rose, not an artist in the usual

sense of the word, he arguably deserves to be considered one because of

the way he fashions his life into art.- He does so by assuming and playing

different roles. In his memoir, Krull describes how he develops a penchant

for this performative art at a young age. He recalls how he "als [er] noch

Kleidchen trug, geme spielte, daB [er] der Kaiser sei, und auf dieser

Annahme wohl stundenlang mit groBer Zahigkeit bestand" (Mann 271).

As he grows older, Krull continues to play different roles such as a prince

named Karl or, after he arrives in Paris, a poor lift boy at the Saint James

and Albany Hotel. The latter does not start off as a fictional role because

Krull does come to work at the hotel as a penniless boy, but after he

becomes the possessor of a sizable bank account, his job at the hotel

takes on the quality of a performance and his uniform that of a costume.

The greatest role Krull ever plays, however, is that of the Marquis de

Venosta when the two decide to switch identities.

While KrulTs performances make him, to a certain extent,

comparable to the actor Miiller-Rose, there are still crucial differences

between the two men. The first is the fact that Miiller-Rose only performs

on stage. Once the play is over, he returns to the dressing room and

becomes once again his real self For Krull, however, there is no clear line

between "'Person' und 'Rolle'" or his life and his art (Schulz 513). After

describing how the small fortune that he has come into during his stay at

the hotel allows him to assume not only the role of a lift boy but also that

ofa gentleman, Krull says "das Ich-selber-Sein, war nicht bestimmbar, weil

tatsachlich nicht vorhanden" (Mann 498). Since Krull does not have a real

selfthat he continually returns to after each performance, his life is nothing

but an uninterrupted series of roles that he plays, ft is, in this sense,

indistinguishable from his art.

Krull does not, however, fashion only his life but also his body

into art.^ In order to appear convincing in his roles, Miiller-Rose attempts

to transform his body with the help of artifice. When Krull sees the actor

backstage, he notes, as mentioned above, the paint that has been wiped

off half of his face, the makeup that is still left on one of his eyes, and the

wig that has been removed. Unlike Miiller-Rose who requires all this artifice

to achieve a particular appearance, Krull can simply manipulate his body

to fit the part that he is playing. When he takes on the role of the sick, for

example, Krull describes how he draws in his cheeks and holds them, so

that his face appears sunken and thin. He also dilates his nose, twitches

the comers of his eyes, and makes his teeth chatter By thus manipulating
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his body, Krull is able to make it appear according to his imagination or

fantasy. His body can, in this way, be considered a product of his artistic

creation.

The fact that Krull is able to shape his body not only turns it into

a piece ofart but also complicates any attempt to read it. When Krull visits

the town minister to ask for a proper funeral for his father, for example, the

priest reads the sign of fortune on his forehead and says "Ich sollte mich

wundem, wenn Fortuna sich Ihnen nicht hold erweisen wiirde" (Mann

325). Krull's later contemplation makes clear, however, that while the priest

believes himself to be reading KrulTs natural body, he is in reality looking

at Krull's construction of it. Krull asks himself

Sollte ich wirklich an der Ausbildung dieser Vorziige innerlich so

ganz unbeteiligt gewesen sein? Oder versichert mich nicht vielmehr

ein untriigliches Gefiihl, daB sie bis zu einem bedeutenden Grade

mein eigen Werk sind und daB ganz leicht meine Stimme gemein,

mein Augen stumpf, meine Beine krumm batten ausfallen konnen,

wenn meine Seele nachlassiger gewesen ware? (Mann 330).

If Krull's physical features have been shaped by the boy himself rather

than Nature or Fortune, it becomes questionable whether one can still rely

on them to predict his fate as the town minister has attempted to do.

The family doctor faces similar complications when he tries to

read Krull's body for signs of illness. Whenever Krull pretends to be sick

in order to get out of school, his parents would send for Dr. Diising who
would attempt to determine what, if anything, is wrong with the boy. Not

completely convinced by the overall appearance of illness that his young

patient has created, the doctor often resorts to reading his body temperature

with the help of a thermometer. What the doctor does not realize, however,

is the fact that Krul has such an extraordinary power over his own body

that he is able to simulate fever. Krull describes how
die Erregung des Augenblicks, die abenteuerliche Willensleistung

... eine Art Trunkenheit, erzeugt durch die inbriinstige Vertiefung

in [seine] Rolle als Kranker ... diese Einfliisse brachten eine solche

Erhohung und Steigerung seines Wesens ... daB der Sanitatsrat

sie tatsachlich von seinem Fieberthermometer ablesen konnte

(Mann 305).

In the face of such seemingly irrefutable evidence, the doctor has no

choice but to declare Krull ill and to advise his parents to let him stay home
from school.

The priest and the family doctor were, however, not the only

characters who had difficulties reading Krull's body. Others who encounter

Krull later on his life are similarly faced with the impossibility of reading

any signs of criminality on his person. When Krull attempts to sell the
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jewelry that he has stolen at a store in Paris, for example, the owner first

tells him to leave because he does not buy stolen goods. KruU assures

him, however, that his suspicion is unfounded and that he is not the

common thief that anyone would automatically assume a teenage boy in

possession of valuable jewelry to be. In order to convince the shop owner,

Krull says to him: "Sie fassen mich ins Auge - nun? Sehe ich aus wie ein

- wiejemand, fur den Sie befurchten mich halten zu miissen?" (Mann 423).

The fact that Krull implores the shop owner to judge him based on his

appearance shows that he must be confident that the body that he has so

carefiilly shaped and molded does not, in any way, evoke suspicion of

criminality. It is partly this lack ofany incriminating characteristic that later

allows Krull to pass himself offas a nobleman without anybody suspecting

that he is, in reality, not only a commoner but also a thief

While KruU's unmarked body echoes the German criminologists'

claim that criminals did not necessarily display physical signs ofcriminality,

it also points to something that these criminologists seem to have ignored,

namely the will of the individual. By his own account, Krull relies chiefly

on his will power in the manipulation of his own body. We have seen, for

instance, how it allows him to simulate the condition of fever. In another

example, Krull describes how, as a young boy, "[er war] aufcine grillenhafte

Manier verfallen, die menschliche Willenskraft, diese geheimnisvolle und

oft fast ubematiirlicher Wirkungen fahige Macht, an [sich] zu iiben und zu

studieren" (Mann 274). He does so by attempting to control his pupils.

The pupil, Krull says, reacts involuntarily to the intensity of light. By
concentrating his inner powers and banishing other thoughts from his

mind, however, Krull discovers that he is able to command his pupils to

contract or expand at will.

KrulPs ability to shape and control his body through his will

arguably represents Mann's interpretation of Arthur Schopenhauer's

theory.^ Schopenhauer asserts in Die Welt als Wille unci Vorstelliing^ that

our body is given to us in two ways. We perceive it, first of all, as a

representation or as an object among other objects in the world. "Die

Bewegungen, die Aktionen desselben sind [uns] insoweit nicht anders als

wie die Veranderungen aller anderen anschaulichen Objekte bekannf
(Schopenhauer 108). We also have, however, a more immediate knowledge

ofour body through our will. When we will our arm to move, for example,

we can actually feel its movement because the movement is the

manifestation ofour will. It is, in other words, our will objectified.

Schopenhauer focuses, in his work, on this direct knowledge of

the body through the will and continues to argue that "nicht nur die

Aktionen des Leibes, sondem er selbst ganz und gar ist ... Erscheinung

des Willens, objektivierter Wille, konkreter Wille" (Schopenhauer 124).
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This definition of the body as will arguably applies to Krull because his

body is, as we have seen, a reflection of his will. We should note, however,

that there is one main difference between Schopenhauer's theory and

Mann's interpretation ot it in his novel. For Schopenhauer, the will is not

always motivated but can also act blindly in response to a stimulus, whereas

for Krull the motivated will seems to take precedence over any kind of

induced response. He is, as we have seen, able to expand his pupils even

in the presence of light or contract them even in its absence.

Krull's attempt to control his body at will not only reflects

Schopenhauer's philosophy but also arguably represents his desire for

agency. Krull refuses to accept things as they are and is constantly trying

to shape them to his own liking. In the episode where he pretends to be ill,

for example, he says: "Und nun hatte ich sie hergestellt, diese

Erscheinungen ... Ich hatte die Natur verbessert, einen Traum verwirklicht

(Mann 302). The fact that Krull does not let himself be limited by nature

but tries to improve upon it reflects the same kind of desire or need for

agency that later leads him to decline Lord Kilmarnock's proposal. Lord

Kilmarnock is a guest at the Saint James and Albany Hotel who falls in

love with Krull and wants to take him back with him to Scotland. Krull

declines the offer and says that "ein Instinkt ... Partei nahm in [ihm] gegen

eine [ihm] prasentierte ... Wirklichkeit" (Mann 489). He rebels, in other

words, against a reality that he has had no part in creating or shaping, a

reality that he must passively accept.

Krull's insistence on agency contrasts sharply with the

determinism that seems to govern other characters in the novel. We have

seen, for example, how the town minister believes in the idea of

predetermined fate. The rigid social hierarchy in the novel also

demonstrates the fact that other characters adhere to a similar principle

and believe that their lives are, to a large extent, determined by the social

position into which they are bom. Marquise de Venosta writes, for example,

of her con\ iction in the "Gottgewolltheit der Unterschiede von Reich und

Arm, Vomehm und Gering auf Erden" (Mann 622). These distinctions

serve not only to separate people into different classes but also to determine

the kind of lives they are to lead. The Marquise writes, for instance, that

the poor are supposed to beg for mercy from the rich and, in so doing,

allow the latter to do their Christian duty.

Unlike these other characters, Krull refuses to let the

circumstances ofhis birth dictate his life. As a lift boy and later a waiter at

the Saint James and Albany Hotel. Krull has the opportunity to obser\'e

both the workers and the guests. He concludes that with a simple change

of clothes and other adornments, the two groups can very easily change

places. The servers, he says, can very well become the masters, and the
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masters the servers. It is, Krull says, "der reine Zufall, daB es sich umgekehrt

verhielt - der Zufall des Reichtums" (Mann 492). While others look upon

their social position as God-given and consequently predetermined, Krull

believes it to be a simple accident that can be easily reversed. With this

conviction, Krull is determined to change the situation of his own life and

succeeds in doing so when he switches identities with Marquis de Venosta

and travels the world in the guise of a nobleman.

The idea of determinism not only underlies the rigid social

hierarchy within the novel, it also governs the scientific discourse and

practice that Krull experiences first hand during his conscription

examination. In an attempt to determine Krull's fitness, a military doctor

examines his body and inquires about his parents. Krull tells him the truth

about his father's wine business and suicide but carefully insinuates that

he was an alcoholic. This information together with Krull's simulation of

an epileptic attack leads the doctor to declare Krull unfit for service. He
says, "Der Gestellungspflichtige [...] leidet an epileptoiden Zufallen [...]

Meiner Exploration zufolge liegt erbliche Belastung von seiten eines

trunksiichtigen Vaters vor" (Mann 369). The doctor's conclusion that

Krull's condition is caused by a "hereditary taint" exposes the concept of

biological determinism that governs his scientific thinking. While this

kind ofdetemiinism is not based on divine predestination as in the case of

the social hierarchy that is discussed above, it posits a similar idea that

one's life is predetermined by forces that are outside of one's control.

Once again, however, Krull proves this idea ofdeterminism to be

inadequate. He makes clear in an earlier episode that he has inherited very

few traits from his ancestors. Looking at the portraits of his relatives, he

says "[siej lehrten mich ja, wie wenig von meinen Vorziigen mir aufdem
Wege naturlicher Erbschaft zugekommen ist" (Mann 330). Krull then goes

on to insist, as discussed above, that "he composes himself through his

own study and industry," that he is, in other words, the author of his own
body (Downing 1 77). The same kind ofagency applies to Krull's epileptic

condition. Rather than inheriting it from his father as the military doctor

suggests, Krull has actually produced the appearance of it himself He
does so by twitching his shoulders and contorting his face. He describes

how "[seine] Ziige wurden buchstablich nach alien vier Seiten, nach oben

und unten, rechts und links auseinandergesprengt" (Mann 366). Since

the kind of science that he practices does not take into account the will

and the agency of the individual, the military doctor has no choice but to

take Krull's epileptic fit to be real and involuntary and to conclude that the

young man has inherited this condition from his father.

The two kinds of determinism in the novel, one social and the

other biological, also dominated criminological discourse at the beginning
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of the twentieth century. As we have seen, German criminologists can be

divided into two groups in terms of their responses towards Lombroso's

theories. One disagreed with Lombroso's biological approach and believed

in the social causes ofcrime. They believed, in other words, that ifone was

bom into and grew up in a certain social environment, one would be more

likely to commit crime. The other group rejected this social determinism

and argued instead that certain individuals were bom with a biological

predisposition that would result in criminal behavior regardless of the

social milieu in which they found themselves. What both groups, each in

its own kind ofdeterminism, seem to ignore is the will and the agency ofan

individual that, as Tomas mann's depiction of Kmll shows, can prove

more powerful than any social or biological detemiinant.

Endnotes

1 KrulTs father says "ich gebe dem Publikum. woran es glaubt" (Mann

268). Denver Lindley translates it as "I give the public something to increase

its confidence" (Mann, CFK6). I would argue, however, that the sentence

could also be translated as 'i give the public what it tmsts/believes in."

This translation suggests that the public cares about appearances, which

is why the firm of Engelbert Kmll pays so much attention to the bottles

rather than the wine itself

2 Critics such as Eric Downing and Kerstin Schulz have noted that Mann's

representation ofKmll as an artist was influenced by Friedrich Nietzsche

who. in his 1882 work Die frohliche Wissenschaft, describes the artist as

an actor who is able to take on different roles, put on different masks, and

deceive others with a good conscience.

3 Donald F. Nelson offers in Portrait of the Artist as Hermes a different

interpretation of Kmll's manipulation of his body. He argues that there is

a magical element to KmlFs ability not only to control his body but also to

assume different roles in a convincing manner. This magical element is,

according to Nelson, one of the things that associate Kmll with the Greek

god Hemies, whose trickery was, in the mind of the Greeks, a sign of

magical power. Other aspects ofKmll's similarities to Hermes are discussed

by Guido Stein and Kerstin Schulz.

4 It is well-known that Mann was familiar with and greatly influenced by

Schopenhauer's philosophies. For other aspects of Schopenhauer's

influence on this particular work, see Sabine Appel's Navivitdt unci
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Lebenskunst.

5 Die Welt als Wille unci Vorstellung is a two-volume work. The first

edition was published in 1818 and contained only volume 1 . Volume 2 was

only included in the second edition which appeared in 1 844.
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The History of the German Left

and a Crisis in Context

David Hughes

The collapse of GDR communism and the process of German
reunification in 1 989/90 threw the German left wing into turmoil. On both

sides of the Berlin Wall, the paradigms that had served to inform a

generation of left-wing thought and praxis were suddenly found wanting

as Germans found themselves caught up in a wave of nationalist sentiment.

During the early nineties, the German Right was dominant while the Left

fissured and fragmented, and although a left-wing coalition government

was elected in 1998, one of its first major actions was to deploy German

troops in a military conflict abroad (Kosovo) for the first time since Hitler.

Left-wing disillusion with the ruling coalition grew to such an extent that

in Germany's most recent federal election (September 2005) the newly-

formed "Left Party" attracted enough votes from dissenters to bring down
the red-green regime. What, then, has happened to the German Left since

1989? What are the origins of this dramatic transformation? And what

might the future hold for left-wing politics in the Federal Republic?

The first major indicator of left-wing crisis in Germany came in

the GDR's first and only democratic elections of March 1990. There, the

Social Democratic Party (SPD), historically the party ofthe Left in Germany,

was easily defeated by the center-right alliance led by the Christian

Democratic Union (CDU) in the traditional heartlands ofGerman socialism.

The SPD particulariy suffered from its widespread perception as an ally of

the former Socialist Unity Party (SED) in East Germany:

Until the summer of 1989, the SPD continued its high-level

contacts and talks with the SED on the basis of full moral

equivalence. The SPD. it appeared, had accepted the SED as

brother socialists, with whom West German social democrats

shared a commitment to peace, stability and human freedom

(Gress 1991, 148).'

The SED was, however, massively discredited by the exodus ofthousands

of GDR citizens from East to West following the opening of the Berlin

Wall. It seemed as ifthe experience ofGDR communism had made socialism

a dirty word.

In the nationwide federal elections of December 1990, the SPD
suffered another crushing defeat at the hands of the Christian Democratic
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Union (CDU) and its Bavarian counterpart, the Christian Social Union

(CSU). This time the problem derived from the SPD's resistance to the

reunification process. The SPD insisted, it was happening too quickly,

would cost West Germans too much, and would jeopardize the social

benefits allegedly enjoyed by East Germans. Trying to make sure that the

GDR was not simply "annexed" by the Federal Republic, the SPD argued

that if reunification was to take place, it should be as part of a general

process giving united Germany a new constitution to replace the Basic

Law. Yet Chancellor Kohl's reunification bandwagon was already well

underway, and even after 1990 the SPD continued to lose voters because

it shied away from the national question, as. for instance, in its refusal to

entertain either a change in Germany's asylum law, or the deployment of

German troops in UN peacekeeping operations in Bosnia.

The Greens, the only other left-wing party with a significant

parliamentary presence in Germany, fared equally badly in 1990. Having

attracted a sizeable 8.5% ofthe vote in the 1 987 federal election, they were

now barely able to scrape the 5% needed to win seats in the lower house,

or Bundestag. It was only due to a temporary modification of German

election law, applying the five-percent "hurdle" separately in East and

West Germany, that they acquired any pariiamentary seats at all, achieving

marginally more success in the territory of the former GDR than in

Germany's western states. As with the SPD, this poor performance owed
largely to the reluctance of the Green campaign to cater to the prevalent

mood of nationalism and patriotism. Instead, the party focused on subjects

such as climate change - a campaign poster at the time proudly stated:

"Everyone is talking about Germany: we're talking about the weather!" In

their own post-election assessment, the Greens concluded that the party

had become divided between "fundamentalists" who insisted on sticking

to the party's four founding pillars (ecology, social justice, grassroots

democracy and pacifism) and "realists," who advocated a more pragmatic

approach based on responsiveness to public opinion. In the party's

subsequent shake-up. the "fundamentalists" were routed, thus confirming

the old principle that the more a political party wants power, the more likely

it is to betray its anti-systemic origins.

The crisis of the German Left was compounded by the entry of a

third left-wing party into German politics in 1990, namely the Party of

Democrafic Socialism (PDS). a reformed version of the former SED.

Following the collapse of the Honecker regime, grassroots democracy

movements had arisen in East Germany comprising such groups as New
Forum, Democracy Now, and the Initiative for Peace and Human Rights.

However, "In contrast to the West German Greens, the East German civil-

rights activists represented a far smaller social stratum. They were drawn
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primarily from among a narrow band ofmarginal intellectuals."' Ever since

the brutally suppressed workers' uprising of 1 953 there had been no mass

movements in the GDR ofthe kind usually needed as a prop for intellectual

radicalism. Even so, reformist intellectuals like Stefan Heym and Christa

Wolf still managed to serve as figureheads for a movement that empowered

a younger generation of activists and politicians to begin reinventing the

SED. A party that was infamous for its rigid Marxist-Leninist orthodoxy,

bureaucratic centralism and police-state methods was progressively

transformed into the PDS, whose members assumed that a democratic

reform of socialism was possible provided the GDR continue to exist as a

separate entity from the FRO.

At first, it seemed that despite reform coming from the margins,

socialist democracy in the GDR might be possible after all:

For a brief period in the autumn of 1 989, it looked as though the

newly fomied citizens' movements, the Biirgerbewegiingen, as

spokespersons for the people, would negotiate the terms of the

transition to democracy and eventually assume the reins of

political leadership. In the GDR, however, the opposition groups

did not meet with the same political and electoral success as their

counterparts in Poland and Czechoslovakia.^

In the East German elections of March 1990, voters expressed an

overwhelming preference to bring the West to the GDR rather than follow

the calls of leading civil-rights activists to build a homegrown democratic

socialism in a separate country. The PDS found itself on the opposition

benches, backed by only 1 6% of voters, facing isolation and hostility from

other parties. In the federal election later that year, the PDS won only 2.4%

of the national vote, like the Greens, it was allowed to enter the Bundestag

only because of the one-time exception to Germany's electoral law that

applied the 5% hurdle separately in East and West. In both Germanys, the

Left had failed to see the importance of reunification to the majority of

Germans, and as a result, while the nation stood united in 1990, the Left

found itself directionless and divided.

The West German Left

The development of any serious Left opposition in the Federal

Republic has, in fact, always been retarded in comparison to other Western

societies. Cold War ideology, for example, guaranteed that communism
never gained a proper foothold in West Germany:

The KPD was banned in 1 956, the Social Democrats excised the

concept of "class struggle" in the Godesberg Program of 1959,

and in the 1 950s it was nearly impossible to see a Brecht play on

a Western stage. The diverse Maoist sects that were founded in
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the wake ofthe German student movement, the so-called K-Groups

(KPD, KPD/ML, KBW, KB, etc.), atomized in the 1970s due to

internal splits/

Not only communism, but all serious opposition remained stunted within

West German democracy. As Joyce Mushaben observed in the mid 1 980s,

The concept of the Left in the Federal Republic appears to have

undergone a transformation far more radical than that experienced

in other Western societies since 1 945, due to a unique combination

of internal and external geo-political pressures. The years of

occupation, the division of Germany into East and West, the

export-dependent nature of the economy, are only a few of the

factors that have placed structural limits upon the evolution of

political opposition parties.-

Mushaben periodized the history of the West German Left by generation,

dividing it into what she called the "Old Left" (comprised of resistance

fighters and pre-Hitler socialists who enjoyed prominence between 1945

and 1959), the "New Left" (associated with the protest movements of the

1 960s and early 1 970s), and the "Eco-Left," a diverse group of ecologists,

radical democrats and peace protestors that came to the fore in the late

1970s and 1980s. There was. of course, considerable overlap between

these generations, but Mushaben's periodization does permit the best

historical overview ofthe West German Left.

The Old Left focused its early postwar demands on ownership of

the means of production, called for nationalization of industry with the

promotion of a large-scale trade union federation. In orthodox Marxist

terms, its emphasis was on the base rather than the superstructure, and its

main political vehicle was the SPD headed by Kurt Schumacher. Having

spent ten years in Nazi concentration camps, defiantly risking hunger

strikes at Dachau, Schumacher emerged from World War II an embittered

man, contemptuous not only of the Nazis but of everyone who had not

opposed them as rigorously as he had. Because he was the only senior

SPD figure to have spent the entire Nazi period in Gemiany without

collaborating, he commanded enormous prestige after 1 945 and probably

would have won the first postwar German election had it been called soon

after the war, not least because, under his leadership, the SPD was the

only party to have unequivocally opposed Hitler's Enabling Act of 1933

and was also the first national party to emerge from the ruins of the Third

Reich in 1946. But by the time a general elecfion was called in 1949,

escalating Cold War tensions had undermined many of Schumacher's

policies. Although he campaigned for a united socialist Germany by

resisting the 1948 currency reform and total commitment to NATO, the

Americans did all they could to assist Konrad Adenauer's center-right
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Christian Democratic Union (CDU) because oftheir unwillingness to see

socialism of any kind in Germany. Geographically, some of the SPD's

traditional strongholds fell into the Soviet zone of occupation, whereas

the more conservative parts ofGermany, such as Bavaria and the Rhineland,

formed part of the Western sector. And although Schumacher denounced

communism, his anti-capitalist, anti-Western rhetoric (most notably his

vehement call for the nationalization of heavy industry, whose owners he

blamed for funding the Nazis' rise to power) sounded sufficiently similar

to communist propaganda to undermine his support.

Schumacher died in 1952. The same year, Stalin proposed free

elections in both East and West Germany, thus effectively offering to end

the division of Germany provided that the resulting, unified German

government would remain neutral. The SPD was in favor of accepting

Stalin's offer, which they saw as the best chance Germany would ever

have for reunification under tolerable conditions. Adenauer and the

Western allies, however, retorted that Stalin did not really intend to offer

Gentians unification under democratic conditions but was merely interested

in sowing discord in the Western camp by preventing West German
membership of NATO. The status quo was therefore maintained in the

Federal Republic, where the "economic miracle" generated a burgeoning

middle class with no particular interest in socialist aims and ideals.

Adenauer's success eventually prompted the SPD to formulate the

Godesberg Progam of 1959, in which it ended its call for nationalization,

emphasizing instead the need for as much competition as possible. Social

Democrats no longer opposed capitalism in principle, only its worst effects,

and in 1 960 they additionally abandoned their neutralist position vis-a-vis

the Cold War by accepting West German membership in NATO as the

cornerstone of West German foreign policy.

The New Left

After Worid War II, the SPD created and subsidized a youth

organization known as the Gennan Socialist Student League (SDS). Coming

ofage politically in the early 1 960s this new generation of Social Democrats

was fiercely critical of its rulers and it was dismayed by its party's condoning

ofGerman rearmament and aggressive posture toward the communist East

to such an extent that the SPD severed ties with the SDS in 1 96 1 . This is

the inception of the West German New Left, as young people (students in

particular) began to create a counterculture of protest against the various

ills of their parents' generation. The senior positions of former Nazis in

business and politics, for instance, generated uproar, and existing principles

of parliamentary democracy were challenged through recourse to the

cultural revolutionary strategies from below practiced by Mao Zedong in
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China. There was strong resistance to the atomic armament of the two

superpowers and to America's entry into the Vietnam War, as well as to

race discrimination in the U.S. and South Africa, while feminist and gay

liberation movements also acquired increasing momentum. The
Establishment was assailed at all levels, from the literary canon of high

modernism to the institutionalization of art in the museum, as popular

culture began its meteoric rise.

On 13 August 1961,the very day the Berlin Wall was erected, the

mayor ofWest Berlin and future SPD leader, Willy Brandt, realized that his

party would have to alter its basic stance toward the GDR so as to pursue

rapprochement rather than confrontation as a means of mitigating the

effects of division and keeping alive any hope of German reunification.

With Cold War tensions lessening, Adenauer taking forced retirement in

1 963, and the "economic miracle" suffering a jolt in the mid- 1 960s, the SPD
evolved, under Brandt's stewardship, into a party-in-govemment, entering

into Grand Coalition with the CDU in 1966. And yet, by this time Brandt

had pushed the SPD's post-Godesberg look to West Germany's middle-

class electorate to such an extent that his party no longer represented a

fundamental opposition. "As the SPD case illustrates," wrote Frankfurt

School legal theorist Otto Kirchheimer at the time, "an electoral majority

may not be sought for the purpose of promulgating and implementing

system-transforming policies; it may be pursued as an end in itself"^ The

promise of electoral success and not the convergence of political goals

and societal interests had, Kirchheimer argued, become the name of the

political game, yielding ideologically homogenous parties keen to adopt a

"catch-all" electioneering strategy rather than challenging the status quo.

Frustrated by party politics, serious opposition in the Federal

Republic began to assume extra-parliamentary form. From 1 967, left-oriented

groups turned out in ever larger numbers to protest the Grand Coalition's

support for the Iranian Shah and "American imperialism" in Vietnam, as

well as its failure to recognize the Oder-Neisse line in pursuit of a German
peace treaty. A loosely organized extra-parliamentary opposition (APO)
mobilized much of the university community and the more radical trade

union elements who recognized that their ability to command significant

policy influence through normal party channels was limited. A 1968

campaign against the proposed expansion of emergency powers for the

Chancellor forged a broader coalition among the militant unions, the left-

liberal press, the academic community, and even the politically active clei^y.

The need to develop a systematic critique of the links between society's

economic base and its cultural superstructure underpinned the protests

of all these groups, which reflected the extraordinary popularity of the

writings of the Frankfurt School at the time. Based on the presumption
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that cultural institutions were continuing to serve dominant economic

interests, there were widespread demands for democraticization of the

workplace, universities and even traditional authoritarian family relations.

"The New Left's 'long march through the institutions' implied a belief that

fundamental changes in the superstructure could be used to transform the

all-important economic base.""

Willy Brandt's election to Chancellor in 1969 owed less to the

grudging vote of a New Left that saw the SPD as the lesser evil of the two

main parties - as is sometimes supposed - than to the willingness of the

Free Democratic Party (FDP) to act as coalition partner in a new left-liberal

government. Brandt's close friendship with Giinter Grass epitomized the

way in which culture and politics had become intertwined by this point,

with Grass's From the Diary ofa Snail (1969) documenting the author's

experiences ofthe SPD election campaign. The book's message ofprogress

through small steps echoed precisely Brandt's Ostpolitik, the strategy of

gradual rapprochement with the GDR that Brandt, as Chancellor, was finally

able to put into practice by signing treaties with the Soviet Union. Poland,

and East Germany (thereby recognizing GDR sovereignty). Brandt won

the Nobel Peace Prize in 1971 for his Ostpolitik, whose popularity with

young voters further helped him to lead the SPD to its best ever federal

election result in 1972.

The SPD's heyday was short-lived. In order to counter

suggestions that Ostpolitik was making him sympathetic to communism

or soft on left-wing extremists, Brandt implemented tough legislation, known

as the Radikalenerlass, that barred suspected radicals from public service,

and soon there were more checks against them than against proven right-

wing extremists. Thus, the SPD began actively to betray its left-wing

heritage, as it had done in 1914 by voting for war credits, in 1918 by

avoiding revolution, and in 1 932 by splitting with the KPD and so paving

the way for Hitler's ascension to power. Within months the result was all

too clear: seeing no other effective means ofprotest, the Red Army Faction

embarked on a spate of bombings across West Germany that left four

people dead and a further forty-one injured. Previously, militant anarchist

groups such as the Movement of 2 June, which first brought together

leading members of the Baader-Meinhof Group, had arisen in response to

the police assassination of student protestor Benno Ohnesorg outside

the Berlin Opera in 1 967. But whereas their actions were, at worst, limited

to arson against capitalist symbols such as department stores, the RAF
was overtly terrorist. Seeking to provoke the West German state to reveal

its allegedly fascist side and thereby spark a revolution, the extremists'

murderous actions were symptomatic ofthe diminishing outlets for genuine

opposition in the Federal Republic.
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Given the correlation between Brandt's Ostpolitik and the

Radikalenerlass, there is a certain poetic justice about the fact that Brandt

was overthrown by a spy scandal in which he allowed a GDR informant,

Giinter Guillaume, to become one of his closest confidants and allies.

Nevertheless, his replacement. Helmut Schmidt, took an even more hardline,

essentially conservative approach in the wake of the 1973 oil crisis and

subsequent global recession. That the success of the APO was already

wearing ofifby the early 1 970s confirmed, to Thomas Elsaesser, "a recurrent

cycle in German politics and culture: that of a brief, para-revolutionary

surge followed by longer periods of conservative backlash and

restoration."^ Under Schmidt's aegis, indeed, fewer opportunities for

expression of fundamental opposition within the SPD were pennitted, and

oligarchic tendencies emerged within the party that, according to the more

radically democratic elements, helped to cement it as a force for maintaining

the status quo. After giving in once to the demands of the so-called

"second generation" of RAF terrorists in order to secure the release of

kidnapped Berlin mayor Peter Lorenz in 1 975. Schmidt subsequently took

a tough, no compromise line toward the RAF. Most significantly, he

authorized the GSG 9 anti-terrorist unit to end by force the RAF hijacking

of the Lufthansa aircraft Landshut in Somalia on 18 October 1977. That

night, three of the four Baader-Meinhof inmates (Baader. Raspe, Ensslin)

were found dead in their cells, while the fourth (Moller) was discovered

with four stab wounds close to her heart. Although the official inquiry

concluded that this was a collective suicide, conspiracy theories abounded

in publications like Der Spiegel. However one looks at it, that fatefiil night

essentially put an end to far left terrorism in West Germany; two bombings

and two shootings occurred over the next twenty years, remaining isolated

and sporadic incidents.

The Eco-Left

As unpalatable as the SDP-FDP government may have been to

those involved in the manifold protest movements of the 1 968 generation,

the alternative in the 1980 election was even worse. The CDU/CSU
candidate for chancellor was Franz-Josef Strauss, minister-president of

Bavaria, West Germany's most conservative region. Strauss' ardent

nationalism registered badly with an electorate still acutely aware of the

repercussions of the Hitler years, with the result that the FDP was able to

make a strong showing as a protest vote. None ofthis, however, advanced

the cause ofthe Left, which was growing increasingly fearful ofsuperpower

conflict following NATO's decision in 1 979 to station a new generation of

medium-range nuclear missiles on West German soil. While Chancellor

Schmidt staked his political future on supporting NATO expansion in
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response to the Soviet invasion ofAfghanistan in 1 980, a peace movement

began to swell in West Germany calling for an immediate removal of the

missiles. According to Andrei S. Markovits, "The very real presence of

6,000-7,000 nuclear warheads on West German soil, in addition to Soviet

missiles aimed at the FRG, underscored for many the very need for mass

collective action independent of ideology."'^ In this respect, the emergent

"Eco-Left" differed significantly from its New Left predecessor, whose

protestors had shared a highly ideological orientation premised on

numerous variants of Marxist theory. The Eco-Left's focus on issues,

rather than ideology, brought forth novel protest coalitions in place of

reliance on large-scale interest organizations such as trade unions. Citizens'

initiatives groups sprang up across the Federal Republic that were as

decentralized as they were ideologically diverse, spanning social

democratic to radical democratic to anti-parliamentarian leanings.

What bound these disparate groups together was their focus on

the imbalances and crises inherent to the capitalist superstructure, i.e.

their attunement to the sociological, psychological, cultural and

environmental dimensions of capitalism and their refusal to ascribe any

overriding significance to a distinct economic base. The new politics was

focused on a normalization of relations between the two German states,

quality-of-life issues, a critique of industrialization and economic growth,

and an anxiety about the technological destruction of the environment

symbolized by the threat of acid rain to German forests. This anti-

technocratic aspect signalled a profound departure from the traditional

European Left, whose communist and social democratic proponents had

always valorized technology - Lenin, for instance, extolled Taylorism,

conservative social democrats praised Fordism, and Ernst Bloch upheld

the virtues of nuclear energy.

More often than not, the issues addressed by the Eco-Left also

tended to be bound up with anti-American sentiment that had its roots in

the anti-Vietnam War protests of the previous generation. As Andrei

Markovits wrote in 1985, "The notion that the new social movements of

the 1 980s trace their roots to the protest movements ofthe 1 960s can now
claim widespread - almost universal - acceptance among observers ofthe

West German Left.""' The main difference between the two movements, in

his view, was that whereas the New Left saw the Federal Republic as the

accomplice of"US imperialism," the Eco-Left saw it as victim ofUS foreign

policy, standing in a quasi-colonial relationship as an "occupied territory."

Thus, whilst the New Left tended to remain in favor ofAmerica's culture if

not its politics, the Eco-Left linked its political condemnation of the US to

a cultural antipathy, branding American culture decadent and obsessed

with consumption and making the US the main target of its critique of
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capitalist industrialization.

The New Left had seen its political representation in the SPD
wane throughout the 1970s, and the experience of the Red Army Faction

was a sufficient indicator that serious opposition requires political

representation if civil unrest is to be a\ oided. The problem, in this respect,

was the rule in West Germany denying parliamentary seats at municipal,

state and national levels to those who do not secure at least five percent

of the electoral vote. Alternative groups failing to comprise a formal party

organization or to attain the requisite percentage of the vote had no

opportunity to influence the policy process directly and so were restricted

to extra-parliamentary forms of protest - as they still are today. According

to Mushaben,

One major stumbling to reform is the weight historically accorded

the "Party-State." which calls for "as much consensus as possible,

as little competition as necessary." Party professionals construe

integration and consensus-from-above as hedges against a re-

enactment of the partisan chaos that was Weimar."

The success of the Eco-Left can be gauged by the fact that,

despite the enormous bias against new political parties in West Germany,

one did emerge in 1 980 that managed to cross the five percent threshold in

the 1983 election. Quite unlike anything to have gone before, the Green

Party styled itself less as a party than as a movement shaped by citizens'

indicatives. At first, this provoked concerns that the Greens were abdicating

democratic responsibility while sharing a concern for the German soil last

seen during the Hitler years. But they soon proved to be "the natural heirs

to the 'fundamental opposition' role once played by the Social Democratic

Party,"'' espousing politics conceived to be ecological, conducive to social

welfare, and decided in a grassroots, nonviolent manner. The Green Party

campaigned for greater internal party democracy, the redefinition ofmajority-

minority relations within parliament, and the extension of participatory

rights for society at large. It supported the utilization of polling, referenda,

and other plebiscitary instruments, and advocated a strengthening of the

federal principle to increase the flow of financial resources at all levels. It

opposed the nationalization of faltering industries, overproduction and

subsequent exploitation of Third World markets, as well as attempts to

salvage jobs based on harmful or obsolescent technologies. And it called

for the repeal of criminal statutes inhibiting free speech, invoked by the

state to intimidate citizens protesting nuclear energy and airport runway

construction. Like the Eco-Left as a whole, the Green Party encompassed

great ideological diversity: there were free-greens, brown-greens, black-

greens and multi-colored-greens. Even the former West German communist

and Maoist sects were able to find a home within the red-greens, epitomized
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by the Hamburg-based "Group Z" faction. Nevertheless, party members

tried to avoid spHts along ideological lines by proclaiming that they moved

"neither left nor right but forward."

The Greens' nebulous identity was not unproblematic.

Commenting on the rise ofGerman neo-nationalism in the mid- 1 980s, Hans-

Georg Bctz thought "segments of the Green-alternative spectrum must

take some of the blame for having contributed, inadvertently or not, to a

confusion of the temis between left and right which has ultimately helped

the New Right.
"'^

After all, the Greens' tendency to see Gemiany as a

victim ofsuperpower imperialism and their beliefthat German reunification

was the precondition for peace in Europe were shared by many on the

Right. As Markovits pointed out.

After the SPD abandoned its commitment to reunification in the

early 1960s, the extreme Right remained as the only sector of

West German society calling for reunification on a regular and

programmatic basis. The emergence of the Greens signals the

first time in two decades that the call has been issued from the

Left.'^

Many American commentators at the time, though, believed the Greens

were predominantly neutralist, not nationalist, in seeking a position of

equidistance from the US and the USSR. According to Markovits, 82*/o of

Greens were in favor ofGerman political and military neutrality, in contrast

with 37% of Social Democrats and 30% of Christian Democrats.

The Challenges of Reunification

The upheaval caused by the events of 1989-90 transformed the

political landscape in Gemiany, pushing national issues to the forefront of

the political agenda for the first time since 1945. At the most basic level

loomed the economic cost of reunification. With 30,000 Soviet troops

stationed in East Germany in 1 990, it made sense for Kohl to accelerate the

unification process, in the interests of national liberation. But his

government made several overhasty errors along the way, most notably

the one-for-one cun^ency exchange from East to West German Marks,

which precipitated economic crisis. Despite having promised not to raise

taxes for unity, the government was forced to launch an "Eastern recovery"

program in March 199 1 that imposed an income-tax surcharge of7.5% and

resorted to public borrowing to raise investment incentives. An enormous

4.5% of Gennan GDP had to be invested annually to subsidize the new

eastern states in order to compensate for the collapse of industrial

production there, as well as the absence of pension plans in the GDR, its

bad retraining schemes, and the marginalization ofwomen in the workplace.

Meanwhile, thousands ofmen looking for work moved the other way, from
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East to West. As the unprecedented experiment of integrating a failed

communist economy into a capitalist one. roughly equivalent in scale to

the United States trying to absorb the Mexican economy, got underway,

the true cost of reunification soon became painfully clear.

The economic crisis in the reunified Germany fuelled various

social problems also bound up with the national question. Pre-existing

animosities between East and West Germans, for example, were exacerbated

when it emerged that discrepancies in living standards, institutional

patterns, and personal attitudes were far greater than anyone had

anticipated. Some quipped that the Germans never felt more apart than

when they were united, or that there were now two German nations in a

single state rather than one nation divided into two states. But whereas

there was ultimately something quite petty about inner-German squabbles,

captured by the childish rhetoric of Ossis and Wessis, the resurgence of

neo-Nazi and racist violence across the country proved considerably more

troubling. The problem had its origins in Article 16 of the Basic Law.

According to David Rieff, "As a way of atoning for Hitler, the German

constitution decreed that no one asking for political asylum in Germany

would be turned away without a hearing. At the same time, postwar German

law continued to enshrine the nineteenth-century European notion of

nationalism based on blood. "'"^ Consequently, Germany had acquired an

ever increasing number of so-called "guest workers" (Gastarheiter) but

refused them citizenship because they were not of German blood. It

therefore became all too easy for Germans to blame their economic

difficulties on "foreigners," many of whom had nevertheless lived and

worked in Germany for more than one generation. Unlike after the anti-

Semitic vandalism of 1958-59, however, the government was slow to

respond to the racist attacks, perversely arguing in favor of a tougher

stance on asylum rather than more flexible immigration laws. It seemed to

take heart from the fact that neo-nationalist violence was also on the rise

in France and Italy, as this made Germany's problems appear "normal" in

comparison to those of its neighbors, thereby serving KohTs
"normalization" agenda.'^ In the end, it took candle-lit marches by

hundreds of thousands of Germans in major cities like Berlin, Hamburg

and Munich to prompt law enforcement officials to prosecute offenders

more vigorously. Racist incidents began to drop off in the spring of 1993,

and a wide-ranging political debate was initiated on changing the basis of

German citizenship from descent to residence.

But nowhere, perhaps, was the German Question more evident

than in the issue ofGerman military intervention abroad. During the Cold

War, the Federal Republic's total commitment to NATO had meant that

West German troops effectively came under US military command, much
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as GDR socialism had been underwritten by Soviet armed forces. Not

once, after the Hitler years, was either Germany permitted to engage in

foreign conflict. The sovereign, reunified Germany, in contrast, was quickly

called upon by its allies to make a substantial contribution to the GulfWar

effort. Given that Saddam Hussein's regime threatened the existence of

Israel, Germany's moral responsibility was undeniable in view of the

Holocaust - yet the last time German troops had fought abroad was under

Hitler. An understandable German hesitation here led to criticism that the

Kohl government did not do enough in Iraq, and consequently Germany

sought to lead the pack after the disintegration of Yugoslavia by pushing

for quick European recognition of Croatia, despite the fact that a fascist

puppet regime in Croatia had worked with the Nazis against the Slavic

populations of other regions. UN humanitarian missions to countries like

Somalia and Rwanda also made the German constitutional prohibition

against overseas military action seem like a barrier to fulfilling national

responsibilities. It was clear that particular responses to the Nazi past

enshrined in the Basic Law had outlived their practicability.

The PDS Response to Reunification

The re-emergence of nation as live category in German political

discourse massively disadvantaged a German Left that had been

vehemently anti-nationalist ever since Hitler, and played directly into the

hands of the German Right. Thus, the CDU/CSU remained in power right

up until 1 998. During this time, the left-wing parties in Gemiany sought to

adapt to the new political terrain, with the PDS and Greens facing a tougher

challenge than the SPD insofar as they represented two relatively recent

parties that had not already compromised their founding principles through

proximity to power. The PDS, on account of its poor showing in the federal

elections of 1990, had been quickly written off as the "party without a

future." Whereas in Poland or Hungary, major factions ofthe former ruling

communist parties managed to transform themselves into social democratic

parties, presenting themselves as technocratic reformers capable of

managing government, in reunified Germany social democracy was already

the terrain ofthe SPD, a party with broad appeal and years ofexperience in

national and regional government. As Franz Oswald noted, "Finding the

social democratic political space occupied but not intending to form a

communist party, the PDS was on the verge of irrelevance and

disintegration but survived as it managed to combine a regionalist appeal

to East Germans and an identity as a left-socialist party."'^ Ironically, the

collapse of the GDR left behind a greater sense of East German identity

than probably ever existed before 1989. The PDS, seen as the left-wing

"party of the East," thus won 15-25% of the vote in eastern Germany
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throughout the 1990s, while achieving only minimal support in the West.

Given the GDR's retarded economic and political development vis-a-vis

the Federal Republic, the PDS owed its popularity to the fact that it

advocated what was, in essence, an outdated materialist politics: "The

PDS's appeal and identity converge[d] much more around Old Left topics

such as employment, the economy and job security, instead of the classic

New Left icons of ecology, gender equality and other issues of

empowennent and personal fulfilment. '^ Here, we see the PDS's origins in

the Prague Spring rather than Paris: its 1968 never gave rise to an affluent

new middle class ofthe kind from which the West German Greens emerged

with their "post-materialist" concerns. Rather, the PDS had its roots in a

more orthodox Marxism, tempered by a regionalist nationalism, in which

values of order and community took precedence over individualism.

Despite its many factions, it fundamentally opposed the liberalization of

the German economy engendered by globalization. As Peter Thompson

recently remarked. "What all ofthose factions have in common-no matter

how far apart they may seem-is their commitment to a sense ofthe primacy

of the political and the collective over the individual and the purely

economic."''^ In this sense, there was always something deeply traditional

and conservative about the PDS. Comfortable with concepts such as order,

discipline, family, community and nation, the main issue it sought to resolve

was the post-communist one of whether the locus of collectivism should

rest with the community or the state.

The rise of the PDS squeezed out support for the Greens almost

entirely east ofthe Elbe, thereby undermining the Greens' claim to universal

appeal and their self-stylization as champions of the underdog-after all. it

was not exactly ideal for a party of the Left to be almost completely absent

from a key area of disadvantage and hardship. Young voters in particular,

a relatively high percentage ofwhom tend to vote Green in the West, were

captured by the PDS as most of the industrial working class in eastern

Germany voted conservatively and in favor of tradition. Even so, the

Greens have always embraced the inclusion (rather than the annexation)

of East Gennans, so much so that they merged with the much smaller

group of eastern Green movements known as Alliance '90 {Biindnis '90)

before reunification and renamed the party putting the eastern segment

first: Biindnis '90/Die Griinen. Despite the Greens' electoral weakness in

the East, and although the two segments of the party have often diverged

in their political attitudes. East Germans have continued to play an important

role in the party's leadership. Moreover, to their credit, given that their

origins include anarchist and libertarian elements, the Greens have remained

highly critical ofthe PDS's communist roots, while nevertheless opposing

the demonization of the PDS by segments of the West German public.
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They have always supported the right of the PDS to exist as an important

voice for a new, structurally disadvantaged segment of the German

population.

The Green Response to Reunification

The Greens' socially inclusive attitude after reunification extended

not just to East Gennans; they also wanted to extend fijll citizenship to all

foreigners resident in Germany who wished to become German nationals.

In this respect, they assumed far and away the most radically solidaristic

position in the debate on immigration, proposing as they did an American-

style immigration law that would allow people to immigrate to Germany

with the clear prospect of becoming naturalized Gernian citizens after a

certain amount of time. They thus remained unequivocal defenders of

Article 16 of the Basic Law at a time when the three established parties

wanted to curtail that constitutionally guaranteed provision of asylum

without passing an immigration law in compensation. Following the SPD's

ignominious collapse on this issue, however, the Greens' solidaristic

approach seemed to be little more than a noble gesture - until 1 999, that is,

when German law was finally altered to permit citizenship by residence as

well as descent.

Ifthe Greens' commitment to social justice was unflagging before

and after 1 990, then their dedication to grass-roots democracy proved

marginally less so. In his book The Greens. How Tfiey Became. What They

Are ( 1 993),'" Joachim Rascke observed the ways in which the Greens had

partly fallen victim to the exigencies ofa modem party's effective operation

in the increasingly competitive world of liberal democracy since

reunification. Principles of rotation in the party had been abandoned, he

noted, in order to safeguard continuity in positions of leadership and to

foster name and face recognition ofGreen leaders in a television-dominated

polity. Even so, however, important ingredients of the Greens' penchant

for radical democracy remained in place, most significantly the practice of

not permitting multiple office holding among Green activists, thus leading

to a strict separation between holders of elective positions on the one

hand and party fiinctionaries on the other. No other party in Germany

came close to such a fundamentally democratic curtailment ofpower among

its leaders and elite, and by continuing to have such a low membership,

the Greens' real base remained their voters as opposed to their members.

The most challenging issue the Greens had to face after

reunification, however, was German military intervention abroad. Before

1990, they had radically opposed great power intei'vention anywhere in

the world, especially by the United States. They had held a strictly neutralist

and anti-bloc attitude in international affairs, unequivocally opposed
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NATO's stationing of nuclear weapons on Geiman soil, and rejected all

possibility of German military engagement anywhere outside Germany.

With the Gulf War. however, certain key "realists" in the party, notably

Joschka Fischer. Waltraud Schoppe and Hubert Kleinert. began to advocate

the expeditious deployment of Bundeswehr-owned Patriot missiles to Israel

in its defense against Iraq's SCUD missiles. The break-up of Yugoslavia

then prompted the Greens to advocate the independence of Slovenia and

Croatia because of their support for any people's aspirations for self-

determination, even though that independence was widely associated in

Germany with German support for NATO intervention in the Balkans.

Furthermore, because of the humanitarian crisis in Somalia, the Greens

unheld that German military personnel could participate in activities outside

ofGermany's borders in compelling circumstances and with very specific

limitations. Military participation under the aegis ofthe UN was acceptable

if their tasks were purely auxiliary, supportive, and under non-combative.

Finally, the Bosnian Serbs' massacre ofBosnian Muslim men in Srebrenica

in July 1 995 moved Fischer to ask the Greens to rethink their position on

non-violence. Under conditions ofgenocide, he argued, it was the Greens'

moral and political duty to support a military intervention by a multilateral

force including German military personnel engaged in combat.

As the Greens moved gradually fiirther away from their radical or

"fundamentalisf origins toward a more pragmatic, "realist" stance vis-a-

vis national concerns and foreign policy in particular, they developed an

increasing affinity with the Social Democrats. "Red-green" coalitions

became a widely acceptable option for both parties as a potential means to

power, particularly in light ofthe CDUCSU's triumph in the 1 994 federal

election. Positively, the western branch of the Greens returned to the

Bundestag that year, scooping 7.3% of the national vote, and by 1997 the

Greens constituted the third largest party in Germany, sitting in three state

governments, forming the parliamentary opposition in eight further states

(all western), and forming a major force in local politics throughout western

Germany. Encouraged by this, Markovits saw the Greens as embodying

the kind of"third way" leftism that had been pronounced dead in 1 989/90:

As part}', the Greens have become what they always wanted to

be as movement: namely a third force between two established

pillars; a genuine and new axial alternative to the Tweedledee

and Tweedledum of the establishment as furnished by

conventional capitalism and equally conventional old left Marxism

of the Leninist or social democratic variety.-'

Yet better was still to come in 1 998, when Kohl 's government was heavily

defeated by the Social Democrats and Greens in the federal election. The

aura which once surrounded the "reunification chancellor" had finally
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worn offamidst steadily rising unemployment figures, and the CDU/CSU
at last felt the negative effects of reunification on German conservatism.

For example, the inclusion of sixteen million historically Protestant, now
largely secularized East German voters had shifted the entire party system

to the left, and it also meant that Catholics, traditionally supporters of the

Christian Democrats, no longer constituted close to half the population.

The Greens in and out ofGovernment

In their first ever term in office, the Greens, with Joschka Fischer

as the new Vice Chancellor and Foreign Secretary, were plunged into almost

immediate crisis by the question of German participation in the NATO
actions in Kosovo. Because the first deployment of German troops in a

military conflict abroad occurred under a Green government, numerous

anti-war protesters resigned their party membership and the party began

to experience a long string of defeats in local and regional elections.

Disappointment with the Green participation in government increased when

anti-nuclear power activists realized that shutting down the country's

nuclear plants would not happen overnight, and numerous business-

friendly SPD members ofthe cabinet opposed the environmentalist agenda

of the Greens, necessitating far-reaching compromises. In 200 1 , the party

experienced a further crisis as some Green members ofparliament reftised

to back the government's plan of sending soldiers to help with the U.S.

attack on Afghanistan. Chancellor Gerhard Schroder called a vote of

confidence, tying it to his strategy on the war, and was able to command a

majority despite four Green MPs and one Social Democrat voting against

the government.

In 2002, Schroder withdrew his support for America's "war on

terror" in a move that was considered pivotal to his razor-thin and

unexpected success in the federal elections. The SPD lost seats in

pariiament, whereas the Greens increased their total to fifty-five, registering

a record 8.6% of the national vote in the process. This was partly due to

the perception that the internal debate over the war in Afghanistan had

been more honest and open than in other parties, and one of the MPs who
had voted against the Afghanistan deployment, Hans-Christian Strobele,

was directly elected to the Bundestag as a district representafive for the

Kreuzberg-Friedrichshain constituency in Beriin, becoming the first Green

to ever gain a first-past-the-post seat in Germany. Certain lobby groups,

which had benefited fi-om Green-initiated legislation in the 1998-2002 term,

such as the environmental lobby (Renewable Energies Act) or gays and

lesbians (Registered Partnership Law), also rewarded the party with their

votes. But perhaps most important for determining the success ofthe red-

green coalition was the increasing threat ofwar in Iraq, which was highly
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unpopular with the German public, and helped gather votes for the parties

which had taken a stand against participation in this war. At the end of

April, 2005, the Greens were further able to celebrate the decommissioning

ofthe Obrigheim nuclear power plant, and they continued to support a bill

for an Anti-Discrimination Law in the Bundestag.

In Germany's most recent federal election of September 2005, the

Greens were removed from power after campaigning on labor-market politics

ahead of environmental concerns. Although they did not incur large

electoral losses themselves since their share of the vote fell slightly from

8.6% to 8. 1 %, larger losses for the SPD meant that the previous red-green

coalition would no longer have a majority in the Bundestag. The real

issues in this election, like the 1 998 election, were economic. On top ofthe

cost of reunification, several new macro-problems were coming to afflict

the German economy. First, with the introduction of the Euro, Germany
found itselfdetrimentally affected by limiting policies run by the EU Central

Bank in order to guarantee the stability of currency. Despite a national

recession, the government was forced to make businesses pay higher

taxes - a macroeconomic poison for the countr)', which had, ironically,

pressed hardest for EU commitments in 1992. The German economy was

also disadvantaged by Globalization. Whereas the GDR once had the

highest labor costs on earth relative to its output, now it was possible to

import goods far cheaper from neighboring countries such as Poland or

the Czech Republic, where labor costs were significantly less.

Postindustrialization and the rise of the service sector provided a further

obstacle to the German economy, which had evolved with peculiarly rapidity

in the heyday of industrialization. Traditionally, Germans had valued

economic co-operation over competition, vocational training and high

wages for skilled laborers; a service economy, in contrast, requires high

levels of competition and the creation of large numbers of low-skill jobs.

All these problems were accompanied by an impending generational one:

that of the aging population, with baby boomers about to enter retirement

age with too few people in full time employment to pay for their pensions.

After 2002, the SPD steadily lost support in the opinion polls as

Schroder's "Agenda 20 1
0" reform program came to be seen as an attempt

to dismantle Germany's prestigious welfare state. Attempting to respond

to a globalized economy, the reforms primarily involved lowering taxes

and making cuts in the social welfare system, in particular to national

health insurance, unemployment benefits and pensions. Schroder himself

had the audacity to claim that Model! Deutschland was no longer working,

and SPD chaimian Oskar Lafontaine resigned his post in protest at what

he considered to be the party's growing "neo-liberal" orientation. Together

with other breakaway elements from the SPD and trade unionists,
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Lafontaine formed a new center-left party called the Labor and Social

Justice Party (WASG). For the 2005 election, the leaders ofthe PDS, whose

specifically East German ethos meant it had only once managed to cross

the 5% threshold in the 1998 federal election, agreed to let WASG
candidates run on their party list, leaving open the possible future option

of a merger between the two parties. In agreeing to this, the WASG
stipulated that the PDS rename itself as the Left Party. Astonishingly,

nearly one million Social Democratic voters and a half a million Christian

Democratic and Green voters defected to the Left Party, which thereby

obtained a staggering 8.7% ofthe vote and fifty-four seats in the Bundestag.

The new party's image as the last line ofdefense for Germany's traditional

welfare state thus proved to be a magnet for voters in both East and West,

even for previously alientated non-voters, a substantial number ofwhom
returned to the ballot box in 2005.

What's Left?

The collapse ofcommunism between 1989 and 1991 seemed, to

many Germans at the time, to signal total defeat for the Left, not just in the

former GDR, but in the Federal Republic as well. The prominent left-wing

theater director Adolf Dresen, for instance, thought that

With the demise of the Eastern Bloc, the West German Left, too,

sunk without trace. We should not say it came afterwards. The

name Marx is no longer mentioned, but the lacuna where agitation

no longer takes place marks an injury - it appears as paralysis,

resignation, the loss of hope for the future."

However, the German Left did not simply disappear after 1989. Rather,

without Marxist ideology to bind it together, or a communist state to unite

it from above, it became a far more diffuse phenomenon than ever it was

before. A good index of this has been the entry of the Greens and the Left

Party (fomierly the PDS) into mainstream German politics, creating a

parliamentary diversity last seen in the Weimar Republic with the co-

presence of social democratic, (post-)communist and "third way"
alternatives. Both new parties arose from citizens' initiatives and protest

movements that were also highly diverse in orientation, and in their different

ways they represent the alternative demands of a new generation of

Germans. Despite this party-political, ideological and generational diversity,

however, I agree with Mushaben that the "Left" in Germany is, and has

always been, a coherent concept:

Left remains a synonym for opposition in its demands for radical

system transformation. Leftist opposition in all of its

manifestations can be characterized as politically dynamic, in

contrast to the Right, which is seen as intent on preserving



privilege and existing power relations. All three generations [Old

Left, New Left, Eco-Left] share a commitment to universal

principles such as liberty, equality and solidarity, in contrast to

the more individualistic or particularistic interests (such as

property) protected by the Right.-'

In many ways, the German Left has been undergoing a period of significant

reinvention since 1989. seeking to redefine itself in view of the multiple

differences that transverse it. The eventual outcome of this process is still

far from clear, butjudging by developments so far it will be influenced by

several key factors. First, the Left Party will wane in influence as Germany

adjusts to the demands of a postindustrial. globalized economy and begins

to work off the debt incurred by reunification. The rise of the service

sector in Germany's eastern states in particular will help to create

employment and integrate East Germans into the Western way of life, thus

reducing the need for a party to voice eastern grievances on a regionalist

basis. Second, the German Left will be formed through a panoply of

grassroots movements and issues-based protesters rather than finding its

interests represented by a single party. Even the Greens, originally the

ideal political vehicle for the German Eco-Left, have betrayed their founding

anti-war stance and relegated ecological issues to secondary importance

since coming to power. Third, the issues that will concern the German Left

will be predominantly "superstructural" and immaterial, relating to, for

instance: gender and identity politics; environmentalist critiques of

industrialization, freedom of speech and increased participation in liberal

democracy, social justice, resistance to war, and a cultural anti-Americanism

that will persist as long as the US confinues to intervene in the affairs of

other countries.

As globalization continues to take effect, it may well be that the

German Left's longstanding reluctance to address the national question

proves to be one of its greatest assets. Entering an era in which political

challenges are posed increasingly at the global rather than the national

level, the German Left could find itself swept up in an immeasurably larger

sea of protest.
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REVIEWS

Midelfort, H.C. Erik.

Exorcism and Enlightenment: Johann Joseph

Gassner and the Demons of Eighteenth-Century

Germany, New Haven: Yale UP, 2005.

Reviewed by Nancy M. Corbin

H.C. Erik Midelfort is a professor of History at the University of

Virginia. He has published extensively on topics pertaining to religion,

witchcraft, and psychology in Early Modem Europe. Midelfort's book.

Exorcism and Enlightenment: Johann Joseph Gassner and the Demons

ofEighteenth-Century Germany, continues in this tradition with a detailed

focus on the complicated relationship between religion and Enlightenment

thought in eighteenth-century German society. While other scholars

primarily address topics of demonic possession, witchcraft, and

Enlightenment medicine in England or France, Midelfort's book takes a

unique look at these subjects through an analysis of an unorthodox

exorcist-practicing Catholic Priest in Southern Germany. Midelfort's book

may be of particular interest to German literature scholars as it not only

reveals an unseen and surprising side of German Enlightenment culture,

but also unveils pre-Enlightenment and Enlightenment conceptualizations

of medicine, politics, and religion as having simultaneous impacts in

creating new forms of public and private discourses on these issues.

Exorcism and Enlightenment: Johann Joseph Gassner and the

Demons oj Eighteenth-Century Germany, illuminates the overlooked

controversy between religion, government, and medicine in eighteenth-

century German society. Midelfort's book portrays eighteenth-century
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Germany, not as a society instantaneously overcome by reason, but rather

as a society in which pre-Enhghtenment fixations on religious superstition

and the supernatural linger as very real threats against political and

theological establishments of the time. Midelfort argues that eighteenth-

century medicine had to fight against pre-Enlightenment thought that

continued to manifest itself in demonic exorcisms used in medical healing

and illustrates this through his analysis of the controversial Catholic Priest

Johann Joseph Gassner ( 1 727- 1 779). The controversy surrounding Joharrn

Joseph Gassner and his healing exorcisms offers the reader new insight

into eighteenth-century German society's understanding of illness and

the demonic, as well as the strong investment of political and theological

establishments in Enlightenment medicine.

Midelfort claims that Gassner's success, and eventual downfall,

are partially due to his unorthodox way ofconducting his exorcisms. The

extreme pressure ofthe Enlightenment to rid society ofpre-Enlightenment

superstitions and supernatural beliefs, he explains, created a vacuum. As

a result, many Enlightenment thinkers disavow the existence ofthe devil.

This action, Midelfort argues, proves problematic since many rely on this

figure for explanations of illnesses or other bodily or mental afflictions.

Elimination of the devil, therefore, is the beginning of a process of social

destabilization that affects conceptualizations of bodies and the world.

By unusually combining exorcism and healing of medical conditions that

are not traditionally seen as outright demonic possession, Gassner,

Midelfort interestingly points out, fills this hole in eighteenth-century

society by providing hope and restoring a worldview that the

Enlightenment threatens to eradicate.

Gassner's simultaneous embodiment of Enlightenment and pre-

Enlightenment concepts, however, threatens government and religious

establishments of eighteenth-century Germany. Midelfort explains that

governments and even medical doctors, while often times highly interested

in Gassner's rumored ability to perform healing exorcisms, ultimately view

him as a threat. Midelfort gives many examples of government officials

and doctors who give credit to Gassner's abilities, yet ultimately to

forbidhim from practicing in their province. Thousands travel great

distances to see Gassner rather than call local doctors. As a result, they

spend their savings outside their region. Controlling a large crowd also

costs the region that hosts Gassner a large sum. Finally, Gassner sparks

a media-frenzy by becoming a topic of controversy for both the Catholic

and Protestant churches. The role of ridicule and humor in forming a

public and private discourse about the controversy surrounding Gassner,

his "patients", and both churches leads to what Midelfort calls the

development of many public spheres of discourse that counter the belief
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in rational enlightened discussions. Midelfort briefly alludes to Habermas'
Structural Transformation ofthe Public Sphere in order draw the reader's

attention to this additional product of the Gassner controversy, but

unfortunately only scratches the surface of this point, and does not

pursue public and private development of various forms of discourse

within medical, religious, and political establishments of the eighteenth

century any further.

Midelfort 's depiction ofan eighteenth-century Germany trapped

between pre-Enlightenment and Enlightenment thought as illustrated

through the life of a controversial priest, sheds new light on the

complicated connection between medicine, religion, and government in

eighteenth-century German society. This book proves extremely useful

for those examining German culture and literature of the Enlightenment as

it yields new insights to understanding the complex relationship between
medicine, religion, and politics in the often over-generalized period known
as the German Enlightenment.
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Emine Sevgi Ozdamar.

Keloglan in Alemania

Oder die Versohniing von Schwein iind Lamm

Die Fragment!erung des Ichs:

Selbst-, Fremd- und Spiegelbilder

Reviewed by Marc James Muller

Keloglan in Alemania ist das zweite Theaterstiick der tiirkisch-

deutschen Autorin Emine Sevgi Ozdamar. Ozdamar (*1946 in Malatya/

TiJrkei ) kam 1 965 das erste Mai als Fabrikarbeiterin nach Deutschland und

arbeitete dort bis 1967. Spater lieB sie sich in Istanbul zur Schauspielerin

ausbilden und arbeitete von 1 976 unter Benno Besson an der Volksbiihne

in Ost-Berlin und im Schauspielhaus Bochum. und war auch als

Filmschauspielerin tatig. Seit den 90er Jaliren schreibt sie in deutscher

Sprache und hat seither mehrere Erzahlungen veroffentlicht, zu letzt das

Werk Sehsame Sterne starren zur Ercle (2Q03 ), die meist alle von der Suche

nach Identitat und Heimat, von Wortgewinn und Sprachverlust handeln.

In Keloglan in Alemania zeigt die Autorin wie die ausgrenzende

Wahmehmung durch eine Mehrheit das Zuhause-Sein sogar im eigenen

Korperbeeintrachtigen kann. Das Stiick woirde 1991 fertiggestellt.jedoch

erst im Jahr 2000 vom Oldenburgschen Staatstheater uraufgefuhrt. Satirisch

und karikierend beschreibt die Autorin das Schicksal desjungen Keloglan,

der im Alter von drei Jahren mit seiner Mutter Kelkeri nach Deutschland

kam, und zu Beginn des Stiickes einen Tag vor seiner drohenden

Abschiebung zuriick in die Tiirkei stcht. Ozdamars Vorbild Brecht nicht

verhehlend, bedient sich die Autorin mehrfach dem Verfremdungseffekt,

wie zum Beispiel durch eine sprechende Katze als Erzahler.

Am Anfang des Stiickes steht eine Probe fur die Puccini Oper

Madame Butterfly. Aber schon kurz nachdem sich der Vorhang offnet,

wird sie fur eine Mittagspause unterbrochen. Die Katze Tekir betritt die

Biihne und berichtet iiber eine ganz andere Geschichte: von Keloglan und

Kelkari. Derjungc „Auslander" Keloglan kann seiner Abschiebung in die

Tiirkei nur durch das Finden einer geregelten Arbeit oder die Heirat mit

einer deutschen Frau entgehen. All das muss vor Mittemacht geschehen,
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bevor er 18 Jahre alt wird. Seine Mutter, Kelkari, eine ehemalige

Opemsangerin, die jetzt die Oper putzt, ist sehr besorgt urn ihren Sohn
und treibt ihn fortwahrend an eine Arbeit zu finden. Sie betritt die Buhne in

einer Madame-Butterfly-Maske, Periicke, Kostiim und einer

Bohnermaschine. Sie teilt dem Publikum mit, dass sie ihrem Sohn eine

deutsche Braut kaufcn wird, wenn dieser bis Mittemacht keine Arbeit

gefiinden habe.

Keloglan wird alsjunger, etwas ungliicklicher Mann vorgestellt,

der geme Musik hort und am liebsten DJ ware. Mit einem Wollfaden in der

Hand, der ihn niit seiner Mutter verbindet, macht ersich aufdie verzweifelte

Suche nach einer Anstellung. Dabei bewirbt er sich u.a. als, laufendes

Gemuse' fur eine Reklameaktion. Doch alle Versuche bleiben erfolglos. Die

mit viel Slapstick und parodistischen Wendungen geschriebenen Szenen,

wie z.B. einem Boxkampf zwischen zwei Polizisten, lassen jedoch die

Tatsache nicht iibersehen, dass die Hoffnung von Mutter und Sohn
schwindet. Der negative Hohepunkt ist der Diebstahl von Kelkaris

Konzertfliigel, in dem das Geld fur die Braut versteckt war. An dieser Stelle,

ohne einen moglichen Ausweg, fallt Keloglan voller Erschopfung in einen

tiefen Schlaf. Jetzt meldet sich die Autorin selbst zu Wort: Mit dem
wahrscheinlichen Ausgang des Stiicks unzufrieden, kiindigt sie an, sich

fortan nicht mehr an die Gesetze der Wahrscheinlichkeit halten zu wollen.

Ein deutscher Marchenwald wird aufder Biihne aufgebaut. Mit dabei sind

Rotkappchen und der bose Wolf, ebenso wie die beiden Trolle aus

Shakespeares Mittsommernachtstraum. Dem dramatischen Vorbild folgend,

verzaubem die Trolle Keloglan und Rotkappchen. was dazu fiihrt, dass sie

sich nach demAufwachen ineinanderverlieben. SchlieBlich erhalt Kelkari

ihr Geld zuriick und kann Rotkappchen 5000 DM fiir die Hochzeit mit

Keloglan bezahlen, die auch gleich darauf, zu Klangen aus Smetanas Oper
Die verkaiifte Braut, gefeiert wird. Am Ende bekommt das Paar ein

Telegramm des Arbeitsministers und des Kanzlers. Darin befindet sich die

Bestatigung der Aufenthaltserlaubnis fur Keloglan und 100 DM als

Hochzeitsgeschenk.

Fremdbild und Fremd-Korper: Der Korper als Fragment
Keloglan und Kelkeri. die beiden Haupttlguren des Stiicks,

scheinen nicht komplett in Harmonic mit ihrenjeweiligen Korpem zu leben.

Verschiedene Korperteile der beiden riicken immer wieder als einzelne Teile

in den Vordergrund. und damit auch als Fragmente ihrer Selbst bzw. ihrer

eigenen Identitiit. Doch schon die erzahlende Katze Tekir—die zwischen
beiden vermittelt, in dem sie Kelkeris Turkisch fur Keloglan ins Deutsche
iibersetzt—wird von Anfang an aus einzelnen Komponenten bestehend
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dargestellt. So berichtet sie von einem Arztbesuch:

,Ja Fraulein Tekif, lessen sie uns den FuB abschneiden. ohne
Schmerz. ich gebe Ihnen mein Wort. Fraulein Tekisch.' Ich heiBe

Tekir, habe ich gesagt. ,Ja Fraulein Tekim. Sie kriegen bei uns
einen besseren FuB - aus Plastik'. {Keloglan., S. 1

)

Bereits hier vvird die Kontrolle iiberden Sprachgebrauch. die die

Mehrheitsgesellschaft uber die gesellschaftlichen Minderheiten ausubt.

deutlich. Fin Korperteil der tiirkischen Katze—die ja durchaus angepasst
ist, da sie Deutsch spricht—soil durch einen anderen Teil ersetzt werden.
der besser als ihr eigener sei. Das Verwechseln ihres Namens ist nur
Ausdruck desselben Obersehens. bzw. des nur fragmentarischen Erfassens
der ganzen Person auf sprachlicher Ebene. Der falsche Name ..Tekisch"

erinnert an ..Mikesch", den sprechenden Kater aus dem gleichnamigen
Kinderbuch von Josef Lada und Ottfried PreuBler (1962). Hier wird also

das westliche Narrativ ,uber' den Vertreter der Minderheit gestulpt—das
Unbekannte wird. falschlicherweise, mit Bekanntem verbunden und erklart.

Die Minderheit vvird nur so erkannt. wie die Mehrheit sie erkennen will.

Auch das Material Plastik kann als Symbol fur westlichen Fortschritt und
die Annahme westlicher Uberlegenheit verstanden werden. Im Laufe des
Stiicks fallen die wiederholten Hervorhebungen einzelner Korperteile der
Charaktere auf So wamt Kelkeri ihren Sohn davor, auf der Suche nach
Arbeit zu nah an Krankenhausem vorbei zu gehen, da sonst seine „Teile

nach Schweden" verkauft wiirden (K.. S. 10). Doch auch die Charaktere
selbst nehmen ihren Korper nur fragmentarisch wahr und wenden sich

auch direkt an sie. So sagt beispielsweise Keloglan wahrend eines

Telefongesprachs mit einem moglichen Arbeitgeber: ..Hallo Herr
Abteilungsleiter. was ich von Ihnen vvollte. Kopf. Kopf. was wollte ich

sagen, was ich von Ihnen wollte" (K., S. 1
1 ). Einzelne Kdrperteile scheinen

selbstiindig zu existieren. und vor allem Keloglan geht die Kontrolle uber
diese, phasenweise verloren: „ Der Penner fangt irgendwann an zu gahnen.
Keloglan gahnt auch. (...) so sehr, dass er einen Krampf im Unterkiefer
kriegt und aus seinem Mund Spucke lauft. "(A'..S. 12)

Keloglan ahmt hier das Verhalten einer .deutschen' Minderheit
nach, die seiner Vorstellung nach. immer noch Teil der Mehrheit ist. was in

volliger Hilfs- und Sprachlosigkeit resultiert. Diese .Entmiindigung' durch
den eigenen Korper gipfelt darin. dass Keloglan die Polizisten dazu
auffordert, seinen starren Kiefer einzuschlagen—wozu diese auch geme
einwilligen.

Keloglans Korper kann hier nicht nur als Ort sondem auch als

semiotischer Modus gelesen werden, dessen Eigenschaften (meistens)
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sichtbar sind. Sein Korper, jeder Korper ist eine objektive Materie, die

auch die Subjektivitat mitpragt; etwa durch physisch empfiindene Gefiihle

oder korperliche Welterfahrungen, helfen einen Sinn herzustellen. Aufgrund

der Dichotomie von K5rper und Selbst ist jeder zugleich Subjekt und

Objekt. Oft wird aber die Wahmehmung von anderen, besonders von

anderen Kulturen und verschiedenen Gaippen auf das Objekt des Kdrpers

reduziert, wie im Falle Keloglans durch die dominante Gesellsciiaft.

Entscheidend ist also die Sichtweise: Wie sehe ich und wie werde ich

gesehen. Verbindet sich die Betrachtung durch die Mehrheit mit Vorurteilen

und Mythen, die sich meist aufwenige Korpereigenschaften konzentrieren,

wird der eigene Korper zu einer Beschrankung. Es besteht dann keine

hinreichende Ubereinstimmung mehr zwischen Selbstbild und Fremdbild.

In exakt dieser Lage befindet sich Keloglan. Er durchlebt durch

den selektiven und verallgemeinernden Blick der Mehrheit eine

Distanzierung zum eigenen Korper. Dieser Blick wird im Stiick jedoch nie

expliziert vorgestellt, er wird mehr in Reaktionen Keloglans sichtbar.

Ozdamar beschreibt Keloglan nur sehr kurz als „junger Mann mit Glatze"

{K.. S. 6), spater erwahnt sie, dass er einen dunklen Bart hat, den er aber

blond farbt. Zusammen mit einer blonden Periicke wird er zu „Blondoglan".

Doch selbst diese totale auBere Assimilation lasst ihn nicht aus seiner

,Rolle' als Auslander schliipfen. Erwahnt er zum Beispiel seinen Namen in

einem Telefongesprach ,wimmeln' ihn die potentiellen Arbeitgeber sofort

ab bzw. legen auf: „Hallo, Guten Morgen, Herr Arbeit, mein Name ist

Keloglan, haben Sie mit mir Mitleid, bitte geben Sie mir eine Arbeit, ich

nehme jede Arbeit. Aufgelegt." {K., S. 10) Fiir Keloglan bekommt sein

Name hier eine ahnliche Markerfunktion auf sprachlicher Ebene wie

bestimmte Merkmale auf korperliche Ebene. Aufgrund der Reduzierung

auf seine ,ethnischen' Markierungen (der Name ist eine davon), die ihn so

nicht vollstandig Teil der Gesellschaft sein lassen, befindet sich Keloglan

auch in einem korperlichen Zweifel. Er (er)lebt sich von auBen her und

nicht von innen und wird im Ausleben seines personlichen Lebensentwurfs

beeintrachtigt. Mit zunehmender Korperentfremdung schwindet auch

Keloglans Vertrauen in seinen Korper, so dass er zum Beispiel Tekir um
Hilfe bitten muss: „Die Polizei, die Rauber, der Fliigel. Hilfe, halte meinen

Kopf fest." {K., S. 22) Der mogliche Verlust des Kopfes an dieser Stelle ist

wortlich zu nehmen und verweist auf das spatere Austauschen der Kopfe

zwischen Rotkappchen und Keloglan durch den Zaubersaft der Trolle:

(...) schiittc ein paar Tropfen davon auf ihre Augen. So wird die

holde Germanin dem Jungen ihren Kopfund der Junge der holden

Germanin seinen Kopf leihen bis Mittemacht, ihr Herren, bis

Mittemacht. (^.,S.25)
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Die Manipulation der Augen verhilft zu einem neuen Blick, einer

neuen Wahmehmung des Anderen. Aber das ist selbst in der Wunderwelt

der Trolle nicht genug. Nur durch einen totalen Austausch des Kopfes ist

Keloglan zu retten. Der Kopfersatz erinnert auch an die Eingangszene von

Tekirs Arztbesuch. Der einzige Weg von der Mehrheitsgesellschaft

(an)erkannt und voll akzeptiert zu vverden. scheint allein durch die Prothese

moglicii.

Masken und Maskerade als Fragmente des Selbst

Doch auch auf andere Weise sind die Korper von Keloglan und

Kelkari Trager von ,Markierungen": Durch das gesamte Stiick hindurch

spielen Periicken. Masken und Maskeraden eine wichtige Rolle. So tragen

beide Periicken, die ihre Glatzen verbergen und die so crneut die

Korperentfremdung unterstreichen: Durch ihre Abwesenheit werden auch

die Haare zu einem (negativen) Korper-Fragment.

Doch die wichtigste Maskerade des Stiicks ist die Maske der

Madame Butterfly, die die Charaktere von Beginn an begleitet. Die Butterfly-

Figur ist zu einem mythischen Teil der Wahmehmung des Orients durch

den Westen geworden. Sie steht fur ein \ erklarendes, koloniales BiJd von

Exotik und ebenso fur die Anziehungskraft des Westens auf den Osten.

So symbolisiert das Butterfly-Kostiim auch einen melancholischen Blick

auf die Minderheiten aus dem Orient, womit. wic Katrin Sieg feststellte,

automatisch ein Gefiihl des ,Dazwischen-Seins' und eines Verlusts (des

Landes) assoziiert vvird. (vgl. Sieg 2002. S. 239) .Dazwischen- Sein' heiBt,

nicht ganz dazu zu gehoren.

Masken, Periicken und Kostiime bedecken den Korper. Durch

ihr Auf- und Abnehmen legen sie den Oberflachencharakter der

Konstruktion des .Anderen' nur iiber seine physische Erscheinung frei.

Und Maskeraden wie das Butterfly-Kostiim unterstreichen die

Konstruiertheit eines Blicks. der nicht (indi\iduelle) Eigenschaften in den

Vordergrund stellt. sondem vor allem deren m>4hische Oberdeckung.

Gegen Ende des Stucks zieht sich der inzwischen halb entbloBte

Keloglan die Butterfly-Maske. die Periicke und das Kostiim der Mutter an.

Das Annehmen der miitterlichen Maskerade ist auch ein .stummer" Dialog

zwischen den Generationen. Keloglan und Kelkari sprechen nicht dieselbe

Sprache. sondem kommunizieren iiber ihre .Ubersetzerin'Tekir. Das Fehlen

einer gemeinsamen Sprache symbolisiert die Trennung beider

Einwanderergenerationen. Ihre verschiedenen Sprachen stehen damit auch

stellvertretend fiir die Extreme des Migrantenverhaltens im

Einwanderungsland: Vdllige Ein- bzw. Ausgrenzung (Kelkari) und
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vollstandige Anpassung mit weitestgehenem Verlust des eigenen

Ursprungs und der eignen Kultur im Falle Keloglans. Die Mutter wamte
den Sohn stets davor sich nicht zu sehr aufdas ihr fremd gebliebene Land
einzulassen. Fur ihn ist aber die Tiirkei das fremdere Land, wie Tekir im
Bezug auf seine drohende Abschiebung feststellt:

Er ist aber hier aufgewachsen, er kann nur die Sprache dieses

Landes sprechen, er kann nicht mal mit seiner Mutter Kelkari

sprechen. Das Flugzeug, das ihn als Fremden aufnimmt, wird ihn

in einem fremden Land, als noch fremder ausspucken. (A'., S. 2)

Doch muss Keloglan vor der Nicht-Akzeptanz der deutschen

Gesellschaft kapituheren. Er folgt seiner Mutter und nimmt seinerseits den

ihm schon zuvor ,angesehenen\ aber vollig fremden Mythos des Orients

an.

Die Madame Butterfly ist auch Teil von Kelkaris ,wirklicherem'

Selbst, da sie Opernsangerin war und die Rolle einst tatsachlich

,verk6rperte'—als Rolle. In welchen Anteilen die Maskerade der Butterfly

wirklich zu Kelkari gehort, ist nicht zu klaren, jedoch auch nicht

entscheidend. Wichtig ist hingegen. dass diese Maske immer nur ein

Fragment von Kelkaris Selbstbild sein kann, egal ob sic bewusst von ihm
getragen wird oder sichtbar ist.

Arbeit als Maskerade

Weitere Maskeraden sind u.a ein Kopfsalat- und ein

Flaschenkostiim. Beide zusammen, von zwei jungen Deutschen getragen,

werben flir eine neue SalatsoBe als Keloglan ihnen auf seiner Suche nach
Arbeit begegnet. Er glaubt. er konne eine gute Mohre sein und lasst sich

die Telefonnummer der Werbeagentur geben. Dies ist der einzige direkte

Kontakt mit der Arbeitswelt im Stiick. Arbeit bedeutet flir Keloglan zunachst

das Vehikel zur Aufenthaltserlaubnis, doch hat sie auch eine korperliche

Dimension. Damit meine ich nicht die Anstrengung, sondem die eigene

Korpererfahrung: Ein Arbeiter stellt dem Arbeitgeber seinen Korper fur die

geforderte Handlung und fiir die Zeit des Arbeitstages zur Verfiigung.

Dabei kann der Arbeiter sich sicher sein, dass sein Korper bzw. die

eingesetzten Korperteile (z.B. die Hande bei einem Pianisten) vom
Arbeitgeber wertgeschatzt und (an)erkannt werden. Bezieht eine bestimmte

Arbeit nun den ganzen Korper mit ein, wie etwa beim Tragen eines

Ganzkorper-Werbekostiims, ware auch der Korper insgesamt in der

Wahrnehmung des Arbeitgebers (und der Kunden) ;vereint\ Wenn
Keloglan am Telefon die Agenturchetln fragt „darf ich hoffen eine Mohre
zu werden" {K., S. 1 2) schwingt die Sehnsucht mit, seinen ganzen Korper
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,einzusetzen\ damit er, wenigstens fiir einen Moment, als Ganzes gesehen

wird. Keloglan wiirde so die Kontrolle und die Einheit seines Korpers

temporar zuriickgewinnen. 1st er wirklich eine Mohre, dann stimmen Selbst-

und Fremdbild wieder iiberein. Leider gibt es ein Oberangebot an Mohren,

deswegen schliigt er vor: „(...) brauchen Sic keine Wassermelonen. auch

nicht fiir niedrigen Lohn. mit meinem Kopf konnte ich cine gute Melone

sein." (K., S. 12) Auch der ihm manchmal so frcmdc Kopf kann durch

Arbeit sinnstiftend eingebracht vverden und wieder zu einem festen Teil

seiner selbst, zumindest wahrend der Arbeitszeit, werden.

Nachdem Keloglan erwahnt. dass er ein blonder Tiirke ist. beendet

die Agenturchefin sofort das Gesprach. Er ist fiir siejemand. der er eigentlich

nicht existieren kann. Mdhre und Melone konnen auch als Symbole fiir

Deutschland und die Tiirkci gelesen vverden. Keloglan ,verk6rpert' beides,

ohne jedoch vollstandig in beiden Rollen akzeptiert zu werden. Durch die

Einfiihrung dieser Symbolik iiber K5rperkostume fuhrt Ozdamar auch die

Austauschbarkeit und damit Konstruktion \'on Ethnizitaten und

Nationalitaten vor.

Die hier vorgestellte Sehnsucht Keloglans ist ein Wunsch nach

wiederhergestellter Ganzheit seines durch Blicke fragmentierten Korpers,

also nach Wiederherstellung von Einheit von Korper und Selbst.

Spiegelbild als Selbstbild und Sehnsucht nach Ganzheit:

Der ideale Doppelganger

Auch an weiteren Stellen in Ozdamars Stiick wird dieses Verlangen

Keloglans deutlich, allerdings als Projektion auf einen , Doppelganger'. So

lasst Keloglan wahrend einer Diskussion mit Kelkari einen Spielzeugroboter

fiir sich antworten. Dieser lauft, schieBt und sagt: ,Hrrrrrr, taka tak, taka,

tak. .
." (K., S. 7). WasTekirwie folgt interpretiert: „Esgeht ihm sehr schlecht"

(ebd.). Der , Doppelganger' hat hier einen negativen Charakterund ,vereint'

die Wut und Verzweiflung Keloglans in sich. Aber auch dieser Stellvertreter

steht fiir eine ,Utopie der Ganzheit', in derjene Wut auch auslebbar ware.

Auch auBert Keloglan einmal seinen Traum ein beriihmter DJ werden zu

wollen:

Wenn ich so weitermache. stehe ich in der Zeitung: ,Derreichste

Discjockey der Welt hat ein Ebenbild im Wachsfigurenkabinett

bekommen. Die Wachsfigur sieht ihm so ahnlich. mancher wird

sich fragen. welcher ist eigentlich derechte Keloglan.' {K., S. 6)

Die ertraumte Figur sieht Keloglan zum Verwechseln ahnlich, sie

kommt also einem Spiegelbild gleich. Als Wachsfigur ist er wieder ganz,

wird von anderen bewundert und auch erkannt wie er sich selbst (geme)

sieht, nicht wie andere ihn sehen. Die Wachsfigur ist der Entwurf seines
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idealen Selbstbildes, das sich nicht von einem idealen Fremdbild

unterscheidet.

Musik-Sampling als Spiel und Wunsch nach Identitat

Dass Keloglan ein DJ sein mochte, passt ebenfalls in dieses Bild.

Er sagt:

Ein Geheimnis verrate ich cuch, der Frank Zappa vertragt sich mit

den Beatles sehr gut, aber unter einem einzigen Umstand: die

Nina Hagen muss zwischen beiden stehen, dann geht's erst alien

gut, zwischen die Beatles und die Rolling Stones muss man Elvis

Presley stellen, (...) dann ist die feurige Nina bose, das muss

auch sein, sie macht Krach, das tut gut, wem tut es gut? Es tut

dem gut, der den Krach arrangiert hat. (K., S.6)

Keloglan zeigt sich hier als begeisterter Anhanger westlicher Popkultur.

Innerhalb dieser Kultur hat er absolute Freiheit, er kann Musik frei

kombinieren und schafft durch seine Wahl einen ganz eigenen ,Text', ein

individuelles Ausdrucksmedium. Er identifiziert sich mit seiner

Musikzusammenstellung, sie wird ein Teil von ihm und ,verstarkt' ihn.

,Musiksampling' ist mit dem Auswahlen und Tragen von Mode durchaus

vergleichbar. Mode ist ebenfalls ein Ausdrucksmittcl, sie steht fur

Sehnsucht nach Spiel und Entfaltung sowie fur Sehnsucht nach Identitat

—

wir tragen was wir sind, oder sein wollen, oder als was wir gesehen werden

wollen. Mit der Zusammenstellung von Musik verfolgt Keloglan ahnliche

Motive. Er muss aber ein Medium wahlen, das sich letzlich nicht festlegen

lasst, da sein Korper in Vorurteilen gefangen ist und dementsprechend

auch die Mode fiir ihn keine Freiheit bedeuten kann. Auch er mochte, wie

der Modetrager, ganz sein, ganz so wie es ihm gefallt, und das immer

wieder neu. Wenn er ganz DJ ist, wenn auch nur in Wachs, kommt er

seinem Bild von sich selbst am nachsten.

Die deutsche Geschichte im Ring—ein Spiegel-Bild

Auch die, in der Regel, uberwiegend deutschen Zuschauer des

Stiicks kdnnen sich selbst kurz im Spiegel betrachten. Zu den wenigen

Deutschen, denen Keloglan wahrend seiner Arbeitssuche begegnet,

gehoren die beiden Polizisten. Sie schlagen ihn zunachst, auf Hinweis

eines „Penncrs", auf seinen eingeklemmten Unterkiefer. Daraus entwickelt

sich jedoch ein Boxkampfzwischen beiden Polizisten, diejeweils schwarz-

rot-goldene Unterhosen tragen. Die Box-Szene zwischen den beiden

,Vertretem des Staates' gleicht einer ,Tour de Force' durch die deutsche

Nachkriegsgeschichte. So sagt der erste Polizist zum zweiten: „Soll ich

dich packen, in vier Teile knacken?" (K., S. 14) —eine Aussage, die in
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diesem Kontext als Verweis auf die Aufteilung Deutschlands durch die
vier alliierten Siegermachte nach dem Zweiten Weltkricg verstanden werden
kann. Einer der beiden Polizisten/ Boxer wird von Keloglan, der dessen
Ring-Betreuung ubemommen hat, als „Nirgendwo der Ungeschlagene"
(K., S. 15) vorgestellt. Dies kann als ein Bezug auf die Position
Westdeutschlands (spater, des wiedervereinigten Deutschlands) als

Rechtsnachfolger des Dritten Reichs, und damit Verlierer des Krieges
verstanden werden. Uberall wird Deutschland bis heute mit diesemAusgang
des Krieges assoziiert. Und es gibt mehr Hinweise auf Schlaglichter

deutsch-deutscher Geschichte: Wahrend des Kampfes rufen „Penner"
und Keloglan: „In den Ring! Boxen, nicht klammern! (...) Trennt euch!"
{K., S. 16)—die deutsche Teilung als Ergebnis des Zweiten Weltkriegs
und des kalten Krieges.

Auch die Polizisten/Boxer bekommen eine ,Maske': Nach der
ersten Runde schmieren ihnen Keloglan und „Penner" Ketchup aus
Pommes-Frites-Tuten als Blutersatz ins Gesicht. Dieses ,Theaterblut'

iibemimmt im weiteren Verlauf des Kampfes die Illusion von richtigem
Blut: „Sie boxen und bluten stark." {K. S. 16) Das Blut, das eigentlich

Ketchup ist und damit zur Maske wird, kann als eine Signatur der deutschen
Erinnerung an Krieg und Verbrechen gelesen werden. Das zum Teil

automatisierte Annehmen einer moralischen Verpflichtung gegenuber den
Opfem des Dritten Reiches durch die heutige deutsche Offentlichkeit fuhrt

zu inhaltsleeren Trauergesten und Erinnerungsfolklore—die Taterrolle wird
zu einer tatsachlichen ,Rolle\

Am Ende der Szene, nach dem sich ihre Betreuer/ Schiedsrichter
Keloglan und der „Penner" davon gemacht haben, beenden die Polizisten/

Boxer ihren Kampfalleine, wobei der erste geschlagen aufdem Boden liegt

und der zweite sich selbst zum Kampfrichter macht:

2. Polizist: He, Schiedsrichter, wo ist der Schiedsrichter? Mann,
sie sind abgehauen! 1, 2, 3, (...) 15, 16. Gut, dass du aufstehst,

Kollege, hier ist deine Hose.

1
.
Polizist: Das ist deine Hose, gib mir meine. (AT., S. 1 7)

Das ubliche Auszahlen des unterlegenen Boxers bis zur Zahl
zehn wir hier bis 16 ausgcdchnt, ein Symbol fur das ,neue' Deutschland,
wiedervereinigt zu 16 Bundeslandern. Kein neutraler gemeinsamer
, Schiedsrichter' steuert den Vereinigungsprozess, sondem der iiberlegene
Teil, der Westen. Die ehemaligen Kontrahenten tauschen die Hosen,
obwohl sie jeweils die gleichen in den deutschen Farben tragen. Keloglan
verlasst diese Szene ubrigens ohne Hose. Ein Zeichen fur seine
empfundene Unzugehorigkeit zu einem Land, einer Nation. Er wird von
den beiden ,wieder vereinten' Polizisten nach Ende ihres Kampfs sofort
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verfolgt.

Die boxenden Polizisten stehen stellvertretend fur die Teile eines

Ganzen: eines Landes und einer inneren Befindlichkeit, gespalten zwischen

Last bzw. Verantwortung der Geschichte und vergessen Wollen, zwischen

Auseinandersetzungen gegeneinander und miteinander.

Vom Wort zum Blick und zuriick

Ozdamars Theater ist ein anderes Theater. Zeitgenossische

Dramatikerinnen spielen und experimentieren sehr oft mit Sprache, um sie

zu dekonstruieren und die immanenten Machtstrukturen fi^eizulegen. Auch

diese Komponente findet sich in Keloglan in Alemania. Was aber das

Werk Ozdamars von dem vieler anderer ihrer KoUeginnen unterscheidet,

ist das ausgepragte und konsequente Spiel mit Bildem, Masken und

Korpem. Das Stiick erweitert so die vorgefiihrte Konstruktion von

Machtverhaltnissen durch Sprache um eine korperliche Dimension. Im

absurden Spiel zeigt die Autorin, dass die K5rper ,Anderer' iiber ihre

Wahmehmung durch Mehrheiten (de)konstruiert, fragmentarisiert werden.

Blicke bekommen damit eine ahnlich ausgrenzende Funktion wie Worte.

Ganz in Brechtscher Tradition erschafft sie ein , Spiel im Spiel' und lasst

ihre eigene TheateraufFassungjedoch immer durchscheinen. Aufder Biihne

gelingt so, was in der Realitat eine Utopie—oder besser: ein Marchen

—

bleiben muss. Die wirklichen gesellschaftlichen Verhaltnisse werden aber

dadurch umso treffender kritisiert.

Emine Sevgi Ozdamar kleidet und verkleidet, maskiert und

demaskiert und macht dabei nicht Halt vor den Blicken, die auf den

,Anderen' ruhen.
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FEATURED ARTIST

A Conversation with

Eva Grubinger

Julian Knox

From ]:\, courtesy of the artist

Earlier this year it was my privelege to interview Eva Grubinger,

an Austrian-bom artist based in Berlin, who at the time had just completed

a prestigious three-month residency at the Villa Aurora in Pacific Palisades,

CA. This location should be familiar to fans of Thomas Mann, Berthold

Brecht, Alfred Doblin, and other German writers and artists-in-exile who

were the guests of Lion and Martha Feuchtwanger at the Villa during and

after the Second World War. While times have changed considerably, the

Villa Aurora continues to support the best of young artists living and

working in Germany by hosting up to twelve residencies each year.

Grubinger is no exception. A well-established artist in her own right,

Grubinger's unique and extremely diverse body of work explores, on a

fundamental level, such tricky yet pressing concerns as the place of art in

an increasingly digitized, information-based culture. In particular,

Grubinger's work examines the dynamics or relational processes that take

place between art, audience, and larger, ubiquitous power structures-

information systems such as the internet, multinational corporations-

entities that structure the economic, political, and artistic landscape while

their own structure often remains mysterious, invisible.

One might say that Grubinger's work both occupies and

interrogates the ever-shifting borders between the virtual and the material.

Formally, her pieces and installations-which over the past fifteen years
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have been exhibited internationally from Finland to Switzerland to the

United States (and an array of points in between )-blend elements of

performance art. video art, sculpture, and computer programming (or

'software art'). An early work, 1993's C(a^,C- Compiiler-Aided Cwating

was, in the infancy of the internet revolution, a program designed to unite

the figures of artist, curator, dealer, and spectator in that of the user, who
would log on to the program, create pieces of art, and then establish a

context for his or her work by "curating" three other artists, each ofwhom
would curate another three

artists, and so forth-thereby

creating a vast network of

autonomous artists not

altogether dissimilar from

today's seemingly inescapable

online communities. A
subsequent piece, 1995"s

\ethikini, had visitors to the

exhibition download and print

a pattern onto a semi-

transparent "net fabric" that

they would then cut to their size

and wear. If the participants

(both men and women)
submitted a photograph of

themsehes in the bikini, they

would receive an official

"Netbikini" label to affix to the

garment, the equivalent of the

artist's signature. In this way,

Grubinger plays with concepts

of production and ownership

(What gives the work value? The production? The label? The context?),

materiality (the bikini) and immateriality (the internet, as well as the

transparency of the fabric), as well as with the idea of artistic exhibition

itself (who or what is being exhibited?). Adventurous web surfers can

access the instructions and patterns to manufacture their own "netbikinis"

at www.evagrubinger.com/netzbikini/ .

At the same time that Grubinger's works appear to embrace an

ethos of participation, they also address the complications and limitations

thereof. In her 2003 installation. Dark Matter (addressed further in the

interview below), the artist has created drastically rescaled models of

objects associated with the pcr\'asive yet mysterious structures ofmodem-

Netbikini on the catwalk,

courtesy of ttie artist
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From Dark Matter, courtesy of the orti..;

day power: a giant headset, a one-way sui^eillance window, a human-

scale control tower, cooling tower, and nuclear reactor, as well as other

similarly-sized opaque objects, among which the viewer can stroll at leisure,

thereby dramatizing questions not only of who is in control-who or what

is mediating this interaction, and to what degree is this mediation

predetermined-but also the question ofwhat role art plays in this encounter

between the individual or group and larger institutions (whose

manifestations are not always material or visible). On which side does art

come down, in an age where art is just as much (if not more) employed by

commercial/marketing interests to perpetuate the idea of a cultural norm

(think, for instance, of once-upon-a-time edgy rock songs popping up in

nearly every car commercial) than it is associated with uniqueness,

exceptionality (e.g. the Romantic notion of the genius)? Perhaps this is

not even a question ofchoosing sides, but rather of redefining art's role in

light of such developments, and such is one of the underlying concerns

ofGrubinger's work, one which is even more explicit in her recent projects.

As part ofan exhibition entitled "Art & Economy" in 2002, which

the following interview also addresses in more detail, Grubinger developed

a project entitled 1:1, where she deposited a sum of 30,000 DM pledged to

her by Deutsche Bank and the sponsor of the show, Siemens, into an

account at Deutsche Bank. When the Euro currency became valid on

January 1 , 2002, Gmbinger received her payment back in the form of30,000

Euros. Apart from photographs documenting this exchange, as well as its
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related paperwork, no art "object" as such emerged from this project.

Instead, the exchange itself became the work of art, a move that both

gestures towards the growing affinities between art and economics and

the respective forms of capital that they employ, at the same time that it

suggests a latent uneveness between these two realms. The latter idea is

exemplified by the deliberately misleading title; in the shift from

Deutschmarks to Euros, was this really an even exchange? Who benefits?

Might the fact that Grubinger came away with nearly double the amount of

money she began with serve as a veiled critique ofthe contemporary artist

benefitting from the corporate world? Or does it remind us of the massive

discrepancies between these worlds, via the relative nonchalance with

which the economic sector dispenses with such large sums?

Such are only a few ofthe questions raised by Grubinger's art. In

the interview below, I had the chance to inquire further into her past

projects, more recent installations such as Cells (2005) and Echo (2006),

as well as the new project. Imperial Beach, that she developed during her

residency at the Villa Aurora. In addition to upcoming shows in Berlin and

Frankfurt, Grubinger plans to return to Southern Califomia this winter with

an exhibition in Venice.

Julian Knox: You have said in an interview that '"When I make a work, I

always have the feeling that it's all about my life, and me and my
surroundings, and it's totally personal. Except I realize that my subjectivity

is constructed of many elements. But to me, at least, thaf s not a

contradiction." How has your experience of living and working in Berlin

since 1989-of having Berlin as your L'/^gt'/^iz/jg-impacted your art and

ideas?

Eva Grubinger: Living in Berlin probably informed my work a great deal,

especially the early years during and after the collapse of the wall, but so

has the development of the personal computer, the use of mobile phones,

the flexible way of life in a global economy, books by Foucault etc.

J,K.: One of the immediately apparent common strands between all of

your projects from C(wC to Netzbikini to Cut-Oiits to the recent Echo

project, and mostly everything in between-is that they are pervasively

interactive, involving the viewer well beyond the act of 'viewing' to include

hearing, touching, playing, even creating. The 'creative process' in this

way appears to continue through the exhibition of the work and beyond.
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'Interacting' with Cells, courtesy of ttie artist.

and becomes to a certain degree democratized. To what extent is your

thought process in conceiving a project 'interactive' as well? Or is this an

area where you require or rely on solitude?

E.G: The moment of interaction between a piece and a viewer has been a

driving force for me, but I do not believe in interactivity as a value in itself,

or as being democratic. Like in everyday life, all these pseudo-choices can

be terrorizing: Cafe Latte, Latte Macchiato, Cappuccino, Mocha
Frappuccino-in the end it's just a coffee. To quote Baudrillard's rejoinder

to Sartre: "Man is not free not to choose." In this respect my work has

changed over the years. When the mainstream catches up you have to

move on.

The development ofmy works happens on different levels simultaneously:

visual ideas, research, production, exchange with craftsmen, curators,

colleagues etc. Ideas and research mostly happen in solitude, while

production mostly involves other people.

J.K.: One of the main gestures of your Dark Matter series appears to be

the depiction, or perhaps more specifically, the material manifestation of

the invisible yet omnipresent structures of power that determine both the

course of world politics and economics as well as the minutiae of our
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individual daily lives. While this piece certainly engages in a process of

demystifying these power structures by both giving them form and reducing

them to human scale, much remains mysterious and menacing about these

black, impenetrable objects. 1 am reniinded of Kafka's The Castle, in wliich

the main character K. repeatedly comes face to face with many individuals

who are the cogs/representatives of bureaucracy, but still gains no
understanding of the bureaucracy itself, which remains sinister and
inhuman. With regards to Dark Matter. I am curious whether you see a

sense of hopefulness in it-something that, as one critic has argued, "can

mobilise the forces of opposition" by making these insidious "powers"

From Echo, courtesy of the artist
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visible-or whether the mysterious, dark elements of the structure disrupt

such positive and interpretations? A bigger question would be, what role

do you think art can play as a progressive social agent? How can art

challenge or even expose structures of power when it is, in some ways,

reliant on those very powers?

E.G.: I believe that art can bring attention to the way social norms are

practiced and the ways in which issues ofpower are dealt with aesthetically

and symbolically.

In my work 1 also aim for more than just the representation of these

connections, by attempting to create more room for artists to act beyond

simply incorporating culture into economics.

In this respect, the Dark Matter exhibition especially underscores this

claim, for it characterizes the power and control functions of the buildings

and equipment as ultimately self-contained. The opaque blacks of the

materials, and the way they are set up and organized seem-metaphorically

speaking-more like the mechanisms of self-punishment that work on

perpetuating existing structures and norms. Paradoxically we cannot work

outside the system, but nevertheless need to keep inventing ways of

exiting the closed system.

J.K.: This brings me to my next question, which concerns your piece, 1:

1

which, beyond photographs and documentation, does not seem to be a

"piece" at all in the material sense, but rather a business transaction. This

shares with Dark Matter the theme of the confrontation with "power," but

here you are inside its structures, speaking its language (financial

transaction), and producing its products (documents of exchange rather

than traditional "art" objects). What was your inspiration for dealing with

Deutsche Bank and Siemens in this way? While on the one hand you

seem to be emphasizing art's role as a form of symbolic capital, there are

also comical or ironical undertones to this piece. Is this partly a parody of

the corporate world's patronage ofthe arts? Is it poking fun at expectations

that the work of art be a lasting material product?

While you seem to be emphasizing the symbolic capital/power of art by

having yourself, the artist, determine the "rules of the game" (or the

principles of exchange), are you also making a gesture of self-irony by

casting yourself as a businesswoman? Or would you say that the artist

and businessperson have grown to resemble one another?
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E.G: I think it is a bit of everything you just mentioned. Today when we
read headhnes such as "The M.F.A. is the New M.B.A." (New York Times,

February 2004). we begin to see that current social relationships use values

-self-realization, self-determination, self-management, and self-

improvement-to create a tricky proximity between the fields of art and

economics.

I was invited to contribute a new piece to a big international exhibition at

the Hamburger Deichtorhallen on "Art & Economy." This exhibition was

curated and financed by the Siemens Arts Program. They wanted me to

choose a corporation to collaborate with and I chose the Deutsche Bank

and decided to turn the very exchange of money into an artwork. What

makes the work comical is that 1 took the title "Art & Economy" for granted

and pretended to operate on the same level as an international corporation,

although we know that the larger part of the art world is ridiculously

vulnerable and small compared to international corporations and the traded

amount was 'peanuts' for my 'partners.'

J.K.: 1 am quite fascinated by the piece Tank Trap, perhaps because of the

political and historical associations that this sculpture tempts us to make,

but which it does not indulge-and in some ways, maybe even resists.

This is very different from something like an Anselm Kiefer war-plane that

shows us layers of history on its surface; in your piece, the polished,

monochromatic surface seems to lead the viewer away from such

associations and towards a different paradigm. Although more abstract in

form than the Dark Matter sculptures, it taps into similar feelings ofangst

-perhaps a different manifestation of the "structures of power." with an

added suggestion of their propensity for war?

E.G.: Often the most beautiful things in life are also the ones that hurt us

most; the most fascinating things also frighten us, etc. This ambivalence

is interesting for me and I try to translate it into my work. So when you look

at Tank Trap you can see a tank trap, but you can also see a beautiful

shape created along the lines of the Goldene Schnitt [the Golden Ratio or

Divine Proportion, mathematically expressed as approximately

1.6180339887].

J.K.: One of the things that quickly becomes apparent about your recent

works. Cells and Echo, is their beckoning of the viewer's body into a

synthetic space that is both familiar (the office cubicle, the ATM or

telephone booth) and is at the same time unfamiliar or uncanny. Your

evocation of individual human spaces in these works seems in some ways
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to bring the spectator even closer to the "structures of power" that you

depicted in earlier works are you in this way suggesting each spectator's

culpability in, or internalization of, these "structures"? How did the fact

that Echo was commissioned for the head office ofthe BDI [The Federation

ofGerman Industries] shape your conceptualization ofthe piece, its visual

dynamics, and its implicit dynamic between office space and worker?

E.G.: When I make a piece I always want it to be very specific about the

context, yet I want it to be within the logic ofmy own practice. Cells was

made in 2005. It was conceived for a white cube, which used to be a bank

before the collapse of the new economy in the late nineties. The piece

made the history of the space graspable, even to people not knowing

about its past. Nevertheless Cells also works when shown in a regular

gallery without that

reference-maybe due to its

scale very much relating to the

human body.

There was a similar approach

for Echo. It was originally

conceived for an exhibition at

the Kunstfenster - an art

space run by the Cultural

Committee of German
Business within the

Federation of German
Industries. In order to create

that space for art in the

building, several offices were

left out on two floors, in order

to create a high room with a

big window. With Echo I

recreated these workspaces and projected them into a kind of warped

infinity, some kind of endlessly perpetuated conveyer belt, a machine, a

call center. At the same time Echo is a very minimalist abstract shape,

which can easily be shown in a museum or gallery without loosing in

consistency. Both art professionals and people who work in the building

could relate to it-which I found very pleasing.

Tank Trap, courtesy of artist

J.K.: It has been mentioned in one of your earlier interviews that Dark
Matter was developed in Newcastle, an area that is associated with massive

call centers and outposts for international surveillance associations that
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manifest themselves in the various objects you produced for the

installation. My question is whether there are elements of Southern

California that strike you in a similar way. elements that may find their way

into future work?

E.G: The three months in Los Angeles were extremely fmitfijl and inspiring

for me and I am sure to be able to draw a lot from this experience. My
artistic research was focused on the aesthetics of political. militar>' and

economic forces in urban space-and I found some very interesting material

that surely will manifest itself in different ways in my new works and

upcoming shows at Schim Kunsthalle Frankfiirt and Berlinische Galerie.

Another project I have been working on is Imperial Beach, a series of

billboards for the public space of Los Angeles. The project emphasizes

the iconic status of both billboards and surf culture imagery by breaking

their conventions. The images show real surfers sitting in the water in a

state of suspense, waiting for the perfect wave to ride. In their black

neoprene suits they resemble a military unit on alert, awaiting the command
to strike.

Imperial Beach does not advertise Califomian culture in its happy colourilil

cliche, but rather present its underlying Noir. The title Tmperial Beach'

reflects this ambivalent state of Southern California as both holiday resort

and military base of a nation at war.

J.K.: This piece certainly seems to develop the concerns of your earlier

work with exploring the complicated relationship between art and marketing/

economy 'industry-but it also exhibits a visual logic that appears different

from anything you've done before. The highly visible, public venue of

this project is quite interesting, now that your audience is the entire city-

no one is going to a gallery or exhibition space, but instead the art confronts

them, in their cars. How did this play into your thinking conceptualizing of

the project?

E.G: It developed out ofthe wish to leave a visible mark in the city, and out

ofnecessity, because Villa Aurora is lacking an exhibition space. Billboards

are one of the most significant and iconic elements in the public space of

Los Angeles. Their size and construction are of such a sort that their

visual message can be perceived day and night from all cars passing by on

streets and freeways.

J.K.: One might say that imagery which has been de\ eloping out of surf
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culture since the 1960s has become part ofthe collective memory, almost

synonymous with the lifestyle of Southern California. Yet ofcourse surfing

also represents a multi-billion dollar industry-Imperial Beach seems to be

invested in dramatizing these tensions. How does the project convey this

visually?

E.G: The visual language ofImperialBeach resembles the coarse aesthetics

of w ar reportage or paparazzi photography, where shots are often taken

from a long distance. Without any text revealing its origin or purpose,

these uncanny, yet fascinating images pop up in different parts of the

cityscape.

J.K.: How would you describe your experience in Southern California?

Are there parts of your work process that had to be adjusted when you

came to the Villa Aurora? Did you get the chance to engage in any

collaborative work?

E.G: My stay started in the beginning of January and ended at the end of

March. It was great to get away from my usual work environment for a

while, meet new inspiring people and escape the grey Berlin winter.

I used this time in L.A. to think, take pictures, develop new ideas for

exhibitions and projects, and to meet people involved with the arts in

Southern California. Los Angeles has a thriving art scene and a number of

highly interesting universities. I feel very lucky to have met so many

extremely bright people, to have had the opportunity to lecture at UCSD
by invitation ofAmy Adler, who works as a professor there, and I am very

positive about future collaborations as a result of all these experiences.

Already now I am looking forward to cutting short the coming winter

again by doing an exhibition at the Balmoral, a new gallery on Abbott

Kinney Blvd in Venice.
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